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BUSINESS CARDS.
W. II.

Sewing

OHLER,

Repairer,

Machine

15$ middle St., Portland, me.

CHAS. A.
(Formerly

WARREN,

Warren

A Gregg.)

BROKER,

SHIP

H. L. GREGG &

Co.,

Successors to Warren A Gregg.

BROKERS,

For Rent.

To be Let

Jan23-ly

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

CLOUDMAN,

G.

J.

148 EXCHANGE ST.

Jan22tf__
EDGAR 8.

BROWN'

apr2eodlw

__

AwilBtant

(Late

TALBOT,

Attorney General, C. S.)

Counsellor

and

Attorney

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

For

Commission

Provision

and

Merchants,

S8 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
R. W. G AO
I pblpaiin
c. f. DAvif,
J. W. Tillson, 206 State st., Boston.
no2'

(Chic“K°»

rhiofla’n
V'UI.Uilig “•

GEORGE D. JOST,

N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
de20 tf
and Cross Streets.

Ac Oo

Feyret

1

^ JFFICES

LKGILEK,

These offices

Fainter,

are

T

Also, Desk

roam

in Suit*

the most desirable in the city, beand heated by steam.
and desks furnished it desired,

A CARD—in (hanking my former customers and
friends tor the patronage they have bestowed upon
me lor the tart fl teen years, I hare the pleasure in
recommending lo them Mr. W. L. KKIt.EKIor
n continuance of the same, teeling confluent that he
is able to please all who may give him a call lu his
CHAS. s. SCHUMACHER.
line.

Jy13dtf

hoop pit,

fl.

OF

The Florence Sewing Machine
Company
have taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
Dunn, where can be.seen the

(PORTLAND, ME;
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Re-nbrauts, Mcda’llon.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and the retouched
card, bv which new process we gel rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all Imperfections of the sitn
Call and judge tor yoitrselres.
gy vi olio -Good work at Madcrate Prices.
A ins lo Please.may 20

HUNT & JEWETT
Wholesale

Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
OBce 31* CONGRESS NT BEET,
Yard 43 PBEBLE ITBEET.
haml a good as«ortment of Italian
keep
and American Marble, ami will receive orders to
kinds
of Mouumenral stock, at prices
all
cut to size
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work*
vrg.aug22
on

SHALL

]>r. J. P. FESSENDEN
Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practise of his

profession

Hall,” and

ready for

are now

This is
which

send

packages

To those from

orders for single suits
a

we

a

ually

shall

a

would say that

the order they are received,
ments

made a provision for tho
cure of diseases of man and beast, yet thousands upon thousands are overtaken with sickness, without
suspicion that it is caused by mercury or other subtle poisons that are so freely used in many medicines
Our great Redeemer has

so

be

promptly

that to

<?f sizes early application

we

*eod3m

EVAS8,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf

CUNDURANGO.
SMALL supply of this Invaluable remedy for
Cnucer, ffrrofnls. Hhopmnlism, Nnlt
Ubruiu, Ulcere and all Blood Di.niw>, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, *3 j*r pound; matto iaUimrt*.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address.
No. C Exchange Place Providence R. I.
Ja5dtf

A

secure

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,
HURDETT & WOOD’S
OKM51IBATED

ORGANS!

(Old Instrument taken In exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of
iflualc,
Booka, Folio*, Wrappers. Also a fine

of

Guitars,
jot Vlolftua, Bnujoa, Druuia,
©•ucertiuna, Miring*, Music Btxf.°rjrU’
«**, Piano
can

and put in

store

He Recommends It.

nvAr

although
paid

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice, will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

South Boston, Feb. 91871.

Stevens, Esq.:

Sir.—I have heard from many sources of the
of Vegetine in, cases of Scrofula,
heumatism, Kidney Complaint, Catarrh, and other
diseases of kindred nature. 1 make no hesitation in
saying that I know the Vegetine to be the most reliable remedy for Catarrb and General Debility.
My wife has been troubled with Catarrh for many
years, and at timea very badly. She has thoroughly
tried
every supposed remedy that fre could hear of,
and for all this she has for several years been gradgrowing worse, and the discharge from the
ually
head was excessive and very offensive.
She was in this condition when she commenced to
take Vegetine. I could see that she was improving
ou the second bottle.
She continued taking the Vegetine until she had used from twelve to fifteen bottles. I am now happy in informing youand the pubDear

pointed.

succesi

S. B. BECKETT,
WM. C.
WM. O.

HOW,
FOX,

flgF*Blank schedules will be
of the Assessors.
Portland, March 25 lfr/2.

to

and fresh
his customers and show

see

We

selling them daily

are

vestors, and have but
one

)

J

Assessors.

furnished at the

Watches,

be

obtained at

Diamonds,

HAWES & CRAGIN’M Music Store,

by mail,

SALT

SILVER

WARE,

Which will

be sold at

LIBERAL

Barrett, Bankers,

IN

J. H. Chadwick &
Office^, !34

PRICES!

Goods Procured

ON

APPROVAL

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers
23 Nassau
is

janlbl&w 3m

an

Sc

SHORT

NOTICE !

ap3-lm

An

UNION

Insurance

Company,

FRANCISCO, CAL.,

SKEELS, BOWERS
114

Broadway,

&

HOUGHTON,

New

York,

Statement. (Gold basis) January 1st, 1872.

Cash

$750,000

Capital,
ASSETS.

Ho. 166

1829.]

Co., Ag’ts,

Fore Street,

PAYING 60 PER CENT.
GOVERNMENT

White Lead :

warrant to l>e

utrictly

pare, ana GUARANTEE

As the

owner

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT
TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

&

SEED.

The ssue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles
affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and
intermediate
Logansport,
points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
for
the
also,
large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

long,

Schuyler,

Shaw,

the best thing 1 have ever used: and I have used almost everything. 1 can cheerfully recommend It to
nny one in need of such a medicine.
Yours reapectflillv,
MRS. A. A.
19 Russel Street.

mch28

Hammond &

”

Carney.

2w

Appointment of Assignee.

blNSMOBE,

hereby five* public notice that he
»»» appointed Aulgnoe of the cutup? of Luther
J. Hill of Portland, in tne
County of Cumberland anti
State of Maine, on the twenty-tthli
<lay of March, A.
for
the benefit of creditors
assignment

THK
|
I

subscriber

under the laws of the State of Maine
C. PEABODY, Assignee.
w
March 27, 1872.
inar27-u3w

_HENRY

aa.ino orrauau

Organ and Melodeou Manufacturers.

Strips.

GEO. L. LOTHROP A CO., Na. 139 Exchange Street.

Photographers.
DAVIS A CO., Na. SO Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 139 Middle St., car. Cram.

GOODS,

Plumbers.
MILLER, Na. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixture* arranged and set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

JAMES

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

and Summer

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, Na. 93 Exchange
Street.
GEO. R. DAVIS & Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con-

JOHN O.

ence; the dignitaries and officers in cocked
hats and knee breeches and the Indians gay,
in red paint and feathers.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M. PEARSON, Na. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated

The Governor stopped at Jabez Fox’s who
lived on the south side of Exchange street, on
the spot wliei. J. B. Brown & Sons’ Banking
house now is.
What is now Portland was
then a village of one hundred and fifty to sev-

Repaired.
Street.

recovery. Of course when there was no
pretense of insanity the policy was void. This

no

the law in cases of
suicides in England. In
this country the law has been so construed
by
the various decisions of a number of the
superior courts, and less rtrict constructions have
been made only where the courts were divid-

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street,

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

E. A.

J. AMBROSE MERRILL, Na. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. Sc H. H. nCDUFFEE, Cor. middle

MARRETT,

M. RT _

|

kdu_

LOWEST
largest and

PRICES !

most

complete

stock

DRY GOODS!
can

FAMILY

of

SCHOOL

FOR GIRLS,
AT

THE

found

be

WILLOWS,

EDW’D II.

BURGO,

Accommodations

AUGUSTINE’S

Boarding

Day School

and

BOYS !

FOR

Bolted Yellow Meal,
Bolted Rye Meal,
Fine and Coarse Yellow Meal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,
Ground Oats and Meal for Horses,
Oats suitable for Seed,
Cracked Com,
Shorts, Fine Feed and Middlings,
Family Flour in Bbls. dc Halves.
Ground Bock Salt, for Dairy and
Table Use,
Com Ground for Dealers,
At Falmouth Mills, at lowest rates, an 1 take it from
Elevator or Stores on Wharves, by boat to the Mill
and return.
April13, 1872.

MOVE

Agent*; Quick!»«

rush for

It)

on

DIO LEWIS' last and greatest work.

OUR DIGESTION;

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.
The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who hare seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever Invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of

Rev.

Jules Ch. L.

Teacher of the French

Language.

C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in the
city, are prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.

PROF.

April,

at 2
P. O.
febl9

ocklly

School for

Family

Boys!

Blue,

FARMINGTON.MAINE.
School will open its Summer Term of ten

THIS
weeks,

on

April 44, 1874.

-ATnivfi

HOYT,

11 PnUc Street.

_mchl9d2w

It has the advantage of au entirely new building,
the most delightful locality and surroundings, ami
the tinest corps of teachers of any similar school in
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.

March U-d2m

_ne^t
Porto Rico Molasses,
STRICTLY CHOICR,

BY

CO.,

&

99 Commercial Street.

Aprils.

vpBdlw

Eagle Sugar Refinery.
resumed busi-

ness are now

their

GEORGE

8.

The undersigned haviug taken the agency for the
sale of the above named Paint, manufactured by the

and liaving tested it fully the past year on our own
all
vessjls, feel Justified In recommending It fully to
who may wish to protect their vessels from Barnacles,
We Guarantee It Equal and
Grass and Worms.
consider it Superior to any in the market, and solicit
orders from all who may wish a substitute for Metal,
and invito the most rigid test in comparison with any

Agent* in Rnatnn,
C. E. FOLSOM & CO„

9 Sc lO INDIA IT.

Agent,
Street.

March 20«d3w

J. B. FOLGER & WILLARD
107

New N. Y. BI TTER.
40 Tubs Extra Choice.
FOR

SALK

GINN,

State Street

VERMONT CHEESE.
—

200

BOXES

Choice Vermont Cheese!

If.. 388 C080RBS8 ST.
ap5*Iw

HA

Until ton ’HOD lor Bile at No. 43 Lin
■in

street,

dlsu

Diy Edgings

WM. HUSK.

Jl'ftT

For

Sale.
Store for »alo at

and Confectionery
FKIJIT
the Proprietor la going went.
gain,
intb.tr
tb office.
aa

a

bar-

Inquire at

changed.

W. G.

RECEIVED RT

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,
99 Commercial Hi.

Hints for Life Insurers.

Ex-Judge McCurdy of Connecticut, who
has been giving attention of late years to life
insurance, gave a lecture on various legal
questions connected with it before the New
York university, last week, that is of much
value to all persons having or proposing to
have policies on their lives. He said the individual taking out a policy must answer truthfully as to his present condition, and also as
to whatever tendency he may have to disease.
“Good health” was defined as a reasonably
good condition. Certain specified complaints
were enumerated in the policy, and in case of
the concealing with intent to deceive of an
existing disease there was no recovery. Warranties were construed strictly by the insurAn individual who had had
ance companies.
liie
a single fit in the whole course of his
might answer that he was “not subject to
fits,” but shouid he say he had never had any
the policy would be void. When there had
been deceit as to occupation, residence, age,
a
habits, there was no recovery, though
change of occupation was notinprohibited.
opium at
Gross debauchery, or indulgence
the time of getting out the policy, rendered it
of no efleet; but a bad habit might subsequently be acquired with impunity, provided
there was no provision to that effect. One of
the questions asked is, “Who is your last or

usual medical attendant ?” Said medical attendant need not be a regularly qualified physician ; he need only act as as one. England
allowed grace on payment of premium, but in
this country the least failure made a policy
void. There could be a renewal, but a new
examination was required. Premiums due
on Sunday might be paid on Monday. Sometimes agents made different arrangements to
which the company acquiesced. A note given as payment must be paid at maturity, or
the policy is void. Although a person contract disease during the continuance of his
policy, should he die alter its expiration there
is no recovery. The policy clearly expires at
A man, therefore, wounded at 11 and
noon.
dying at 1 cannot recover. The policy-holder
must live iu “settled limits,” which, iu this

country,

ap5d4w

BY

A. E. HULXETT,

Wood /

!

WHOLESALE PAINT DEALERS,

HUNT,

111 Commercial

PAINT

other Marine Paints.

Kaglc Sugar Refinery having
THE
prepared to otter to the trade Sugars
of the
manufacture.
or

TOPPER

AMERICAN COPPER PAINT CO.

RECEIVED,

GAGE

AMERICAN

have

[To be continued.]

_

H ood l

things

J.

ajiOdlw

AN

AMERICAN’S EXPERIENCES
PENAL

Rebellion.
IN A BRITISH

COLONY.

The Syracuse (N. Y. Standard says:
Last Wednesday night an apparently old
man, who looked as if he might have been
full ninety years, came to the station house
He said he had
and applied for lodgings.

traveled

a

long distance,

was

tired and hun-

Ard the old man
gry, and wanted sleep.
took from his back a little bundle, withdrew
a cane thrust through the knotted handkerchief, and sank down in a chair as if utterly
He was given
unable to take another step.
tlic best accommodations the station house
aiforded, and that was a warm eel! and a bare
plank. But his old bones rested sweetly, he
said, even in that bed, “for it’s mor’n I’ve
been used to lor these many years.”
Yesterday morning he was taken before Justice
Corbett, and there he told a sad story. Although appearing to be fully ninety years
old, face wrinkled, and back bent nearly double, he was but fifty-five years of age. His
name was Samuel VVashbume, and he has
just returned from Van Dieman's Land,
whither he had been sent as a convict liv the
British Government. He was bom in Hartford, Conn., and went to Canada when be
was twenty-two years old.
This was in the
He engaged in chopping just
year 1838.
across the river from Clayton, when the Canada rebellion took place in lhat year. Washburne was near Prescott when the battle was
A good manv many persons from
fought.
this vicinity were interested in that fight,
young men haring gone from Salina, Liverpool, and other places in this county.
One of the leaders of that rebellion was
Fapiueau, who has a relative now living in
this city.
Washburne was an American, and
in the vicinity of Prescott, as he says, walking along the road just after the tight, when
he was arrested and thrown into chains
on
board a
British
vessel.
He
was
given no opportunity for trial. Although he
strongly pr itested his innocence he was sententenced to banishment for life in Van Dieman’s Land. He was sent to that colony
with some two hundred others.
They were
crowded like sheep into the hold of a prisonship. After a tedious and stormy voyage
they were landed at Sydney, and here their

trialbegan.
Reporter—Did they make you work ?
Washburne—Well, they did make us

work
like slaves.
R.—What did you do ?
W.—1 ploughed and drew stone.
R.—You mean you held the plough?
W.—No, I don’t. I mean that myself and
companion drew the plough. They hitched
us up like horses.
Here, see my back.
And the old man tried to straighen up, but
no power on earth could ever make that back
erect again. He exclaimed:
“You see my bent back. Well, they put
straps across and around me; made a regular
harness, and hitched Miller—that’s my partner—and myself to the plough, and we were
obliged to drag it like brutes. But they treated us a great deal worse than brutes.’’
R.—What did they give you to eat ?
W.—They fed us on a pound of meat and
a pound of coarse bread
per day, and we
slept in a hut at night. Miller, m'y partner,
often told me he should try to escape if possible. He made the attempt and succeeded,
some years ago, in reaching an American
vessel that brought him to this country.
R.—How did you escape ?
W.—I was pardoned. I succeeded in getting letters to Canada, and some of my triends
there interested themselves in my case, and
nearly two years ago I received a pardon.—
But then I could not leave the country for
lack of means to pay my passage. I worked
a year and a half—sometimes
getting three
cents and sometimes live cents per day—until I had succeeded in raising $25. With this
and my promising to work on the passage, I
succeeded in reaching New York a week or
two ago. I left Sydney last November, after
a residence there of thirty-three years!
R.—Have you any relatives in this part of
the country?
W.—Yes; Judge Foster, of Oswego, is my
uncle. My mother is his sister. 1 learned
at Utica that two of my brothers were living
at Canton (Memphis) in this county.
Their
mines are Henry and Benjamin Washburne,
and I am on my way to see them.

The Pea Crop.
rui

ouiuc

jejuni

yiatuttru suwuig

a

trup

ui

peas—usually

me roousnness oi intemperance.
The habit of liquor drinking is the most inexcusable piece of destructive nonsense in the
world. The money poured down the throats
of men each year, is greater than the amount
expended for improvements. If a man is
tired, he drinks; if he is at work, he must

distinguish him from his attendants;—verily

ABBOTT

Crockery, and Glass Ware,

usual grades

Morazain,

At Little

F.

2.

FROM PARIS,

Box 1866.

FURNITURE,

SMITH,

Tuesday, April

DANIEL F. SMITH, Rector.

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

I shall sell

JUST

on

apply

mch30d3w

TOWS

BOWS

About the Middle of

all kinds.

Solo Manufacturers ot Broad's Patents, 271 Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BBOAD & CO,
d«el!)-dtf

Term will begin
Trinity
to
For admission

Apply from one l*. ai. to three o’clock p. m.,
Appleton Block, Congress St., or iu writing

dtfeod

HAYING CONCLUDED
TO

42 Dan forth Street, Portland, Maine.

Episode

ham comes quietly to town in the train unattended except perhaps by Maj. Shaw. No one
outside of the ho(ei knows he is here; and when
invited by the Collector to speak for the State
two gentlemed in plainclothes go forward armin-arm to the stand; one is a plain mechanic of
the opposite political party, and the other our
noble Governor, with nothing in his dress to

John Hancock of the
bold hand. They came in a man of war accompanied by eight hundred troops, in transports
—bis chaplain was the Rev. Mr.| Brockwell of
the Kings Chapel, Boston. Mr. Smith says on
Sunday, “Parson Broftkwell preached in the
forenoon, and carried it on in the church form.’’
Kings Chapel had just been rebuilt and is subsame now with the exception of
the creed which is sadly changed. It was then
under the charge of the Bishop of London.
Within my recollection the colonial Governor’s
pew was standing one step higher than the
rest, with Corinthian pillars and crimson damask tapestry. On the walls of this church are
elegantly carved marWe tablets with latin inscriptions to the memory of Gov. Shirley, his
wife and daughter whose bodies repose in a

ana bcuitiM strictly firstclass. Superior advantages In Modern Languages
and Music.
Spring Term commences April 2d, 1872.
For Circulars address the Principal.
MISS L. G. BELCHER.
March 21-eod & w4w*

ST.

scabbard and silver shoe and kuee buckles.
With him was his council and several reprever

stantially the

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

ay The Pnklic are earnestly inriled ta
an Examination af the amt before makap6d4w
ing tkeir Parchaaea.

Gov. Shirley apwarming with his presence.
peared according to the custom of the day, as
his portrait shows, in powdered wig and laced
hat, red coat with laced breast and broad skirts,
with ruffies at his neck and hands, drab vest
and small clothes, with a light hanger in a sil-

sentatives—among them

_EDI JCATIONAL.

of the Canadian

An

vault under the church.
According to modern custom Governor Per-

We will contrast the visit of the Royal Govof that day with that of Governor Perham, who honored Collector Washburn’s houte
ernor

np

ed.

from two to four acres—as food
for the
in Fall. There is no better food
pigs
for fattening hogs than peas, and if one has a
small crop even,-he can pen up pigs early in
the Fall and get them half fat before com is
fit to feed. Besides, peas make firmer pork
than old corn.
My plan is to sow the Canada peas; the
seed is for sale in all the markets. The term
Canada pea is not the true name of the variety, but inilica es that it is grown in that
country, where it is free from the weevil, or
pea bug, and henee is good seed. The variety is, I think, the blackeyed marrowfat. The
stock gets so buggy after one season, when
grown this side of the lakes, that it is nearly
worthless for seed, though its value for feeding is not affected. I usually sow three bushels of peas and one bushel of oats per acre,
broadcast, and cover with a gang plough.
The oats hold up the pea vines, and mure
pods ripen, and the gathering is easier.
When ripe, the pea vines are hooked into
heaps with scythes, and after drying a little,
part of them stacked and fed out without
threshing, and part drawn to the bam and
threshing for grinding with com. Corn and
pea meal makes, in my opinion, the very best
food to fatten hogs with.
Peas keep the ground very clean, and leave
it loose, and in good condition to sow wheat
alter. I once let the pigs into harvest an
acre of pees which were sowd in a young
orchard. The hogs, not being rang rooted
up the soil very thoroughly, which helped the
trees, but it was a wasteful method of harvesting the crop, and not to b recommended. The most profit is obtained when the
peas are threshed and ground. I'nless fed
with the vines they should be soaked if not

enty-five families.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430
Coagress Street.

H. F.

to »at

conference, were hauled up at the same place,
although history only mentions the canoes.
The conference was held in the meeting house,
and probably a motley crowd of white and red
men met on that slope
every morning waiting
for the gun from the man of war which brought
the Governor, for the gathering of the confer-

lin St*..

Schools.

Spring

wan

who built Fort Halifax at Ticonnet;one small
block house of which is still standing.
Probably the boats of the transports, which
daily brought the officers and a detachment of
soldiers from the camp on the Island to the

P. FEENV, Car. Cumberland and Frank-

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 C.ngrem

TIliu OnnfoMima

there. Gen. Winslow was taken sick soon after starting on the expedition and Brigadier
Preble of Falmouth, had the immediate command of the troops under Governor Shirley,

A. S.

Ware

alttnn

the consent of the Indians to the building by
the English of a fort at Cushnoc Falls (Augusta) and another at Ticounet in the town of
Wiuslow. They first refused but finally consented to it. Several transports had arrived
with 800 troops, in company with Gov. Shirley,
commanded by Gen. Winslow and encamped on
Bangs’s Island. This force was for an expedition up the Kennebec to fortify the passes to
Canadaandsce if a report was true that the
French had already commenced a settlement

gress Street.

19 Pine 8t„ New York,

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
mchl9d&w3m
wl2

West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Co.,

-| /UUl Bags prime Western Timothy; 300 hags
XvFv/vf Clover; 100 Red Top, Just received aud
for sale by

that 1 have liBed your “Blood

on the 20th.
The Penobscots to
the number of 25 arrived J uly 5th.
The treaty was signed with the Norridgewocks
July 2nd and was ratified on the 3d, when the
usual dance took place—very probably on this

E. REDLON, 933 1-9 Congreu St.

Weather

evpedlti®.

was

party arrived

Carpet-Bags.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

diana.

wants to go

Jan31

Win order to protect ourselven, we have adopted
our trade-in ark an eight-pointed red star, with
or, My Jelly Priced’a Secret.
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack- It is by odd a the moHt
taking and salable book in -the
age of our Pare I*ead. None genuine without it.
j Held. 1 It iH on a vitally important subject. 2 It i«
by America's most popular writer on health. 3 It is.
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the people are eager
for such a book, and will
AGENTS FOR THE C O.,
urge you to bring it to them.
Write for terms, Ac., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
3 School at., Boston, Mass.
ap2t4w
46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.
fet>tkl3m eod

Charlestown. March 19,1869.

ad-

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

as

preparation,,. (Veuktine), in my family for several
think that, for Scrofula or CankerouB
years, and
Humors or Rheumatic affections, it cannot be excelled ; and as a blood purifier and spring medicine, It Is

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

SMALL A KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange
Street.

L.

SPRIN G VALE.

American.

Phillips

and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Caugre.® Street.
Agent® far Reward Watch Caapnny.

Logansport,

G A T

that tor fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

W. F.

Jewelry

Masons and Builders.

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of In-

1__

storms. On this bank the Indians hauled up
their canoes when Gov. Shirley met them here
by appointment in 1754 to make a treaty. On
the 21st of June, 42 Indians of the Norridgewock tribe arrived, and the Governor with his

Hall.

N.

uvniTrvn nmrrc thd qi

TEBBETS HOUSE,

Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we

City

Old

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF TRE

Pirn.

GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.

Cannot be Excelled.

York

the Investment.

on

9 Clapp’® Black'

CangreM Street, opposite

DCRAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle aad
116 Federal Streets.

mchl4deod3w

DRY AND

“

or

BONDS,

AXD

9 1-2 Per Gent,

J. w. IHUNBEB, Agent.

96 Oliver Street,

Dry aid Grind in Oil,

entirely
enjoyed

Cor.

Security,

t__

line of Commercial street, in Mr. Pearson’s
time, but it was afterward used as a ship yard
which broke the turf and the soil washed away in

Toilet Articles.

J. F. SHEBBY, IV®.

Undoubted

THAN

uoous ana

nonmani.

History and tradition describe the square occupied by the new custom house as a grassy
slope from Fore street to the ledges washed by
the tide at high water mark at about the east

Upholstering.

Offers at Wholesale and Retail

excel-

BOSTON
rure

dene te erder.

to order.
nair

n

^Wis
sufferings in that
called “Pearsoutown” until its incorporation in 1785. Capt. Pearson was the first
sheriff of Cumberland County, and afterwards
Judge of the Court of Common Pleas. He
died in 1778, aged 81.
tract

DAVID W. DEAWE, We. 8V Federal St.
All kind* of (Jphols rring and Repairing

Street, New York,

On<1o,l

vices and

GENERAL AGENTS,

Market Street Square Grain
Store.

-AT

BOSTON.

disease,si
preparation!!,

Enquire

TO

llA

was sent home by Governor
Shirley in 1746
to procure material to complete the works. A
tract of land now
comprising a part of Standish was granted in 1730 to certain pawns
living
in this viciuity as a remuneration furtbeit a*r-

eral Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATOW, Old Pest OBce,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, We. 11 Preble Street. L'p-

helslerlng

1 7dr.

and

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEWJl. ADAMS, cer. Exchange and Fed-

IN' THIS STATE !

RHEUM,

[iNCOnrOltATKD

annoyance, and knowing it to be a blood
took many of the advertised blood
of Sarsaparilla, withamong wh ch was any
out obtaining any benefit, until I commenced taking
the Vegetike; and before I had completed the first
bottle I saw that 1 had got the right medicine. Consequently I followed on with it, untill I had taken
seven bottles, when I was pronounced a well man;
and my skin is smooth,and
free pimples from
so good health beauderoptions. I have never
fore, and I attribute it all to the nse o f Vegetiee.
To benefit those afflicted with Rheumatism, I will
moke mention also of the Vegetine’s wonderful power of curing me of this acute complaint, of which I
have suffered so lntenselv.
C. H. TUCKER.
Pas. Ag’t Mich. C. R. R.
29 Tyler Street, Boston.

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly

peison

We.

18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITWBV, We. 36 Exchange St. Cpheltleriug ef all kinds
dene te erder.

Furniture and

That

room

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

Information,

WILSON,
A dress LITTLEFIELD*J*31tf

in

to

OR

The

...

Boston, Dee. 12,1869.
Gentlemen—My only object in giving you this testimonial is to spread valuable information. Having
been badly afflicted with Salt Klieum, aud the whole
surface of my skin being covered with pimples and
eruptions, many of which caused me ere&t pain an d

aud Maple st.

application

on

Fore

on

regiments employed in the seige to receive and
distribute the spoils of victory, which were
immense. He remained at Louisburg
superintending the construction of barracks and a hospital uud the repairing of the fortifications,

W. B. JOHWSOW, We 13 1-3 Free St.

AND

other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a I»an8 on Bond and Mortgage. $592 500
Estate...
9o’.500
quantity of his Compound and Ointment. The char- ltoal
50 000
acter of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence U. S. 1881*8 Registered.
South
Carolina
State
Bonds.
13*073 85
furnished during the lost twenty-tire years, of the j
57 500
and
of the remedy, gives us confidence Loans on Collaterals.
safety
efficacy
Cash
on
hand
and
in
Bank....
$65,561,71
in ottering it for tne r dief of sufferers.
A fresh supply just received and for sale Wholesale Cash with Agents. 51,202 88
116,814 59
and Retail in this city by H. H. Hay, W. F. Premiums In course'of Collection.
61,068 79
Bills Receivable.
16,922 24
Phillips. J. W. Perkins and by H. Weed- Interest
due
aud
accrued
23,328 66
aide, 141 Congress at., and by respectable Druggists All other
Assets.
15,306 49
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal discount to the trade. Price f 1, with full directions.
For further particulars see the article.
$1,039.014 62
LIABILITIES.
mchGd2m_WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath, Me. Unpaid Losses, comprising
all claims.... $179,238 52
PORTLAND OFFICE,

Our food furnishes material for the growth and
nourishmeut oi the body by absorption and assimilation. In like manner Vegetike acts in the cure of
disease. When swallowed it is absorbed, taken up by
the veins, and circnlated through the system with the
blood, reaching the most hidden and remate parts.
It is evident, by this direct
action,that the whole system must feel the effects of the
remedy.

new.

less

85 MIDDLE ST.,

And

Blood.

Gig Saw For Sale.

remaining,

forth of the issue.

JEWELRY,

SAN

mar25d3w

WM. B. TRUFANT, the discoverer of
lent remedy for the cure of

Cleaks

.fair..

)

Diseases of the Skin.
Mr.

hesitate to recommend it.
I am, etc., respectfully,
L. D. CARDELL, Store 461 Broadway.

H. R. Stevens:
This is to certify

the most careful in-

to

small amount

a

TRADE!

MANAGERS.

lic, (if you choose to make it public'), that she is cntirly cured, and Vegetine accomplished the cure lifter nothing else would. Hence I feel justified in saying Vegetine is the most reliable remedy and would
advise all suffering
humanity to try it, for I believe
it to lie a good, honest vegetable medicine, and I shall

_

in

a new

fine line of

personal

guardian,

CONSISTING OF

All

a

of Portland

every
day.
the first to the fifteenth day of April next, inclusive,
at their room in City Hail, from ten to twelve o’clock
in the forenoon, and from three to five o’clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said assessors, true and perfect lists of
all their polls and estates real and
held by
them as
executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, as on tho first day of April 1872, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other,
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
suchohange: aud in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed
such estate has been wholly distributed and
1

quantity

gold

OFFERS FOB SALE AT

they

VEGETINE

Valuable

in

stood

the siege of Louisburg, Cape Breton, under
Sir William Pepperell. After its
capture Capt
Pearson was appointed treasurer of the niue

-FOR THE-

Having refitted his
stock, is now ready

assort-

City
hereby give
notice to all persons liable to taxation in said city,
THE
that
will be in session
secular
from

made exclusively from the juice of carefully selected Barks, Boats and Herbs, and so strongly
concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from
the system every taint of

Musical Merchandise,

Ntoola.

principal and interest being payable

New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WILLIAM A.

A

the first of April and October,

DRY

I

Velvet

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COBEV Sc CO., Arcade,

on

Tn

Dentists.

to

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written application.

Middle & Union Sts.

will be necessary.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

In Portland.

Office hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.

REED

for $1,000 each, have forty years

formerly

at

Dye-House.
SVrnOWDS, India St.
dyed and Snished.

joiner

a

street, which he occupied until the destruction
of the town in 1775, when it was burnt.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, eppenile Park.

F.

was

Commercial House

and Builders.

us-

filled in

mchl5d4w

is

No. 43 Pine Street, Brown Block.

Jyl

McDUFFEE,

33, 34, 36, 38 North Street.

Assessors of the

Carpenters

of the

with none

Bleachery.

CO., Bleachers, We. 131

as

pre-

OFFICE AISTX) RESIDENCE,

jan23

H.

“OAK HALL,” Boston

/Ian

Bonne' and Hat

DR.

“money order” by mail rather than to

charge. All orders will

Street.

annum, payable

No.

distance who them

have the money sent by express, for which there is

on the

are

Book Binders.
OUIWCY, Deem 11, Printer’s
Exchange, We. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL Sc SHACKFOBD, We. 33 Plnm

SAWYER Sc

Fore street.

on

and came here from Newbury in 1728, then thirty-one years old, and in
1730, the same year of his appointment, he
purchased of Daniel lngersol the old Danforth
grant lying cast of Willow street, and reaching to Middle street, lngersol described it in
the deed as “his father’s former possession.”
Mr. Pearson immediately opened Willow street
through his lot, and .built his house where the

WJI. A.

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

both

site

Street.

middle Street.

recommend them

public. I

have offered at 96 Each, and the demand

fer to receive

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOVT, FOGG Sc BREED, We.03 middle

S

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt
payment of the interest, and the final payment of
the principal, are as certain as
any future financial

the second thousand of these famous suits

we

for them is increasing.

Ezekiel, 47th Chapter

How Yegetine Acts

hesitate to

not

ready for delivery at the desk.

979 niDBLE ST.

not

seldom in the market.

~—■—

CORNER

>

the

Those who left ORDERS will find their

■ANUFACTURKB OF

No 152 Htddle Street.

do

are

Jones &

HAVE BEEN DECEIVED

ap5d4w

Sreat

H.

“Communists Suits")

W. S. DYER, AGENT,

H. R.

■

lOOO

At “Oak

Bakers.

small

so

ED.

Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted j>ersoamch26d3m
ally or by mail.

Thi* machine will fasten off each end of the sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn
nicely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
place for Braiding. Needles, N battles, Bobbins
for all kinds of Machines, C otton nnd Bilk of
all colors and sizes. These machines are sold on
weekly instalments, or on the work plan.

ecSS-NOl' TdfcStf

—

——-—-g

Which makes Four DifferentJStitches, and has the
BEYEB9ABLE FEED.

Nos. 81 Jl 98 Free Street,

PHOTOGRAPHS,

Office, 166 Fore St, Portland, Me.

Boston,

Florence Sewing Machine,

Scrofulous Humors.

J. H. LA NISON,

MUNGER, Correspondent,

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
h;vd greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than perhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„

DYER,

SCROFULA,

boxed and matted.

01

Vice-President,

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

XJ PHO LSTERER

are

We

the mile,

38fi’.739

■». II CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

THE

REMOVAL

Pa blob Suits, I/ousene, Sphihb Buds,
Mattbbsbus,
McDonough Patent Bed Lounges, Kn.
aaided Chaim, Ac.
y AII kinds oi repairing neatly done. Furnt-

While railroad bonds may be plenty,

217 500 00
41
2 405 937 95

®
5® declared on t! e net earned premiums of the Company, for the
for ®*K'
which certificates wi I be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of

dlm-eodllm&wttw
——

nvnaanl

excuses

those upon finished and
paying lines and for
to

When Collector Washburn closed his remarks
on the
origin of the plan and construction of
this elegant erection, and
began the list of former officers, the first one
named, Moses Pearson, who was appointed in 1730 and held the
office until 1741), reminded me that the
ground
over which we stood was a
part of his home
lot, and that his house stood immediately oppoHe

its bonds.

all

Agency for Sewing Machines.
W. 8. OVER, We. 138 middle St., ever H.
IE. Hay's.
All kinds ef machines fe
sale and te let. Hepairing.

(14,806,812 37

JOHN W.
_

Feb. 7, 1872.

S.

operating

MORE INCOME
$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00

*274*345

i5&»E18£2,k
MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

w
W.H.H.

marikttl

W.

on

$5,375,793 24

the Company, estimated at

t,‘? B,car<1>

r>

ing pleasantly situated

An/I Mmoillao nf Ilia

MAINE.

xiS ®€cem^)er>
rw H,,***^
1871,

^*8^

FLUENT BLOCK,
or

i»aid,

but just open-

road is
all

The Celleetlam of Culom mm* the Site
of the New Custom Horn.
To the Editor of the Preen:

w. C. COBB, We. 13 Pearl St.

■

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deering Block

j.

18

outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
1,
legal
representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
.The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, wUI 1) redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
Tuesday thethe
toa{ttrproduced
time of payment, and cancelled. Ui>on certificates which
:
V? premiums;atsuch
were issued (in red
scrip) for gold
payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.

Aprifnejrt

By the rivers upon the banks thereof
prow
all trees lor meat whose leaf shall not Cade, ana the
fmit thereof shall be for meat, and the leaf thereof foi
medicine.”

PORTLAND,

$7,446,452 69

Total Amount of Assets,

LET.

Either Single

are

Although the

already earning, after

Messrs. Swan &

Total nnurant of Marine Premiums,

sundry

oi

1TH or without board.
Also Ladv Boarder*
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st. No
*un30tt

~Vo

it is

or

2,033,675

iy!8ti

k/ki
▼ v

the mile.

ed,

WEDNESSAYMORNIKti, APRIL 10, *72.

ATWELL Sc CO., 1T4 1-3 middle Si. Advertisements inserted in papers in Nlaine
and Ihrenghent the ceantry at the publishers' lewest rates.

Evansville and Nashville with the entire

Its mortgage debt is $2,600,000, or about $1

Full particulars furnished

$5,412,777 51

Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and
Mortgages,
notes and claims due
Interest, and
Premium Notes auu Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

WINES,

«48 CONGBEIW wTHKET.

Fresco

feblOeod$n

No Policies have been Issued upon Life Risks: nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine RMfcs.
Premiums markedOff from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the
following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o* 1 er
Stocks,

To Let,
let, containing? rooms,Sebago

12th Terse.

Wholesale & Retail

W.

RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

the Merchants National Bank.

at

of

South.
500 to

connecting Chicago by the shortest route

--

tl
ST.aug23
Xo be Let.

Apply

$230,362.00

J. H. DEWOLF, Pres’t.

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
the 31st day Of December, 1871.

on

on

the block ol Brick Stores

richest portions of Illi-

and

WALL STREET, Comer of William, New York.

51

OF

IMPORTER?

THE PRESS.

LINK,

(ORGANIZED IN 1843.)

iront
second floor. Abo
third floor with board. 49 FrankPLEASANT oc28if
liu st.

THE

R. I.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Xo Let

whole or part ot
Portland Pier.

FINISHED

the celebrated Block Coal fields of
Indiana, and

than

| F NO r sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses
I in the new brick block of lour, on the corner oi
Neal and Pine stp, will be rented on tavorabi* tegpis.
These aie first class houtea in every respect, conaiuiLg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements.
Hid 8e ha go water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
I'nion St.
sep16

TENEMENT
water. For

NEWPORT,
Cash Capital A Surplus

$423,830.20

•

A

Hie Bonds

is

room

Danville and Yincennes

event.

Ulmliu af the public b respectfully culled tu the ahuve named Cempaaies.
j. w. nimcEfe.

First- lass Houses to Let.

to

$645,129.29

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

noviGm

land

Co’y.,

THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres’t.

particulars apply to

FRESCO PAINTER

FRENCH

Cash Capital k Surplus

jan 12-d&wtf

Dividends made with promptness on all points.
on approved ollaterals.

Flour, Grain

Advertising Agents.

with

NEWPORT

PBOVIDENCE, B. I.

moderate.

ADVANCES made

H.

The

BOSTON.

Capital & Surplus

E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tern.

Fire and Marine Insurance

excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

Corr oration Loans negotiated.
received, subject to check at sight.
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and

GAGE & DAVIS,

THE

unusually safe. They are attended

COMPANY.

EQUITABLE

Commercial st.,

AN

DEPOSITS

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eod6m

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

nois,

a sum

ALBERT BOWKKR, Pres’t.

IRA A. FOSTER, Sec’y.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main lasd, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
ef new
Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Pish
House, all in j>enect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fish-

sold, and

PAPER Bought and

BUSINESS

on

Furnished Room to Let.

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
>o.

Suitable for any busi-

corner of Union
M. Small. Suitable for
and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms apEDWARD FOX.
ply to
mch27

LAW!

AT

TEEMS *8.oo PER ANN PM, IN ADVANCE

BONDS.

Running through one of the

$773,830.80 North American Fire Ins

Mari.k. Bisk. Taken on Cargoes, Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Kates named and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.
Cash
HENRY HARRIS, Pres’t.

St.. occupied by George
STORE
Flour

erman.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, Pres’t.

on

No. 18 JPemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refer* to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. 8.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Glnery Twichell.Jn3-6m

1872.

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

$1,115,573,67

-----

H. I.

Cosh Capital k Surplus

For Rent.
No. 157

ASSETS

IS

by way

C. D. HAVEN, Sec’y.

CHASE BROTHERS,
120 Commercial st.

MIDDLE STREET.

gy Particular attention paid to collecting.
Jan24-ly
THOMAS H.

PBOYmENCB,

one room oai

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 80

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

Desirable Stores to Let.
118 Commercial st., and 2 and 3 Long Wharf,
inspect premises, call

ME.

FRANCISCO.

SAN

with passage way in the rear, from Fore st. The cellar well lighted,cement
floor, andSebago water introduced. Enauire of A. B. ALDRICH, the present
occuitaut, who soon removes to Commercial st., to
Elias Thomas 2d, Commercial st., or W. W. Thomas,
at Canal National Bank.
Also to let a commodious office in the 2d story #f
the above store.
mch26tf

NO.footForofterms
Exchange street.
and to

Agency,

Union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

store, numbered 22, west side of Exchange st., Thomas Block, juJjoining Merchant's
Reading Room. Store about 20 feet wide, by 80 deep

Philadelphia.
J. B. Hamel, Jr.

ST., PORTLAND,

fine

THE

Chicago,

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
marine and Life Insurance desired a current rates.

|

Middle street, now occupied by Hoyt,
Breed. Apply to
Fogg
MATTOCKS & FOX,
mar28dtf
88 Middle street.

MERCHANTS !

'8 Walnut St.,
.1. L. Gregg,

No. 166 FORE

Store 92
rpHE
X
and

AJID

COMMISSION

MUNGER,

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance

Island to Let.

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
434 MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.
janSl

10,

RAILROAD,

TO mchl7eodtf

-AND-

SHIP

JOHN W.

To Let.
gentleman and wife, a second floor front room
and bedroom, with board, at 38 STATE ST.

mar23dlm

Machines at short notice.

APRIL

is

BRICK

ness.

Having taken the shop formerly conducted by W.
S. Dyer, I am prepared to Repair all kindR of Sewing

MISCELLANEOUS

|

Street._jn4-tf

To Let!
Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial treet.
janlOtf

tion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

MORNING,

PRESS.

_____

Room To Let.
board suitable for gentleman and wife, or
WITH
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders ac-

commodated, at 52 Free

Eight

THE

I

TO LEI.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

WEDNESDAY

11._PORTLAND,

PRESS

published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

Terms:

VOL.

DAILY

are

the boundaries of the United

States. Sea voyages, dangerous occupations,
could be prohibited. In case of the party
dying in known violation of law, or by the
hand of justice, whether innocent or guilty,
there can be no recovery. Suicide is expressed in three ways—“died by his own hand,”
“committed suicide,” "died by suicide.” In
all cases of self-dcstruetlon insanity must be
proved, or the policy Is void. Any voluntary
or in one’s right mind killing of one's self renders recovery impossible. A man must be
wholly unconscious, wildly, blindly Insane
wheu he puts an end to himself. He must be
laboring under an insane delusion, constrained by a force impossible to resist. A person
cannot kill himself from ennui and the po y
there is
be of effect—where there Is intention

ground.—Cor Sural Home.

if doing nothing, he must have a nip
every hour; iftoo warm, he must have a
if too cold, a hot whiskey; If he is by himself,
out comes a flask or bottle; If in company, he
stands treat till hfs money be gone; then like
some one asks
a dead beat, sits around till
him up.
A man on a moderate salary steps into a
saloon, invites a half a dozen friends to drink,
pays a dollar or more and walks out. Three

drink;

or

jullp;

four times

a

day he repeats this, and al-

ways drinks when asked.

It is social.

Men

But during the week
nothing by it.
half a man’s salary has been poured down his
throat, destroying his stomach and weakening his nerves, over exciting his brain, robbing himself and family of money needed for
mean

But It is social!
Brink in
the morning—at noon—at night—then a few
betwen drinks. The brain whirta—the hands
grow unsteady—the pockets grow empty—
the home ones suffer—the eyes look red and
tremulous, as if ashamed—ambition is drowned or poisoned. Pretty soon the poor fellow
Is unfit tor business.
He makes mistakes.
He is sick, unable to work.
He is not a
man to be relied on.
He leaves bis place and
in time finds a poorer one.
Then he feels
blue—drinks still more—his family suffers—
he leaves his place again, and at last dies a
wretch. But it’s social!
It is none of our business in the abstract,
yet we are sorry to see men fooling themselves away—dying like weeds in a gutter
when they
be men, upright, healthy,
loved, and useftil; of benefit to themselves
and others. And this is why we write against
intemperance. Health is too precious to be
wasted—manhood is too noble to be thrown
into the gutter. Life is too sweet to be drugged with pofsoji# now compounded and sold
To drink
as liquors.
poison may be social
but it costs too much for us, or for
any man
of sense who loves himself or others.
Who
of our readers dare to think of this matter and
unao men uciier
juugment snail [UKiiier

other purposes.

uilgiit

Clippings.
—A reflective re porter described a new hearse
as “a splendid though sad vehicle.”

—It is unfair to speak of any new invention for painless surgical operations as good
news tor railway travelers.
—A western bachelor editor inserts

mar-

riages under “Melancholy Accidents.”
—A Tennessee editor was so rejoiced

at

the death of his rival that be announced it
under the head of amusements.
to learn how it
-A Boston man i*
come

to high
that when people
to use low language.
words they are apt
in Boulogne sent
_A beautiftd lady living
to the publisecr of a humoious
a challenge
who bail “twice concerned himselt

happens

journal,
in her private affairs.” A formal acceptance
of the duel was returned, the choice ot arms
was waived, bnt a
decided preference for
those of the lady herself was expressed.
Reconciliation followed, and the wedding
trip is to the United States.

THE

What Senator Schurz Hat* Dene for Ua

PRESET

in

Congressional Prognostics.
congressional situremains practically unchanged since

Iu the First District the

Schurz,

We hear of no new
last observations.
candidates [but we learn something of the
our

duct in

Independent over the signature of ‘•Union” thinks we ougl^t to take strong ground
Saco

for some one of the contestants.
We fancy
that a cloud of “Unions” wpuld rise up to de-

should we do so. No, gentlemen,
“hands off” is our motto until after convention ; then we shall be ready to speak out and
help the election of the candidate by every
nounce us

onr'power. This we will say, that
the nomination is fully and fairly conceded to
York county and that Mr. Lynch definitely
and

in

positively declines to be

a

candidate for
forebodings of

So that all
renomination.
trouble from this quarter may be set at rest.
We think we could make a pretty good guess
as to the result but refrain from indulging in
an exhibition of our powers of “second sight”
in deference to our established position of
“benevolent

In the Second and Third Districts the renomination and re-election of Mr. Frye and
mere

matters of form.

In the Fourth District Mr. Peters will un-

doubtedly be renominated without serious opposition, if he concludes to be a candidate.
It is understood that Hon.

Lewis Barker has

his eye

on the chances, and his movements
through the winter are construed by many as
an indication of his purpose to push his fortunes in the country and let the city “gang
its ain gait.” Gen. Hersey will not be a candidate against Peters, but, if the field is open,

he is very popular in all parts.
All indications point to the Fifth District
as the fighting ground par excellence in the
coming campaign. Hon. F. A. Pike is unas

derstood to be

donning the war paint and
feathers for the fray, He is a man of great
energy, ability and political experience, and
will probably have a strong following in
Washington county. Hon. William McGilvery of Searsport is also spoken of as a prospective candidate, but as yet we learn nothing of his movements. The men, however,
who attempt to unseat Mr. Hale will have no
He is young, vigorous, strong and

sinecure.

brilliant, with
behind him.
creditable to

The Grog

splendid Congressional record
His career has been eminently
himself, his District and the
a

So much for the situation now. We shall
endeavor to keep our readers acquainted
with

all

changes

in

the

political

kaleido-

The

ntter, disgraceful

and ridiculous fail-

of Charles A. Dana’s attempt to prove
his charges of malfeasance in office against
Secretary Robeson will have the good effect
of removing all necessity on the part of anybody to answer, refiite or in any way notice
any charge made in the N. Y. Sun or by its
editor elsewhere.
Mr. Dana stands before
the American people a convicted falsifier and
an unmitigated
blackguard. Even the N. Y.
Tribune, which is so ready to catch at anything which may seem to prejudice the administration, is forced for very shames’ sake
ure

of the government and by a most
chilling
non-concurrence in their ambitious schemes
on the part of the people.
The great reuptation of Greeley and Sumner, the medium
reputation of Schurz,Tipton and Bowles and the

little reputation of “Tray, Blanche and
Sweetheart” who follow their lead, have all
been thrown into the seething
cauldron; but
with all their “double, double, toil and
trouble” the

spell is not worked. The people
remain disgustingly apathetic and, in spite
of the intellectual gymnastics so
bountilully
displayed by these soi disant “reformers,”
persist in believing in President Grant and
the rectitude of his administration.

The Hoosac Tunnel is evidently a bore that
the Massachusetts people will be
glad to get
rid of costing them as it does $50,000 a month.
The total length of the tunnel when completed will be a little over 25,000
feet, of which
up to April 1st, 18,602 feet was completed.—
During the month of March the progress was
ooo

Hatters.

THE KANSAS SENATORS.

A strong delegation of Kansas
Republicans
is in town to press the case against the two
Senators from that State as contained in the
report of the legislative committee which was
presented in the Senate today. They object
to the reference of the subject to the standing committee on privileges and elections,
which, in their opinion, means a protracted
sleep and finally quiet interment, and urge
that a special committee of three Senators,
with power to send for persons and papers,
be appointed. Senator Pomeroy did not today press his own motion, made several
weeks since when the subject first came
up,
for a special committee, and appeared entirely content to have it go to the regular committee. The Kansas delegation say they can
produce much stronger and more positive
evidence than that before the legislative committee, and can prove beyond doubt the expenditure of *60,000 by Caldwell to secure his
election.
A CRUEL CANARD.
The Boston Traveller’s special
says:_
“It is now rumored that Senator Sumner
has announced his intention to make no further opposition to the re-nomination of President Grant, and that if the Philadelphia Convention select him for the standard bearer of
the party, he will steadily labor to secure his
re-election. This must be a cruel
canard, for
if true it at once raises a doubt as to the sanity of the Massachusetts Senator, and places
him in no enviable light.
There is little reason to believe,
however, that Senator Sumner has made this announcement.
The only
explanation of its possibility, is that his new
stand is a fancy that he can see the
way to
wire pull President Grant’s defeat at Phila-

ships.

Impertinence Kebuked.—Mr. Kish having
an offensive
reply to his inquiry of M
e
ellonet as to how a
diplomatic leyer on
w-TpHoi' 'ii, anU8 had keen made public, for“
might be laid before' the w* V'T
lmster of
Foreign Affairs. The result has

transfer of M. De Bellonet from W vf. brompt
Portugal, for which he lms to than? tiHS*™15°
*kat m®ddlesome fellow Chambrun.

c
e

SELL FOR CASH!

SHALL

CORRESPONDINGLY

T’s
T’s

F. Gold

PORTLAND, ME.

LOW

PRICES!

aptttf

BARRETT,
STREET.

Municipal

6’
6’s
G’a
tt’s
T’s
T’s

I!»» MIDDLE * « TEMPLE STS.

«Jtk. 25.

►

ML

JL

''■L9 vjL

JEL.

-*

®

•

WANTED

PAYSON,

D.

i
This Department ia stocked with the choicest goods
to be found in the market, of both American and
French Manufacture, which we shall §ell at

Highest Prices Paid.

’IQA

At ____a.__a

PRICES THAT WILL SUIT YOU!

Apr 6-dsn tf

vs-jc c z. zrc

I

koda

BANK OF DEPOSIT*

sub-

Lam r&xaofrm *i/.

F. A. HAWLEY & COH

State

cor*

SPRING

tbc modern improvements.
or No 25 Emery st.

sepSdtf

HAT,

NEW

S.

PRICKS!

April 2, Warren Furbish

Aubnrn, March 30,

J. S.

Goddard.

and

Mary

and

My

ltEFEKENCES

BY

COMPLETE LINE OP

stock is

large and

from the Floor.

and

to 60

PRINTS & DOMESTICS!

well selected, comprising

Dry Goods.

in

Dollars must be raised.

lOOO YARDS REMNANTS

Now is your time.

W Goods out of season will be sold without

For Moth
and

Steamer
BEST ASSORTMENT

on

noth shies
with our

Superior cleansing

sn

&w-6m

TO SEE

DON’T

OF

MAINE

!

HALF

THE

USUAL

PRICES

('
*

HOSIERY in GREAT VARIETY,

«f / jjf)

FROM

ujo)! aarjj] n

THE

CHEAPEST TO

REST

IN'

THE

THE

ARTICLE

MARKET !

All Widths, can fit an v feet wlih
them.
11 MARKET

SQR.

LADIES’,

I"

Also

MISSES’

GOODS

Great Variety.

a

full

5000 Pairs Kid Gloves !

assortment of
ALL QUALITIES.

RLIPPBHM,
low

the lowest, at GOLDTHWAIT’S, 11 Market Sqr.
As

I

as

SPECIALTY OCR 91.00 KIRS!

MEN’S,

&

OK EVERY

® ^A

►"'>

At

A

FEW

|

l
f

Left, will soon be all

11

Plated Ware,

I
|

I

full Stock of

Jewelry, Dry Goods,

Fancy Goods, dec., dtc., die.

Mar-

while

HASSAN,

130 MIDDLE Jk • TEMPLE STS.
I

11

Market Square.

aprlllsn eod

lm

Remember We Open Wednesday, April 10tk.
aps

an

sch Tem-

STATE OP MAUVE.
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Augusta, April 8, 1872.
An adjourned aeaaion of the Executive Council will
be held at the Council Chamber, In Augusta, on Tuesday, the 23<(day of April lust, at 10 o'clock a. m
Attest:
GEORGE G. 8TACY,

aplfl-2t

Secretary of State.

Catarrh A Deafness Cored
Inza.

plain

Gentlemen Boarders
ed at No. 19 Brown st.
A FEW

OPENING^
Snri ti (f

a

Gives

sense

of

in

We shall open

as

above

our

SPRING STOCK

DRESS GOODS
—AND—

SHAWLS,
Comprising the

most

Desirable Styles and Fabrics !
To be

found in the New York market.

Special

Bargains
—IN—

BLACK SILKS,

)

ehe

BROTHERS’,

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, April 1, 9 and 3.

PAISLEY, CASHMERE,

loss
from the
stomcch’

AND OTTOMAN SHAWLS.

Turner

Brothers,

Corner Congress & Elm Sts.
“ONK
April i-d2wis

Henry

PRICK

OSTLIT"

Dunn &
AND-

Harness

Manufacturers,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,
CUT*

STAIRS),

Entrance 59 Middle Street,
Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,
Where

we Invite all our
one of the

examine

Largest

Health, Strength and
Appetite.

customers and the

Slocks

All of Home

Please remember

we

B. Stevens :

I

them, until I waspersuaded to try Veu
Before I had taken this one week, my imroved condition gave me renewed hoi>e and
courage,
continued to take it, every day gaining more strength
until 1 was completely restored to health. The effect
of this Remedy, in case of general debilliy is
marvellous.
ELIZABETH A. FOLEY
21 Webster St.
Charlestown, Mass.
etine.

j

f

Indeci

J

sale,

manufiteture every harness
hold ourselves responsible for

wo

and

Pleasure Harness,
Business Harness,

Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,
Light Double Harness,
Heavy Double Harness,

I
Lebanon N. H., Jan. 29.1870
Stevens:
Dear Sir—I write this note to inform
you of the ef“JH°°d Purifier
upou my avatew.
wk of,>our
When 1 commenced
it, a year ago, I was very
taking
much debilitated. My limbs were swollen so that it
was impossible for me to
get into or out from a carnage, and very painful to go up or down stairs. Indeed, I could acarccly stand on my feet. My appetite
wae gone, my strength
failing rapidly. After using
your medicine a few weeks, I began to improve. My
and
rav
apiwtlte improved
strength returned. I ean
now- perform my duties as a nurse
with my wonted
I
and
to
VBo
etine.
owe
it
feel I
ease;
Yoora gratefolly,
MRS. C. A. H. TILDEN.
W&S&W

HAND.

Mr.

|

offer for

HADE EXPBEHL1 TOR TM RECONSTANTLY ON
TAIL TRADE,

Swollen Limbs.

CHARLESTON—Cld 4th, sch J S Ingraham, Packard, Satllla River.
WILMINGTON—Ar 5th, sch G W Rawley, Harris,
Rockport; L B French, Farrar, Elizabeth City.
RICHMOND—Ar 6th, brig J A Devereux, Haskell,
Wood’s Hole.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed up 6th, bri^s
Abby
Watson, and J Means, from Providence for Balti-

Manufacture

eoon stock and workmanship.

ftom any of

Southard, Brown, do; baruuc Enrique, Orcutt, for
Havana; brig Euaorus,Pinkham, Havana; sch Lady
Woodbury, Woodbury, Utilla.
MOBILE—Cld 2d, ship Southern Empire, Owen,

In

stnirs*that

Dear Sir—1 have used Veuetine, and feel It a duty to acknowledge the great bencht It has done me.
In the spring of the year 1M2,1 was sick from
general debillfty caused yb over-work, want of sleep, and.
proper rest. 1 waa vory weak, and much emaciatedt
I tried many remedies without receiving any bencti-

{DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 3d inst, ship Guardian. Borland. Falmouth, E.
Cld 4th, ships Castlne, Wilson, for Liverpool; C H

Harness

Slate,

Our facilities In those s( aclons rooms enable na to
manufacture and display our hnrnes» to great advantage,and we projioso to otter ourcuatomeralDduorWi" I*y them thc ,roilbl<' of one
flight of

Marvellous Effect.
H.

of

public to

and Custom Made.

received great benefit from the
of the Veuetine. Her
ueelining health was a
of great anxiety to all of her friends. A few
bottles of the Veuetine restored her health, strength
and appetite.
N. H. TILDEN.
Insurance and Real Estate Agent,
No. 49 Sears Building, Boston, Mass.

New York from Port-

Son,

aio SADDLE

My daughter has

Carden,
cutwater carried
away, chains parted and lost anchor.
Brig Melrose, Griggs, at Cardenas from Portland,
reported heavy gales on the passage, and lost part of
deckload, stove boat and wheel, split sails, &c.
Sch Ida Lewis, Huestis, at New York from Brasher
City, reports heavy NE and N W gales the entire passage, and was 8 days North of Hatteras; broke mainmast head, and lost and split sails,

Ca^U,S2dA_Ar

vwtuj

-AT-

use

been run into by a
reports having
steam-tug off
Castle
on the 7th. and had

GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 5th, sch J M Fitapatrick, for Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 6th, sch M C Frve, Bunker
New Bedford.
In port Bth, brig Daphne, Fountain, for
Boeton;
sclis Chas H Kelley, Chase, and LF Warren Johnsou, for do.
*th

VI

SHAWLS!

Restores

1871.

distension

GaajIo

VMM

-AND-

source

mast.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 29tb, sch Uncle Tom, Look,
New York.
Sid 31st, schs M W Drew, Carter, for Philadelphia;
Jas A Crooker* Currier, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 6th, sch Cygnus, Small, Balti-

lipoQQ

this

MEMORANDA.
Sch Lilly Dale, of and from Gloucester'for Western
Banks, put into Easti>ort 8th inst with loss of foreat

be accommodatTHOS. MAYO.

can

aplOdlw

by

Johnson,

by Hyatt’s

“I had Catarrh SO years; am 72 years old and Hyatt’s
/azo cured me. Mrs. M. A. Esqutrol," 167 4tn St
W'msburg, N. Y.
“I bad Catarrh, and was totally deaf from it IB
I have now no Catarrh, and have mv hearing,
years.
the result of using a One Dollar Packet of Dr.
Hyatt’s
Inna. Miss Malvina Plercy,” 183 Division St., N. Y.
A
truthful statement that Catakbh, in
many
hundreds of cases, some existing over forty years, has
been permanentlv cured hr the use of a One Dollar
Packet of Dr. HYATT’S INZA, a
vegetable, mild
and soothing remedy. Send SI.00 for Medicine and
advice to Dr. E. F. Hyatt, (depot of the celebrated
Hyatt's Life Balsam), 216 Grand St., N. Y. Bv mail
free. Test sample on receipt 20 cts.
apl0t4w

Pettingill

Launch—The new tug W H Scott, built
Master
at the foot of Pearl street, was launched yesShe is a neatly modeled boat, 55 ft long, 13
It wide, 4J tt depth of hold, and is intended for towing and supplying iresh water in the harbor. She is
owned by Capt Charles Sawyer, and others, of Portland, and is to be Commanded by Capt Eben Gridin,
recently of the tug Warrior.

Geo Amos.

cewa-

ter, hard and eoft. Good Bam opening on court, as
well as yard. Price, fair. Terms of payment
eaay,
and but a small amount down.
Or, It may be exchanged for a little larger house,
a
haring garden, which is the object desired, though
It may be further from the centre of business. Apply on the premises, or to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Real Estate Broker.
apl«d3w

complaints

more.

COGIA

GOLDTHWAITfR
goods

a

gone.

at

Brig Castilliau,
Lord.
Brig Dundee, (Br) Bradshaw, Wolfvflle, NS—John

land.

Exchange.

or

Winter

No. 63

st., brick, .luted roof,
HOUSE
mented cellar, any quantity of elect room,

fident that there is no medicine sui»erior to it for
those
for which it is especially prepared,
and would cheerfully recoiumeud it to those who feel
that they need something to restore them to perfect
health.
Respectfully yours,
U. L. PETTING! LL,
Firm of S. M.
& Co.,
No. 10 State Street, Boston.

more.

DESCRIPTION

GOLDTHWAIT’S.
Square,

you may,

HOP-WOBN

Together with

SHOES

prices within the reach of all.

At
ket

Charles, Brown, Cushing.

CLEARED.
C roue hen. Matanzas—J D

Brig

Sale,

For

Boston, Feb. 13,1871.
HENRY R. STEVENS, Esq.:
Dear Sir,—About one year since I found myself in
a feeble condition from General Debility.
Vegetine
was strongly recommended to me by a friend who
had been much benefited by its use. I procured the
article and after urine several bottles was restorded
to health, and discontinued its use. 1 feel quite con-

Pensacola.

AND YOUTH'S
BOOTS

Woman of experience to do Housea small, convenient House up town.
consists
of
Family
Lady and Son Apply at No. 219
Commercial st., in person or by letter.
&w*2t
wl5
apl0d3t
American

ANwork In

What is Needed.

Boston.

Dyer,

CHASE & CO.

Wanted.

person desiring further information can call on
son, Wilbur F. Hanson, apothecary, store,No. 488,

his

Porteous.
Sch Ida J, (Br) Walsh, St John, NB—J Porteous.
Sch E B Beard, (Br) Lewis, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Freedom, Smith, Jonesport—J E Farnsworth.

BOOTS

AND CHILDREN’S

NEWS.

terday.

GOLDTHWAIT’S

Secure these rarq.urs

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2m

ONE

FAIL

compound,

SON,

STATE

AT

WARRANTED

CALF

HAIR!

H.

concon-

Any

Brig Glendale, Ross, Boston for St John, NB.
Sch Nora, Wallace, Boston lor Millbridge.
Sch Terrapin, Wooster, Boston for Calais.
Sch Vanguard, Orne, Boothbay.
Sch Boxer, Southard, Boothbay for Boston.

wl2

them to be the best medicine in the world.
GEO
GOODWIN & CO., BoBton, and all druggists,
sn eodl6w
te27

essentially improves the colors.

FOSTER A

THE

IN

signees.
aplOtfCHA8.

etine or Blood Purifier. I am now well and able to
attend to my business. It is one of the best remedies,
and I can heartily recommend it to al afflicted with slm
ilar diseases. I nave tried other remedies, but found
none that afforded me $ny relief, until I found it In
yonr Vegetine.

New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via

Eastport for

OF

Sch

drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such ae Sarsaparilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &c., so compounded
as to reach the fountains of
disease, aud absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Billious
Diseases, Jaundice. Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has
proved

fatter

1

REAL

“B«y Me and I’ll do 70a Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No

RENOVATING.

removing the dust,)

MW&S

mchl6

The Price #f Health,
Like that of liberty, is eternal
vigilance. The vapor-laden air of spring exercises a
depressing influence on the vital
powers. The strongest feel this devitalizing effect; the weak are prostrated by it.
Everybody is more or less debilitated at this season*
tmd the feeble
instinctively seek the help of medicine. Unfortunately, the “remedy” resorted to
sometimes aggravates the mischief. Raw stimulants
axe eminently i>crnick>u8 in such
eases, and drastic
cathartics about as bad. The vital principle needs
succor and support, and a
reinforcing preparation
that will tone and rouse, while it regulates and puriies the system, is the medicine that nature demands.
Ill the medicinal elements required for such emergencies are combined in Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
;he purest and most efficacious vegetable elixir that
.he world has ever known. It is a mild
stimulant,
powerful tonic, an unequalled apgictizer, an absoute specific for diseased
digestion, a wonderful nervine, a moderate cathartic, a remedy for liver com)laints and periodic fevers, a cure for
constipation, a
ipeeifle for rheumatism, of essential use in all ailuents to which the feebler sex are
subject, and as a
general household medicine unequalled and unipproached. These are the properties which have
nade Hostetter’8 Bitters
famous everywhere. See to
t, however, that you have the true
article, for the land
8
e8te(1 with swarms of local
bitters, made from
Jon emned
liquors and worthless drugs, which
ee y wretches
who speculate ou human life recom
nend as panaceas for
every ill that flesh is heir to.
Beware of the charlatans
and their poisons.

Ve cleanse Carpets perfectly

Patches, Freckles,

TAN, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION.. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry,
Dermatologist. 49
Bond St., New York. Sold by Druggist everwhere

Barrow, Eng., as no debts ol their
tracting will be paid by either the Captain or

eostiveness, palpitation of the heart, general debility
and languor. For a year past 1 have taken your Veg-

Tuesday, April 9.

PEBMISSION:

House, Boston.
P,ark®r,& p°-A Co.Parker
Wetherbee,Chapin
Tremont <l
**
*
*<
Revere
Lewis Rice & Son,
«
American
And many others.
SEE CIRCULARS.
ap9-tf

stomach

ARRIVED.
THE

persons from harboring or
of the British Barque

crew

C.,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

DISEASES.

aplOdlw*

Notice.
1a

to caution all
THIS
trusting any of the
Alice
from

Broadway, Sooth Boston.

BEST QUALITY PRINTS !

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure Flesh
Worms.IPimples, Eruptions
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st.. New York

Mof8- Sr'

appetite, raising

days.

MARINE

had experience in the

and can bring good
employment bv addressing
Box iJo. 1252, Post Office.

may hear of

Portland, April 10,18T2.

GEO. HANSON.

xtsem.

ap3sntf

who has

reference,

wor the past five years I have been aftiictod with

OF
re-

rm.

Wanted.

caused from a morbid state of the liver,
dyspepsia
of
of food and wind

Hlaiataiw Altasaaae.April IP.
Sun rises...5.27 | Moon Bets. C.35 PM
Sun sets.6.36 | High water. 1.00 PM

Ton thous-

gard to price.

SKIN

years 4 months and 22

I IQ Kurin IT Ql

Man,
AYoiim
Wholesale Grocery trade,

Might j, and will Pervall.”

February 23d,
Stevens, Esq., Boston :

H. R.

this city, April 9, James Alpheus, only child ot
Alpheus G. and Anna St Rogers, aged 10 mouths and
8 days. [Boston papers please copy.]
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 24 o’clock,
at No. 91 New High street.
In Phillips, April 3, Abbie M. French, aged 22

Days!

JAMES VICKKY,

atllOJlm

Globe Village, Soi thjiridge.Mass., i

In

GOWELL’S,

everything usually kept

Brightness
same

B.

I

Reynolds and Julia M.

DIED.

GOODS!

for Sale.

OFFER to the public at my new Green House,
on Spring street.
Also Flowers for floral decorations, all times of the year, at a reasonable price.
SEF^Job Gardening promptly attended to.

Found at Last.

SALE

To Contimie 30

or Coal Smoke
Removed bv our
edCOl°r8Wl" becomc
“bright as

A.

In

—AT—

Dust, Grease

which

Marriage.

In Oooldsboro, March 23, G. M. Rice and Clarissa

H. Sargent.
In Lewiston,

MANVFACTITRERI

10,000 Choice Plants

Debility is a term used to denote deficiency of blood.
The nutritive constituent., of the blood are in less than
their regular proportion, while the watery part is in
excess. Debility 1b of
frequent occurrence. It is incident to a variety of diseases. The lower limbs are
apt to be swollen. The patient is feeble, and cannot
bear much exertion. The circulation is
Irregular,
but almost always weak. Palpitation of the heart Is
a very common
symptom Violent emotion often
throws tile heart into the most tumultuous action.
The vital ftinctlons UTe 'languidly performed. The
muscular strength is diminished; fatigue follows moderate or slight exercise. The breathing,
though quiet
when at rest, becomes hurried and even painfully agitated under exertion, as in in running,
ascending
heights.ic. The nervous system is often greatlv disordered. Vertigo, dizziness and a feeling of faintness are very common. Violent and obstinate neuroigic pains iu the head, aide, brenst, or other partsofthe
body, are also frequent attendants niion the disease.
The secretions are sometimes diminished. In females
the menses are almost always either impended or
very
partially performed. The bile is scanty, and costivencss, with unhealthy evacuations from the bowels
and dyspeptic state of the stomach, areextremlv common symptoms.

MARRIED.

AT

$10,000.

DRY

Portland Office: NO. IB MARKET
SQUARE.
OKO. IN. BISHOP, Sale
Agent.

captured by the Eederals

the premise
A. TENNEY

H*I>PT Relief for Yoaag Hen from the effects
of errors and abuses in
early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage
removed. New method of treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IN LINEN AND LACE !

leafhar trunks by

JOSI.4H CUMMINGS,
Springfield, Mass,

General Debility.

on

mchl6dsn3m

YORK

The quality of Restorative is also not
the most delicate fiibric and tint, and is aninjurious to
actual ^
preventive from moth anil vermin.

slave and could not
read
An editor out in

J.

paper and

on

TURNER

<

sn

On

Robbins.

NOTICES.

is

Purifies (he Blood and
the Health.

Choice lot Apples, just received and for sale by
JT. S. CROCKETT.
mr30sn2w
S3 Co—ereial street.

NEATEST HAT OPT !

Location one of the best In Portland.
The Stable can be purchased or leased on
very favorable terms.
For particulars address Box 1680
Portland, Maine.
marl2d4wsn

GREAT

Enquire

work

to

apl0*3t

vmmim

Exchange St.

new

NEW STYLES COLLARS & CUFFS Y

good

in

Immediately

|-X-

Apples.

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price in exchange.
mch23s» eod3m

Trunkmakers Wanted

»>s

two story French roof house just finished
THECushman
st.; house piped for Sebago. and al

including the

THE

JOURNEYMEN

—OF—

Truth

on

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7a..
92 £
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s. 94
Connecticut Valley 7e.
.95
New York and Oswego 7s.
.95

WITH

For Sale

STYLES !

DOLLY VARDEN

PRICE NOT TO EXCEED *4090.
from 10 to 12 rooms, suitable for two small
families, or could easily be made so. Address, giving location, name or owner, Ac., for one
week, POST OFFICE DRAWER No. 1104. uplOMw

T’s

HALF. BY

67

s

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

all

Bold.

PURCHASE FOR CASH !

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

WOOD, Agent,

mch23sntf

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

condition.

0<>

0>a

WM. E.

we

A

6's

Bath.

FOB

As

For Sale*
first-class Hack and Livery Stock;

6’t

St. Louis.

Boston.

TO

Boston.
April 6, off Cape Henry, brig Nellie Hustead, from
Malaga for New York.
April 6, off Fire Island, brig A H Hill, from Cienfuegos for Portland.

Norther a PsrlBr R. K. Bald.J 30’s

\
Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bunk.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances
and collections promptly
acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States aud

Europe.

Haiae.

Bnrllugton A Cedar Rapids B. B.
Bold...

new

|

St.,

State of

HOUSE WANTED!

April

Me.

BONDS.

West Wisronsia R. H

All the

BANKERS,
No. 1 Devonshire,

Portland,

Portland.

HAWKES & CO.,
n..3 tUkil

II. BLANCHARD, Ageat,
282 Congress st., Opp. Preble House,

will find a cash customer by
114 Middle Htrert.
Under Falmouth Hotel.

aplO neodtf

Guanape

_apSsnlw_

IMMEDIATELY.

having such a house
calling immediately at

from
for Germany.
March 16, lat 21 21, Ion 8l 21, barque Jennie Prince,
from Sunderland via St Thomas for New Orleans.
March 28, lat 31 41, Ion 71 52, ship Lydia 8koMeld,
from New Orleans for Liverpool.
April 3, off Hatteras Inlet, sch Cygnus, from Baltimore for Savannah.
3, lat 40 18, Ion 69 21, sch T J Trafton, from
Rocki»ort for Wilmington, (gaff broken.)
April 3, off Absecom, brig Lizzie Kimball,-for

TRUNK RAILWAY!

GRAND

WANTED

one

SPOKEN.
March 6, lat 6 N, Ion 38 W, ship H L Richardson,

TICKET'S VIA

Custom Coat, Pant and Test Makers!
ORIN

remedy

MONTREAL&RETURN
SPRING MILLINERY.

as good a House
a* *4000 cash will
purchase; uutst be convenient and pleasant Iv
located; convenient for one or two families. Any

[Latest by Kuroi»ean steamers.1
Sid tin Pcnarth 23d, Jane Fisb, Brown, for Callao;
Wm McGilvery, Nichols, Montevideo.
Ar at Cardiff 23d, Pontiac. Lewis, Hamburg.
Sid fin Belfast 25th, Henry Knight, Gilkey, Cardiff
aud St Jago.
Ar at
Leghorn ltitli ult. L M Merrill, Call, Genoa.
Ar at Helvoet 22*1 ult, Ainie, Morrison, Rangoon.
Ar at Marseilles 22d ult, brig Don Jacinto, Croston,
New York.

MULTITUDES of them suffer,
and die, beof Pin-Worms. The only known
for these most troublesome and dangerous of ail
worms in children or adults la DR. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
wo-4m
SN
jan31d&w

$4000.

House _Wanted.

Portland.

Old 6th, sch Ida May. Drisko, Cardenas;
plar, Gale, Portland.

_1Y___
SAVE THE CHILDREN.
linger,

$4000.

barque Welkin, Snow, do.
Sid 27th, brig Sally Brown, Matthews, New York;
Shasta, Brown, Baltimore.
Ar at St John, NB, 6th inst, sch Falco, Walden,

-OF-

Beauty

ral

$5.

D&W

SN

cause

tt’s

33 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.
_npamtf_

Cleans and restores Carpets to their
original

CARPET

Six Bottles

The genuine Win. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; soft beautiful; does not
contain a
particle of load er any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 1C BOND STREET, N. Y

COGIA HASSAM,

ondsT

H. H.

COMPANY.

present hus-

sn

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best In the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.

FOB SALE BY

Patented December, 1870.

wholly unhealth for a long
his former wife,

$1.

PRICE

3 shares Ocean Ins. Cn. Slock.

CARPET RENOVATING

u

BY

THOS. Gr. LORING, Apothecary

T’s

ATCHI80N,;T0PEKA

a S.

AT

“Medium Machine."

Sole Agents for Portland ami Vicinity.

aplO

barque Arietta, Coleord, Philadelphia; brig Joseph
Clark. Stahl, New York; sch Four Sisters, Shearer,
New Or lean.
Sid 28th, sch Kate Carlton, Bowers,
Philadelphia;
29th, brigs Alberti. Herriman, Sagua; Timothy Field.
Leland, Philadelphia; sch John Bird, Sleeiter,Cardenas: 31st,
brig A G Jewett, Reed, do; schs Ralph
Carlton, Patten, North of Hatteras: J W Maitland,
Coleord, and Fannie H Bucklin, Bucklin. do.
In port 30th, barques Megunticook, Hemingway,
for Boston; Norton Stover, Sherman, for
Baltimore;
brig Ellen Maria, Hoxie, for North of Hatteras; schs
Amos Walker, Dunn, aud Fannie H Bucklin, Bucklin, lor Philadelphia; Thos Fish, Young, and Ralph
Carlton, Patten, for Baltimore; J W Maitland, Colcord, for North of Hatteras; and others.
Chartered—Barque Carrie Wyman, for Philadelphia, at $4$ nr liha molasses; sen Nellie Star, for Baltimore, 450 hnds, same rate.
Ar at Matanzas 28th ult, barque L T Stocker, from
Boston; brig Geo Gilchrist, Hart, New Orleans; 29th
barque Annie M Gray, Eaton, Havana; brig Adelaide
Wilson, Key West; 30th, W H Bickmore, Bickmore,
New York.
Sid 28th, brigs C C Colson, Paysou, North of Hatteras; Emma L Hall, Geyer. Baltimore; 31st, barque
McGilvcrv, Nichols. New York; schs Clara Smith.
Keen, and Louisa Bliss, Stroug, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas 27th ult,
brigs Charlotte, from New
York; Robin. Woodman, do; David Bugbee, Stowers. Boston; E M Rich, Paine, St
Thomas; sch Davkl
Wasson, Jones, New Orleans.
Shl 27th, barque Carrie E Long, Park, for United
States ; schs S J Gilmore, Rich, and Fred Fish, Davis, North of Hatteras; 29tb, barque Gan Eden,
Greenleaf, do; brig Gambia, Gilney, do.
Ar at Sagua 24th ult,
barque Charles Fobcs, Swett,
Havana; 27th, brig Anita Owen, Blanchard, Matanzas; sch Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls, from Havana ; 28th,

The great American Blood Purifier, cumpeeed uf Stillingia er Queen's Boot, Frost
Weed, Prickly Ash Berries, Yellew Beck,
Pipsiesewa, Mandrake and Cardamen
Seeds, Ac., combined with Iren in its pnrest form.
Stillingia as an alterative er
bleed purifier is far snperier te
Sarsaparilla er any ether medicine er combination
ef medicines known te the medical profession. It is specially recommended for the
following diseases: Scrofula, Salt,Bheum,
Neuralgia, Bheumatism, Ulcers and Seres
Diseases ef the Skin, Beils, Pimples, Indigestion, Liver Complaint, Hlxainess,
Sear Stomach, Dropsy, Sick Headache,
require medical treatment, we challenge
the world to produce its equal.

oar

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

Hoi way, for do.
In port 23d, barque Emma F Herriman, Nichols,
for Boston in a lew days.
Ar at Havana 28th ult, brig Caprera, Pendleton,
Portland; 26th, Clara Louise.Herriman, Mobile; 30th

Elixir of Stillingia & Iron !

Central Bailroad, Iowa,
T’s
Gold,
Atchison, Topeka A Sante Fe, Gold
T’a
Northern FaeiDc, Geld,
T-30’s

Prospect.

Without Removing the

)

ion secured'to all.

WE

and examine

Philadelphia, ldg.
Ar at Cienfuegos 8th ult, barque Cienfuegos, Dyer,
J
Philadelphia.
Sid 27th, brig Orbit, Nash, New York; sch Helen J

DR. HENDRICK’S

—WHICH-

Mid on Monthly Inatnlineuts.
iy Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidand
Brahliug done to order. All Machines sold
ery
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturer* are especially Invited to call
Machines

for cargoes.
Ar at Cienfnegos 26th ult, barque M B Stetson.
Seimers, Boston.
Sid fra Trinidad 24th ult, brig Tally Ho, Chisham,
New York.
At Guant-anamo 2lst ult, brig Keystone, Barter, for

Clear Skin A Beautiful Complex-

a

331 CONGRESS STREET,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Rangoon Feb 22, ship Centaur, Foster, Rio
Janeiro.
Ar at Siagajiore 11th ult, ship Tiber, Cobb, Liverpool, for Saigon and Hong Kong.
At Baracoa 28th ult, schs E K Dresser, Reed; ME
Higgins, Paine,^md S S McKowu, Parsons, waiting

su

PREFACED

CENTRAL IOWA B. H. Gold.

Berlin and other

Health, Beauty, Strong aid Pare Bich
Bleed, Increase ef PTeah and Weight

«>•

Portland A Rochester B. K.
Leeds A Farmington B. R.

PATENT

seems

large of a paper, but as we are well acquaint1 with nearly every man in tho
county, it is

..

Bangor
Chicago

S. B. Grant has been
appointed Postmaster

THE

causes—general debility.
Lynch, Speaker of the Mississippi
ouse of
Hepresentutives, is only 23 years old.
,
Vhen

t

«>a

$10,000.

Guy.

Cicero, Ind., on taking
harge of the New Era, greets his readers with
lis vigorous salutatory: “It is the
fashion for
a editor to write a long introduction on
taking

8’s

LLEDS A FABMINGTON B. K.

Paris,

on

SPECIAL TO INVALIDS.

Kansas.

John

c

BAYTON, OHIO,.

Portland aid PAR
Bath

Senator Chase and wife have returned to
Calais,
bmee the adjournment of the
Legislature they have been
making a brief visit in

insane since its birth. A coroner’s bluest shows that Dr. Woodhull died from nat-

was

}•■

lratts

European cities, Mt ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the sale of the

about purchasing
*

are

Where we shall keen constantly on hand, a fall assortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.

Weehawken.
Ar7th, sch Hattie K Mayo, Thompson, Calais for
New York; Mary Ann. Alley, Machias for do.
Ar 8th, sch Veto, Watt, Rockland for New York.
LYNN—Ar 7th, sch F A Pike, Gove, Weehawken;
Maggie P Smith, Grace, Philadelphia.

AT TUK

T’s

CLEVELAND,OHIO...

Portia lid

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The Times says Rev. Father Dumin of
Calais,
is afflicted with the dread
small pox, and is
necessarily very dangerously ill.
exposed
himself to the contagion while attended
a dying sufferer by the same disease.

een

e was a

•>»

Sight

and Ireland.

Jylt

WALDO COUNTY.

1 >and, are represented to have been most amica1 ilc since their separation. He has lived in the
1 amily several years, having
charge of one of
] Irs. Woodhull-Biood’s children, which has

,

Cash

tt>«

BELFAST.

B

chairman of the committee, who lives in
Piscataquis till the 9th of October, to accommodate uarties in t.hp Wpwtam fifatna
The inducements which are being held out to
manufacturers are depriving this county of ladyschool teachers. It is hoped that Mr. Lord of
Mouson, will turn out a few new ones this
Spring, but it will do the schools no good unless he can do something to
keep them from going to the factories or getting married.
Twenty-nine delegates from Parkman attended the recent session of the
County Lodge of
Good Templars at Dover.
It is very sickly here with
influenza, which
goes particularly hard with old people.
S.

wteSniw

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued l>earing inas by agreeme
and available at maturit y in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and In Gold aud Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on England, Scotland

Jn3

mi'SsN mwf

the

$30,000 of

Natchez

for

Bankers and. Brokers.

meeting of the descendants of the late
Whiting Stevens, which was to have been held
at Great Falls, N.
IT., in June, is postponed by

Lowell

received

bought

LOWEST OF LOW PRICES!

«’s

lOO MIDDLE

.The

All

terest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowon all Daily Balances.
Accounts rendered and iu-

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensbnrg R R

HOUSE.

PORTLAND.

SWAN &

Correspondent.)

SPECIAL

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Iu-

General

FOB SALE BY

We still have good sleighing, the snow having settled only an inch or two from evaporation in the middle of the
day.

unhappily

1

PREBLE

CHICAGO, DANVILLE A VICKNNES B. K. Gold.

embracing thirty persons, left
Waterville, Tuesday morning to settle in

of houses. If they prevail here
they did last year,it will be impossi-

wrong directions. He has married two
wives,
set up a
boarding-house with the second, vicimizcd sundry
shop-keepers, not to mention
us friends, and
wound up with
eloping with
me of his
sisters-in law.
President Grant, who has been
quite unwell
with a cold, is reported
much better
The Board of Aldermen of
hive been
petitioned for a meeting to vote on the
question
if selling ale, and an order was
passed to that
■Sect.
A New York despatch
says the report that
Or. Joseph Woodhull, the first
husband of Vic-

£

we

ECBOPEAN A N. AM. B. K., Gold
COUNTY.

the sunny side
this year as

the per centage taken was used
pay for a life of Gov. Geary, and in the enleavor to establish a daily paper iu Harrisburg,
0 advance liis
aspirations to the Presidency.
A hotel clerk in
Pittsburg, Peun., has maniested enterprise, but
turned it into

l

stock of Goods,

NOBTHEBN PACIFIC B. B. T-30

Grass-hoppers have made their appearance in
several localities, such as on windows
on
the

1 o

iow

splendid

COOK COUNTY.T’s

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

One assertion made in the Evans investigation report to the Pennsylvania Legislature, is

He has been in ill
and his relations with
Mrs. Blood, her sister and

sell,

a

from the
and as we manufacture all the clothcan guarantee the make in every

CHICAGO..

The dwelling house of Melville
Boynton,
situated on the Glenbum road in
Orono, was
hurried with its contents
Sunday morning. The
family escaped with a scanty amount of clothing. A defective flue is supposed to have been
the cause. Insured for $100.

lora.

ounded.

With

STATE OF MAINE.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

visit for the benefit of his
health,—has been confined to his room ever
since his arrival.
Spotted fever is prevailing to an alarming
;xtent in many of the villages of western New

vhile,

we

APRIL 10th,

CITY.

BONDS!

commonly good.

on a

poisoned,

finer assortment

a

large, well selected, made

OPPOSITE
mch29sn6m

Mr. G. 1'. Hanfmonfi informs the Democrat
that in 1800, three years ago, he drove a
stage
on runners, from
Bryant’s Pond to Bumford,
trom the 10th of November to the 21st of
April,
and he was able to go
through to Andover, on
ruuuers, to the 27tli of April. That Spring the
snow went off
rapidly, and cattle got early feed
as soon as
common, and the grass crop was un-

Savannah, Ga., despatch says^CoL Douglass, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,—who

Woodhull,

show

Our assortment of Furnishing Goods is well kept
up and almost everything needed by man or boy can
be found on our shelves.
We also keep constantly on hand a full stock of the
latest styles Hats and CapB.
Patronize home manufactures by giving us a call
and thus save one profit on your purchases.

OXFORD COUNTY.

A

was

OPEN

size from 3 to 18 years of age.

in

particular.

property.

News Items by Mail.

una

ing

Monday night fire destroyed the store and
stock of goods of E. E.
Handlette, Esq., in
Dresden. There was a small insurance on the

•Juniors.
Others of the Senior class also contended for
the prizes which were awarded; the first toj.
G. Abbott, second to Harold Wilder. Music

ur
(shipbuilding.—The St. John
Daily Tribune of April 4 states that the buildof
ing
ships has been resumed with great energy in and around that city. No less than

Varying

a

MUSIC.

xvtvivwo

store and Bhall

IMPERIAL & DERBY SUITS

Our stock Is
best materials,

LINCOLN COUNTY.

19—Latin Version from the English of Croly,
*D. William Snow.
11—Toussaint L’Onverture.Harold Wilder.

tory.

our

popularity.
We invite all those that
Sewing Machine to call at

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Gth, schs Henrietta,
Holbrook, Rockport for Fortress Monroe; Smith Tuttle, Thurston, Bootbbay for Virginia; R W Brown,
Weeks, Portland for Fall River; Harry Percy,Percy.
Bath for do.
Ar 7th, schs Carrie Walker, McFarland, Newcastle,
Del, for Portland; Armida Hall, Hall, Savannah 6
days for do.
Ar 8th, schs Alligator, McGregor, Calais for Providence; Dreadnauglit, Willard, Portland for Southern
mackerel grounds.
BOSTON—Ar 8th, brig Ocean Belle, Dizer, Belize;
schs Harper, Murray, Ellzabethport; William Penn.
Hoboken.
Wiley,
Cla 8th, ship Winged Hunter, Small. Bombay; sch
Black Bird, (Br) Keef, St John, NB, via Portland.
CM
barque A L Taylor, Percival, Algoa Bay,
CGH; sch D K Arey, Ryan. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch Hattie E Sampson, Davis,

MAINE.

ed

All cetera, style* and price*.

OTOinnla9

MUSIC.

whateve? locX

We have entirely re-fitted

specialty in

a

THE

Csnt.

7—Modem Philosophy.Herbert M. Heath.
8—German Version from the Greek of
Demosthenes,
‘Augustus F. Moulton.
9—Civilization of the Ancient Peruvians,
Simeon P. Meads.
MUSIC.

hat

a

WEDNESDAY,

to Augusta Monday for the article
from Mt. Vernon village, a distance of
eighteen
but
had
to return without a kernel._
miles,
When the river opens there will be com in
abundance.
The Journal says in their report of the ternperance mass meeting, the Portland papers
mistake in saying that the
Augusta Band was
The Gardiner Band was the only
that went with the Kennebec
delegation,
and furnished much excellent music.
The present number of yards of cloth made
"a"owe" m*N I*1 month, is about
220,WM)

4—New Departure.George H. Cummings.
6—Greek Version from the English of Webster,
•William H. Eeed.
0—Educational Suffrage.Weston Lewis.
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mers came

*N. D. A. Clarke.

PORTLAND,
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THAN CAN BE FOUND ELSEWHERE

Tennessee.
The Kennebec Journal says there is a
great
scarcity of com throughout that region. Far-

MUSIC.

Secretary

And

Our correspondent furnishes the
following
items:—
The lobster season will begin this year about
the 15th of April. More fishermen are engaged
for this year than last.
The abundance of ice this season has
swept
the weirs clean from the
shores, not a stake is
to be seen.
There is about fifteen inches of snow along
the coast on a level.
Flora Flye of Brooklyn, a
girl eleven years
old has attended school all winter without missing a day, having to walk a mile and a half
dead to windward. Can you
present a better

at

I

*

*

Boys’ and Youth’s Clothing,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

1—Salutatory Oration in Latin.Samuel L. Grose.
2—America.MarcelluB Coggan.
3—German Version from English of Mitford,

theie

We make

GRECIAN,

to
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52,000!
This report indicales how wall the
dinger Hrw
•“« Hec hi.r maintains It early and well earned

Boston.

terest

COUNTY.

wealtny individuals,

\

New Material* and Style*.

The house and bam of Mr. A. S.
York, in
Chapman Plantation were destroyed by fire
Thursday, March 28th.

ble for any except
sist m the county.

»

OTHERS

ArOth, ship Laurens, Suow,Jrom Cardiff; barque
Alaska, Potter, Messina.
Cld 8tb, barques Henry Buck,Nichols,Montevideo;
Genevie M Tucker, Tucker, Matanzas; brig Persis
Hinckley, Leighton, Boston; bcIj O M Marrett, Reed,
NEW HAVEN—Ar 7th, sells Gen Banks, Fitzgerald. Calais; Maria Roxana, Palmer, Booth bay.
RBOVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sch Volant, Hatcfi, Eliza
bethport.
NEWPORT—Ar 8th, schs J C Libbv, Libby, Fall
River for Jacksonville; Alice Oakes, Marson. do for
New York; Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Hoboken for
Portland; Hattie Coombs, Jameson, New York for

& SONS,

ALL

OF

Hutchinson, Demarara 19davs; Frank Maria, Wood.

Glbdra.

B A. N K K R S,

THOSE

EXCEEDING

Portland.

mar25-dly

W. BROWN

erest credited

escaped.

our

J.

COME AND SEE ITS !

181,960.

Portland.
Ar 8th, ship Volunteer, Hutchinson, Boston; brig
H 0 Sibley.Colson, Newport, E; sch Annie Whitting,

published, aud the only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th editlou, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mall i>ost-paid on receipt of

«

“THE SINGER'

Butler,

ever

sn

DERBY, SACK AND FROCK COATS

The house of Amos
Sprague, in Mapleton,
destroyed bv fire Friday, March 29th. Mrs.
Sprague was sick, in the house at the time, but

(From

STORE.

All culurs aud Crude*.

was

est

Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, NerImjiotency,
PhysicalorDebility
.Hypochondria,
and all other
Semiiial

Weakness,
Spermatorrhoea
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. 'Iliis is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work

Suits,

Pants & Vest “to match.”

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

KENNEBEC

HA88AN

1,960.

SEWINGMACHim

Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Bostou, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill aud experienc e.

las Blue, Blurb aud Mixture*.

greatly

The dwelling house of Pierce Mullaly, in
Lewiston wai destroyed by fire about 1 o’clock
Tuesday morning. Hardly anything was saved
from the house and the family barely escaped
with their lives. Insured for $300.
There are so many French Canadians in Lewiston, that the business firms in that city are
issuing circulars in French, to secure the trade
of the population
speaking that tongue.

"

COGIA

and

18

IMPROVED
Sami Nash, Ha t, and Jachfn, Kane, Rockland; Sinbad, Arey. do; Alb us. CiUey; Porto Rico, Wentworth j
ami Sanaaiphon, Aylward, Portland; C Matthew*. !
Luut; Congress, York, and Mary Rice, Rice, do: T
The Sale of the Singer
Hix, Hall, and America, Ingraham, Rockland; PalSewing Machine for the year
las, French, do; James Henry. Truewortby, do; HA
1871 were
Hodges, Pendleton, Salem; Nellie Bell, Keen, and
Wiuslow Morse, Oliver, Fall River; W C Hall. Tollman, and Idaho, Murphy, Rockland; M C Clark.

Exhausted
vous

of

Dress & Business

STATE NEWS.

lllYPniliatlP

THE

Mixture*.

Brown and

Drab,

In

abandoned.
Herman Easter, editor of the Leading German newspaper in Illii ois,has tendered his resignation as Collector of Internal Bevenue for
the First District, and Samuel A. Irvin, his
first deputy, has been appointed as his successor.
Mr. Easter can now advocate the re-election of General Grant as a citizen, and the
German disorganizes who have sneered at him
as a federal
officeholders, will receive little
comfort from him.
The Tichbone claimant has been indicted for
perjury and forgery.

1872.
The Senior and Junior exhibition took place
last evening. The programme was as follows:

came

AT

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Somes, Pray, Rockport; Fanny Hall,Hall, Portland; I

A Book for Every Han.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure'of

OVERCOATS,

SPRING

A member of the Japanese Embassy has received intelligence from Yeddo to the effect
that the prosecution of the Christians has been

Bbunbwick, April 9,

Gen. McCook acting Governor of
Dakota,
has issued the following proclamation:
Information having reached the office of the
Executive of said Territory, through various
sources, to the effect that combinations of men
have been and are now being made with a view
to entering and occupying the
region of country
known as the Black Hills of
Dakota, which is
within the reservation
belonging to the Sioux
Indians, under the plea that said Black Hill
county has valuable mineral deposits as well
as quantities of
timber, fit for
now
therefore,1’ Edwin S. McCook, lumber, and
Acting Governor of the Territory of Dakota
by direction of the President of ti,„
i
States through Hon Columbus
Delano
tary of the Interior, do hereby wan, 0iV',,~fcre
lawful combinations of men,
tv or under whatever plea or
excuse operatUm
that any such attempt to violate our treaty
stm
ulations with these Indians or disturb the Deace
of said territory by an effort to
invade,
occunv
or settle upon said reservation, will not
only be
illegal and likely to disturb the peace betwe- n the
Uuited States and said Indians, but will be disapproved by the government; and if such efforts
are persisted in
the government will use so
much of its civil and
military power as may be
necessary to remove from this Indian territory
all persons who go there in violation
of the
law. In testimony whereof I have
hereunto
set my hand and affixed the seal of
said Terri-

of

stock

WEAR,

Consisting in part

improved.

AROOSTOOK

MEN'S & BOYS’

FOR

a

The health of Chief Justice Chase is

not possible to estimate the
and they have no redeeming

furnished by Chandler’s Band.

large and varied

new,

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

proceed rapidly.

Bowdoin College.

was

a

SPRING & SUMMER

pan or shovel, with burning coals, and
them common brown sugar, and
hold the wounded part in the smoke. In a lew
minutes the pain will be allayed, and recovery

Srovided

delphia.”_

SPRING OPENING

& 292 CONGRESS ST.

found

be

now

sprinkle upon

VI.

reasonable enough at
per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR & BRO.

to.,

devastated Wisconsin last

pense.”
A correspondent of the Country Gentleman
gives the following semedy for painful wounds:

is

MUSIC.

A

April 9-sntt

swampy and full of roots.
A Memphis duelling party were driven into a
cemetery by a fecetious liackman, “so that
they might be buried without unnecessary ex-

extent of it fully;
This being so, a license granted to the
business by law, is a stupendous wickedness.
Rev. Albert Barnes, the eminent scholar and
divine of Philadelphia-—lately gone to his reward—in a famous sermon preached by him
and published extensively in this country and
Europe, characterized the licensed liquor shop
as a
throne of iniquity established by law.
The liquor trade is a huge wickedness, and it
seems to me that no good man
ought to acquiesce jn its continuance
among us, on any terms
whatever.
Many years ago an eminent Portland merchant was on one of our wharves, near a
ship of
his fitting for sea, when two sailors of his began
each other in the most brutal manner.
fighting
An excited and tender hearted by-stan der exclaimed to the shipowner: Mr. Blank, are
you
going to stand here and see those men tear each
other to pieces?”
“No!” said Mr. Blank, and
turned quietly away and walked up the wharf!
It is to be hoped now, that we shall see no more
Mr. Blanks in this battle against the
grogshops.
Great numbers of our most respectable and iufluencial people have hitherto stood
quietly by,
apparently uninterested spectators of the deadly wartare waged by the grog shops against society,andjhave done nothing, by voice, influence
or vote, to help the
defence.
Now that the war is once more set in array
between the old “adversary in the.shape of a
liquor seller" and the general welfare and prosperity of the community and the happiness of
the people, we earnestly hope that every true
man will help, not
standing idly by, permitting
a few earnest men to
fight an unequal battle.
That the great majority of our people are opposed to grog shops, I have no doubt; let them
show it now, by active and practical sympathy
with the great movement now going on against
them.
I wish to warn our friendB againt a cunning
device of the “adversary inthetsliape of a liquor
seller” that has just been started—that is the
So
petition to have the city agency closed.
long as great numbers of our people labor under
■the silly and mischievous delusion that grog
is good as a medicine, we must have some place
where it can be had for such purposes.
'he time is not far off I am sure, when the doctors will cease alcoholizing their patients, as
they have ceased bleeding in scarlet fever, and
as they no longer exclude fever
patients from
water and fresh air.
The fashion of whtskeyizing and beerizing the sick, must have its day
and its way and while it lasts, there must be
some
place provided where the “strengthening
medicines
can be had.
N. D.

quality.

the winter and with loud demands for investigations they have been met at every point by a
perfect readiness to be investigated on the part

38,340 tons of wooden ships are now ou the
stocks or under contract, and as
many more
will he built there in the course of the
present
A
year.
good ship of spruce can now be built
at St. John for $40
per ton, but $5 more than
rates before the war.
The new
ships in progress arc in part for owners in the
Provinces
and in part for English owners, a
rise of 20
per cent, on the cost of building iron vessels on
the Clyde has created a demand for
wooden

great, that it

290

not yet wholly extinguished. The smoke
issuing through the snow from the low
grounds near Green Bay, where the ground is

question,
as it seems to me, that right
thinking men
should consider, is this:
“Are the grogshops
a great public evil?”
That they are so, no man
will be bold enough to deny. They are an evil
so

very serviceable seasonable Coal
for this time of the year,—and

HAWKES

OIM\

are

Take

TWO
a

is still

And besides, they say, if we make the rumsellers pay heavily for their license, as
they can
very well afford to do, and as they would be
to
glad
do, they will aid the authorities in
hunting up their unlicensed brethren and in
bringing them to justice. I have often had
this argument presented to me by most excellent and intelligent people. The only

flat the machinations of the cabal of
disappointed and jealous Senators and editors—for
really there is hardly anybody else in the antiadministration ring—-have fallen.
Starting
off with a prodigious flourish of
trumpets in

Washington

fall

trade.

to repudiate this matter; and
any attack uppon President Grant or [his Cabinet which
the Tribune will not swear
by must be shabby
indeed. It is really refreshing to see how

GREAT

l&7-±

Ar 7th,“barque Helen 8ands. Woodside, Savannah
brigs Geo8 Bemr Briidley Matanzas; HelenG Rich!
St rout, uo; McliH Hattie Klleu, Ashworth. Jamaica*
Mary KUa, Thomas, Mayaguoa; Addle G Bryant’
Loud, Demamra; Sylvan. Kaudall. Sagua.
Old 6th, sobs Onward, Bunker, and S S Bickmore.
Barter. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, barque Ibis, Oberton, Seville; Fannie, Wiley, Matanzas 12 days; H I> Stover.
Pierce, do 11 days; brigs Eva N Johnson, Johnson,
Cicnluegos21 days; Geo Amos, Johnson, Portland;
schs Addle Fuller, Henderson. Darien ; Brunette,
West, Rockland; Alcora, Dennison. Mat-bias; Geo B

NOTICES.

HUNDRED TONS Nut Cowl,

can

The fires which

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

—AT—

stant.

way.” They say that so long as the business is
so
immensely profitable, paying at least one
thousand per cent.—and so long as we have unscrupulous men among us who care nothing for
the demoralization of society—so
long it will be
impossible entirely to extinguish the liquor

scope.

NOTICES.

SPRING

Wells, while wading a river at
Brownville, Texas, not long since, stepped into
a quicksand and vanished from sight in an in-

There are many intelligent and respectable
people who have always favored the policy of
licensing grog shops. Their argument is that
the traffic cannot be entirely suppressed—that
more or less of these places will exist
upon the
sly, and therefore it is better to have them open
and above board, and kept in a
“respectable

OlcllC.

a

SPECIAL

A man named

question.

Shops—No.

dollars

intend to do as
that our motto is
year in advance.”

we

announce

the best field hands for the South.

are

§an

he may consent to run and would undoubtedly have an overwhelming strength in the Dis-

trict,

this

to say that

This man evidently means business, and we
have no doubt his paper will be worth its price.
The Wilmington (N. C.) Star says the freedmen are working well throughout the State,and

The Baltic Gazette says on the same subject:
“Our Chancellor must have had
weighty
reasons for not patting an end to these Amirican arms sales to the French Government as
soon as the facts were communicated to him;
but these reasons should now be laid before the
public, which is justly indignant because of the
disclosures in the extracts from Senator Carl
Schurz’s speeches, which have been published
in this country. Otherwise the clamor of the
enemies of the Chancellor may be swelled by
the voices of those of his friends who are unable to see why the Government of the United
States should be permitted to sell vast quantities of arms to our foes, and then coolly claim
to be our friends.”
The Kreuz-Zeituny, of Berlin, the leading orof the reactionary feudalists of Prussia,
oes not attach much importance to the matter.
“Schurz.” it savs. “is hankerin', after noteriety, and is now making war upon President
Grant because the latter has recently pursued
a policy in Missouri that Schurz thought injurious to his own influence. The whole debate
in the American Senate is destined to discredit
the government in the eyes of the people, and
it is also apparent that French emissaries have
their hands in. it—for what purpose it is easy
our readers to infer.
We think that our
Sppreign department acted wisely in not involvittolf
in
a quarrel with the United States at
ing
a time when we Iwere
engaged in so terrible a
struggle; the more so, as there is no evidence
whatever, so far as we can see, that the Washington Cabinet acted in bad faith toward us.”
The Rottoceer Zeitung, a leading National
Liberal Organ, believes tliat “the government
of the United States should be asked to explain,
and that, if the charges of Senator Schurz
should be well grounded it should be compelled
to indemnify Germany.”

neutrality.”

Speaker Blaine will be

Germany.

that the tortuous
“It is in America (it says)
has at length been
uoliev of Prince Bismarck
of the
shown up in its true light. A member
Mr. Sumner, lias
Senate of tlie United|States,
sales
of
fireof
the
an
investigation
demanded
arms and ammunition by the Washington Government to French agents during the war, and
Carl Schurz, the noblest representative of Germany in America, who is likewise a member
of the Senate, has demonstrated in powerful
speeches that the American government was
fully aware of the gross breach of neutrality it
committed byjselling these arms to France,
and furthermore, that Prince Bismarck knew
all about it! Did the noble Chancellor protest?
Did he threaten to call
the Cabinet of
to a heavy account for thus aidWashington
ing the French armies in killing and maiming
our soldiers?
No, he did not even protest, but
quietly looked on! What have the people of
Germany to say to this? We suggest that au
investigation should be made, and that the
government should be told that no country
should be allowed to trifle with us as the
United States on that occasion have undoubtedly done. Let us have the investigation by all
means.”

movements of those already announced and
believe that the contest is'centering within narrower limits. A correspondent in the

means

regard

to

necessary

please, and
“Two almighty

we

From tlic N. Y. Evening Mail.
The 'German papers received by the last
steamer are full of comments upon the French
Arms sales debate in the Senate.
o
The Berlin Germania, the leading organ
Senator
the German Ultramontanes, enlogizes
Bismarck’s conami condemns Prince
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SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Carpet Renovating—Office 16 Market Square.

Real Estate—John C. Procter.

Stacey.
Wanted—J. Cummings.

State of Maine—Geo. G.

cur, the people of Portland will cheerfully cout-ibute all that is needed to carry out the benevolent designs of this institution.

Board—Thos Mayo.
Catarrh and Deafness—Dr. Hyatt.
Notice— Chas. H. Chase & Co.
Wanted—Man.
Plants—James Vickey.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Mb. Mullaly’s Benefit.—The benefit tendered by the Portland Band to Mr. J. M. Mullaly, the artistic player on the clarionet, at

Vegetine.
Nuprfmc Judicial Court.
BARROWS.

Tuesday.—The April term of the Supreme Court
began this morning, Judge Barrows presiding. Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Dalton of St.
Stephen’s
The

morning

when the juries will

occupied
calling the
adjourned till to-morrow,

come

in.

Inhabitants of Westbrook

Bradburys.
Mosely

The

Iron

in

was

docket, when the court

vs.

Bridge

E. R. Wiggin et al.
A. A. Strout.

Co.

Inhabitants of

vs.

Westbrook.
A. A. Strout.
Bradburys.
These cases have excited considerable interest.—

They grew out of a contract to build an iron bridge
Saccarajrpa, and are in the nature of cross actions.
The town, having paid $2000 as an advance upon
the contract, alleged a non-performance
by the con-

at

tractors and rescinded the contract aud brought their
to secure back the money. The contractors
claimed that their contract had been performed, and
suit

brought suit to secure the balance of the contract
prfoe of the bridge.
The cases were referred to
judges Fox and Danforth and James O Mclntire, who decided
favorably
to the town in both cases, and for the Tull amount
claimed by the town.

municipal

and

Ingalls, of Montreal, Thos. M. Smith
York, E. H. Brown of Pawtucket, R.
H. E. Mclntire of Brooklyn are at the

Our readers will find the letter of “W. G.”
the first page, which, as usual, is full of interest.

dling.

on

Bight vessels are lying in our harbor awaiting cargoes of lumber for South America.
Three steamers are awaiting Canada freights

Ferry Village.
Notwithstanding the unfavorableness of the
weather last evening the M. E. church was
filled to overflowing; men, women and children poured into the village from a radius of
ten miles, to attend the grand vocal and instru-

for

Liverpool, but the Grand Trunk is overtaxed with business.
The High street Congregational Society have
voted to discontinue afternoon service on Sunday, with occasional evening service. This arrangement is made on account of the feeble
health of Rev. Mr. Fenu, and will continue
until October.
J. B. Coyle is named as incorporator for

mental concert, and lecture, that was gotten up
under the auspices of the M. E. Society, for
the benefit of their pastor, Rev. B. Freeman,
who for the past year has ministered to their
spiritual need with great acceptance. At six
and a half o’clock the doors of their spacious
church on High street were thrown wide open,
and in thirty minutes every seat was occupied,
the broad aisles were literally packed, and from
the rostrum nothing could be seen but one surging mass, and “an upturned sea of faces.” in
the mean time the“Union Brass Band” rendered some excellent music. At 7 o’clock a prayer
was offered
by the Pastor. Then came the musical feast. .First, a song
by Quartette; next the
/Jubilee” by the Old Folks; Andante, Union
Band; selection from Haydn, by the Church
choir. After the close of the Musical entertainment W. W. Thomas Jr. Esq. of Portland
w s introduced and delivered his lecture “Rambl s in Norway.” Mr. Thomas was listened to
with great attention, his description of the
Northlands was portrayed in vivid colors. Mr.
Nelson, a native of Norway, pronounced his
description faultless. Many thanks are due
Mr. Thomas. As for our home musical talent,
*
critics pronounced it above mediority.
April 9, 1872.

Maine of the new Asiatic Steamship Company,
formed to facilitate commercial intercourse bethe

Tug-boat W. H. Scott, 30 tons, built by Jos.
Dyer for Charles Sawyer and others, was

H.

launched from the foot of Pearl street yesterday noon. Capt. Eben Griffiu, formerly of the
tug-boat Warrior, will command her.
A man named Ballard lost one of his fingers
of his right hand on Monday while shackling
cars in the Grand Trunk
Railway yard.
A woman named Dumam broke her leg by

Monday eve-

ning.
One case of drunkenness at the police station
at 11 o’clock last night.
The scholars of St. Paul’s Sunday School en-

joyed

pleasant entertainment with a magic
lantern at the Reception Room last evening.
Charles J. Schumacher returned yesterday
a

Gsrkan.
The ladies of the High street Methodist
parish will give an Apron Festival in their vestry this Wednesday evening for the benefit of
the organ fund. Tickets 25 cents, including

from

a nine months tour in
Europe, and is soon
receive quite a collection of works of art
which he piirchased abroad.
Marshal Clark received yesterday from the

to

supper.

police department of Boston an elegant russet
leather body belt, furnished with all the “tools”
of a policeman. During the past year quite a
number of requests have been sent from Boston to Portland for the discovery and arrest of
criminals wanted in the former city, and in
every instance the men have besn found and
returned, and this belt was sent as a recognition of the efficiency of the police of this city.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Scrofulous Humors.—The Vegkttne has
cured many cases of Scrofula of five, ten and
twenty years standing, where the^ patient has
had many physicians, tried many of the
known remedies; and, after trying the Vegetine, the common remark is, “It acts differworks differently, from any medicine I
have ;ever taken.”
Vegetine will cleanse
W&S
scrofula from the system. Try it.

ently,

mercantile Library Association.
The twentieth annual meeting of this association was held at its rooms last eveuing. The
attendance of members was quite large.
The reports of the President, Treasurer and
several committees were read, and from that of
the President, which summarized the contents
of others, we make the following abstract:

Twenty-eight

For Sale.—A large new sett of blue and
gilt window curtains and fixtures, suitable for
a store.
L. D. Stbout.
Apply to

apr9th-3t
John Clark’s spool cotton, 5cts.

members have been admitted during the year, making the whole number
at present 489.
Four hundred and eight volumes have been
added to the library at an expense of §600.22;
whole number of volumes in the library 3801.
The total circulation of books for the past
year has l>een a little over 20,000 volumes.
The Association voted the sum of $2000 for
the purchase of the High School Library, but
as the offer was declined by those who hail the
disposal of the books, they were unable to ob-

apri)th-3t
H»ty Consumption Cured by Fellow’*
Hypepbeepbitee.
Cahbonear, Newfoundland, Jan. 3,1871—
Mb. J. I.Fellows.—Sir: I came to this country
in May, 18fi!i. I found a countryman of mine
laboring under some affection of the lungs. I
recommended your Syrup, tried at the Drag-

By the Treasurer’s report it appears that
the total receipts (exclusive of the Lecture
Committee fund) have been.$2,055 88
Total expenditures. 1,658 80

Leaving in the hands of the Treasurer
$397 08
The report of the Lecture Committee is mos
satisfactory, showing receipts above the esti
mates of $800.
The following officers were then elected fcr
the coming year: M. N. Rich, President; M. B.
Coolidge, William E. Wood, Vice Presidents;
John C. Procter, Treasurer'; C. W. Roberts,

Corresponding Secretary; James F. Hawkes,
Recording Secretary’; Wm. R. Wood, Geo. A.
Jones, John C. Small, Fred E. Jones, James B.
Ellison, Directors; Trustee for five years, C. H.
Haskell; for three years, C. H. Fling.
Mr. Rich, the new President, on taking the
chair, addressed the Association, thanking them
for the honor conferred, and reviewing the past
history, with sanguine anticipations for a future

not been fortunate in getting your valauble
Syrup of Hypophosphites, he would now be in

his grave.
He happened to be in W. H. Thompson’s the
day your first shipment arrived, and took at
once four bottres to the Labrador, which he
was very anxious to do, but
had not occasion
use them himself.
No other medicine will he

Resolved, That the thanks of this Association
are
hereby tendered to our retiring President, Mr. Furbish, for the faithful, energetic
and satisfactory manner with which he has discharged the duties of President for the past
be and

Mr. G. A. Jones, for the retiring directors,
submitted the following, which was unanimous-

ly passed:
and

Resolved,
recognizing
appreciating
of our President in befully toe untiring efforts
interests of the

Association
half of the best
during the past three years; realizing also how
much these efforts have had to do in placing
the affairs of the society in their present prosperous condition, we cannot allow him to sever
his connection with us officially without placing
upon record our deep appreciation of his ser
vices.

A vote of thanks was also tendered to Mr.
Cushing, the retiring Recording Secretary,

properly acknowledged by that gen-

tleman.
Two gentlemen were admitted members, and
after remarks by Messrs. J. C. Procter and J.
J. W. Reeves, the meeting adjourned.

prescribe,

recommend or give, but yours.
I also recommended it to another consumptive, but have not heard from him since, as he
lives in a distant part of the Island.
Hoping
this will give you some encouragement,
I remain yours, &c.,
D. H. Burrige.

ever

three years.
The resolution was unanimously adopted, anil
the retiring President made a very handsome
response, which was marked by real feeling.

That

gists in Harbor Grace, but they thought I was
inventing the name at their expense. However, in April, 1870, Mr. Edgar Joyce rapidly
wasted away with every symptom of quick consumption, so that he was unable to walk across
the room, having no appetite, pains in the left
side, nervous system unstrung, dry, hacking
cough, &c. Fortunately I learned that your
Syrup'could be obtained at Mr. Dearin’s, in
St. John’s, and immediately procured some
(showed one to \V. H. Thompson, who ordered
This was Tuesday
a supply from you at once.)
afternoon; at night he took the prescribed
dose, and in the morning he described the veiy
His appetite
results notified on the wrapper.
soon began to return, and a voracious one it
was, too; the dry, hacking cough changed into
loose but violent attacks, finally disappearing
altogether; pains left his side, his hand assumed its usual steadiness, and before he finished
ten bottles his health was quite restored, and
to-day not a more healthy person is to be found
on our streets; it is the opinion of all, had he

usefulness. He also paid a high compliment to
the retiring officers.
Mr. C. H. Haskell offered the following resolution, which was seconded by Mr. C. H. Fling
in an appropriate manner; and he was followed
by Messrs. Henry Fox, Charles E. Jose, Eben
Corey and John Q. TwitcheU:

was

All others

new

tuin it

which

E. H. Carter
at the

A heavy shower of rain, accompanied
hy
sharp and frequent lightning, began at midnight, and lasted until after two,
when it settled away into a rainstorm.

the principal
wholesale and retail dealers to be presented to
the County Commissioners against street ped-

street

New Britain, Ct., and C. J. Wetmore of New
York, are at the United States
Hotel.

thunder and

nights, commencing the 17th.
A petition has been signed by

High

Corning of

Theatre.—Dollie Bidwell begins a short
theatrical season at Music Hall this evening,
aud will be supported by Bidwell & Wilkinson’s full company. Miss Dollie is known as a
good actress and has many friends in Portland.

is
coming.
There is to be a grand May Ball at
Sebago
Lake the 1st of May. The Portland Band will
furnish the music.
It is announced that Post Bosworth
willbriug
out the “Drummer Boy” at City Hall for four

on

Arrivals.—Judge Barrows of Bruns-

Preble House.

day evening.

the ice

Hotel

I.,

Fifty persons signed the pledge at a tempermeeting at Allen Mission Chapel on Mon-

apr6tli-dedlw&wlt.

The Horse and His Rider.—It was a
Lappay day for Horse and his rider when the
Mustang Liniment was introduced as a cure
for the external diseases and injuries of both.
In the stable, the barn and the household this
wonderful emollient is equally useful.
If a
horse is

spavined,

foundered,

harnessgalled, or afflicted with auy other of the many
superficial ills that equine flesh is heir to, the
Liniment effects a speedy cure, and it is equalor

or

ly efficacious when applied to draught
cows

oxen

or

swellings, strains,
description. As an application

suffering from outward

hurts of any
for bruises, cuts,

or

burns, rheumatism, stiff

joints, sprains, neuralgia, earache and toothP. Y. M. C. A.—A concert for the benefit of
ache, it takes precedence for all other topical
this organization will be given at City Hall
remedies, and is therefore an article of prime
apr8th-eodlw&wlt
necessity in families.
to-morrow evening.
The Ancient Harmony
Society with full orchestra will give some of
Vegetine.—It extends its influence into
the best anthems and choruses of the tunes of
every part of the human organism, commencour grandfathers, and Mrs. Merrill, Miss Ada
ing with its foundation; correcting diseased acCarey, Miss Strout, Mrs. Brown, Miss Ayres tion, and restoring vital powers, creating a
and Messrs. Watts, Stockbridge, Thomas and
healthy formation and purification of the
Hudson|have been secured for solas and duets. blood, driving out disease, and leaving Nature
A chorus of 200 young voices under the manW&S
to perform its allotted task.
agement of Mr. Fitch will add to the enjoyment

of the evening.

See the advertisement.

Personal,—Mr. Hatch the general manager
of the Eastern
Railroad, with President Lothrop,

Superintendent

Prescott and several of the

directors of the road,

came

yesterday

on

a

Baptist

Like Regulars on Dress Parade the teeth
should always be scrupulously clean and free
from blemish. Keep them in this condition
with the incomparable Sozodont, and when they
are veterans in the
service, they will be as

“good

as

new.”

M&W

A Splendid stock of Furniture can be found
at Geo. A. Whitney’s, No. 56 Exchange street,
at prices within the reach of all. Nearly all of
Portland manufacture and warranted. Take
our

word for it.

ap8eod2w

Serious Freshet

It is under consideration to furnish the City
Hall, Biddeford, with a new stage, scenery and
With these
stage appointments.
ments, this hall will be undoubtedly

[Special

to

Press.]

Bangor, April 10—2 A. M.—A very heavy
shower commenced to fall here at about eleven
o’clock, and the rain fell in torrents for nearly
two hours.
It is still raining. The shower was
accompanied by thunder and very sharp lightning. Should the heavy rain-fall continue longer a destructive freshet is certain.

Augusta, April 10—2 A. M.—Very heavy
sharp lightning.

shower with

Railroad Excitement in Lewiston.
Decisive

City

Vote to Loan the
Credit.

improveone

of the

best halls in the State and will offer an additional attraction to travelling companies.
Federal Appointments.—It is generally
understood that Thomas H. Cole of Biddeford
and Moses Lowell of Saco, will succeed to the
position of Collector and Deputy Collector of
the port of Saco, in the place of Messrs. Chadbourne and Beattie, resigned.
Two

days of warm drizzling rain, mingled
fog, have caused the snow in this vicinity
disappear as if by magic, and its place to lie

to

Apprehended.

church.

—in the streets.

mouth.
A. A.
of New

Jutting*.

Free

the orchestral talent in the city.
The following is the programme for the Concert, which will be succeeded by an order of
twelve dances:

wick, A. K. P. Lord of West Buxton, W. O.

Heavy Shower all Over the State.

preached by Rev. Mr. Webber, pastor of the

with

Galop.Hermann

BY TELEGRAPH.

an

The funeral of Dr. Allen of Saco took place
yesterday afternoon, the ceremonies being conducted by the I. O. O. F. of which body he was
a worthy member.
The funeral sermon was

opportunity for all who wish to participate in the pleasures of the dance, to the music
of an orchestra of 25 performers, including all

t—Test March.Bilse.
2—Overture, “Poet and
Peasant”.Suppe.
3— Industrial Waltzes.Labitzskv
4— Scene et Arie “Die Kauber”.Verdi
5— “Der Herzeustiirmer”

still in

The parish of the Pavilion Congregational
church will no doubt hail with pleasure the
advent of their new pastor, who is to commence his labors there next Sunday.

popular selections, after which there will

an

ry, George Harrington of Springfield, Mass.,
and E. F. Webb of Waterville, are at the Fal-

ance

slipping on

be

St. Julian.
D. N. Stanton aud wife and W. A. Fisk of
New York, S. H. Blake of Bangor, John Kitte-

Cuurt.

States, China, Japan and

most

Boston, are

JUDGE MORRIS PRE8IDIKG.

tween the United
Asiatic ports.

City Hall this evening, should not be forgotten.
The attractions to be offered are of a very
pleasing character, and should be sufficient to
fill the hall.
The concert by the full Band
from 8 to i) o’clock, will include some of their

W. C. Montgomery of
Boston,
and family and Wm. Bray of

Tuesday.—Ann Ragan, Kate McKay and Mary
Rider, were complained of for allowing goats to run
at large and were fined $f» and costs each.
Brief

152

have been the means of alleviating much suffering. The past season has been unusually severe, hence the unusual demand, and we have
no doubt that should another such season oc-

House Wanted.
$4000 House Wanted.

Church.

Total.

They have used their money judiciously aud

Sargent.

W anted—W oman.

BEFORE JUDGE

70
35
H7

seems

improved condition and his friends are beginning to entertain slight hopes of his recovery

225 00

More demands have been made upon the Post
than their means .would allow them to supply.

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Trunkmakers

Augustine Haines, Esq.,

year.#1,242

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
P. C.—Promenade Concert.

&

No business in the courts yesterday. We
noticed upon the door of the Biddeford court
room the notice:
“Judge out of town.”

70

Total for
Number of comrades assisted.
Number outside post.

SACO

MATTERS.

been as follows:
! For wood furnished.#t59 37

Total furnished in
Aid furnished comrades..#296 28
: Aid furnished outside post.702 61
Aid sent to Chicago for relief of comrades
and families of destitute soldiers........

AUCTION COLUMN.
Real Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.

NEW

BIDDEFORD AND

For coal furnished. 149 *5
For stores furnished. 182 44
For cash furnished.526 14

VICINITY.

Advertisements To-Day.

Vegetine.
The Singer—Wheelock

Annual Report Relief Committee G. A.
14.—The report of the relief committee of Post
Bosworth shows the relief furnished by the
Post for the year ending March 31,1872, to have

(Special Dispatch by

Western Union Line.)

Lewiston, April 9.—The vote in Lewiston
day on the question of loaning its credit for the

to-

construction of the Lewiston & Auburn Bailroad resulted favorable by a vote of 1495 yeas to
40 nays.
Auburn votes Thursday. Auburn
Hall is crowded to its utmost capacity to night,
listening to speeches on the Lewiston & Auburn Railroad. Great enthusiasm prevails and
the bauds are marching through the streets.
WASHINGTON.

supplied with mud—the muddiest kind of mud
The river has

also

received
considerable reinforcements and a marked rise
is noticed.
Prof. Tripp delivers to-night the third of
his “grand descriptive series” of lectures.—
These lectures are very favorably received
wherever delivered. The Professor lias expended a vast deal of labor upon them, and
and abounding as they do in vivid pictures of
the eveuts which they describe—to many of
which he was himself an eye witness—they
cannot fail to gratify and instruct.
Work Suspended.—Work has been summarily stopped on the centre pier of the Gooch
Island Bridge, the run by which the stone was
conveyed to the work, having been carried
away by the ice. The derrick was expeditiously taken down and secured. It will be impossible to resume operations at this point until
the water subsides and the river becomes free
from ice. A few days more would have sufficed
to coniDlete the work.
Water Supply.—Though the
ford as yet, does not draw upon

city

of Bidde-

any lake or
pond for that iudispensible fluid, water; yet a
reservoir is established upon a hill iu the
very
centre of the city; and several houses
among
them the Biddeford House receive their
supply
from it. The reservoir itself is
supplied from
the river by the force pumps of the Water
Power Company. It is suggested that a watering trough in some convenient location, to receive its supply from this source, would be very
desirable.
The following statistics furnished us by
Grand Secretary B. F. Hamilton, show the Order to be in a flourishing condition.
The whole number of Lodges of Good Templars in the State at present is 295. Thirty-one

Lodges

have been instituted the past year,
and fourteen have become extinct.
The whole number of members at the close
of last year was 21,554; for the present
year it
reaches 23,500, showing an increase of 1,940.
new

The number of deaths iu the Order the past
year is 179, being about twenty per cent, greater
than for the year previous.
BEBINESS NOTICES.
All Fiddle-de-dee!—Laugh at the individual who tells you that the full complement of
hair cannot lie restored after it has begun to
come out fully.
We tell you it can.
We assure you that Phalon’s
Hair Inviuorator
has effected that object thousands and thousands of times.
We guarantee the result.

aprBth-eodlwt
This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are just the tiling.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
feb28-3m3tw
A Sad Falling Out.—It is indeed a sad fallout when after years of the closest intimacy, the hair parts company with the head. Fortunately the lamentable separation maybe easily prevented and the twain more closely united
than ever by a Jtimely aud systematic use of
Lyon's Katharion, the most potent invigorant of the hair an 1 promoter o f its growth aud
beauty known to modern pharmacy. It completely obviates the dry and parched condition
of the roots of the hair, which is preliminary
to its coming out, by supplying the ’precise degree of moisture requisite to its preservation in
a healthy state.
It is the only true dissolvent
aud evaporant of dandruff aud other impurities of the scalp, whose presence is injurious to

ing

the hair. As a beautifler of the head the Katharion has no equal. It not only increases the

quantity

of the

hair,

and silky texture which
tractive.
The
en

improves

but

immediately, imparting

a

its quality
lustrous appearance

are

exceedingly

at-

aDrl-eodlw&wlt

growing popularity of Duponco’s
speak volnmes in their favor.

Gold-

Pills

apro-eodlw&wlt
Colgate & Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet Soap has
a novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet artimr4-eod3m
stes.
Editorial Notices are so common that it is
almost impossible for an editor to express his
honest opinion of the merits of any article
without being suspected of .interested motives.
This fact, however, shall not deter us from

saying

what

we

think of

a new

addition to the

Materia Medica to" which our attention has
We refer to Dr. J.
been recently directed.
Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, a
remedy which is making its way into more
families just now than all the other advertised
medicines put together There seems to be no
question about the potency of its tonic and alterative properties, while it possesses the great
negative recommendation of containing neither
alcohol

nor

mineral

poison.

That it is a spe-

cific for Indigestion, Billiousuess, Constipation
and many complaints of nervous origin, we
have reason to know; and we are assured on

good authority that as a general invigorant
regulating and purifying medicine, it has no
equal. It is stated that its ingredients, (obtained from the wilds of California,) arc new
to the medical world; and its extraordinary effects certainly warrant the conclusion that it is
If
a compound of agents hitherto unknown.

popularity is auy criterion,there

can be no doubt
of the efficiency of the Vinegar Bitters, for
the saleof the article is immense and continu-

ally increasing.

aprl-4wt

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The report that Queen Victoria was about to
abdicate is not true. She is no such a woman.
A despatch states that the report of the committee in the case of Rev Dr. Huston will show
degree of criminality or. his part seldom
known.
The coroner’s jury found that Dr. Woodhull
came to his death by reason of intemperance.
The Committee of Seventy-five of Brooklyn
say that political reform in that city is a fail-

CHAMBRUN'S INVESTIGATION.
Maine River aud Harbor Appro-

priations.

H*wanP> Cur.
Washington, April 9.—The State Department has received advices from Odell, Charge
d’Affaires of the United States at Madrid, to
the effect that the case of Dr. Howard has been
presented to the Spanish Government, which
lias called for telegraphic reports from Cuba on
which action may be taken.
Dr. Howard
meanwhile will remain at Cadiz, and orders
have been given for good treatment.
Maine River and Harbor Improvement*.
Among the appropriations in the river and
harbor bill are the following:—Penobscot river,
S40,0(j0; Kennebec, $8000; Portland harbor and
Back Bay, $45,000; Saco river, $15,000; Wells
harbor, $5000; at Richmond Island, $25,000.
The total amount of appropriations for that
purpose is $4,998,000.

Investigation.

nothing.
Capt. Patterson

testified to having accompanied Gen. Ingalls in calling on the French
Minister, when Ingalls asked the minister if he

could not do something for Garrison as it was a
hard case for Garrison. Ingalls did not make
any threat or boast to the French Minister that
he had power with our Government.
Mr. Peck testilied that a woman named Mrs.
Mason told him that she could get arms, but
did not state from what source. Mrs. Mason
made him believe she could procure arms, but
deceived him, promising to obtain some 150,000
stand of arms and entirely failed.
Witness
burned all his papers two months ago and could
not produce a letter from some
person in the
Ordnance Department who wrote to Mrs.
Mason, in care of the witness, that she could
have the arms. Witness said his impression
was that Mrs. Mason informed him that she
visited the Ordnance Bureau and said to the
officers, ‘‘You will sell arms to ladies as well as
to other persons?" and the
reply was, “Yes,”
but she did not mention the names of the
officers
She did not show him any paper from
an Ordnance officer, nor did witness believe she
received any assurance, verbal or otherwise,
from such officer.
Witness said Bellonet,
Charge d’Affaires of France, and Chambruu
raised all this muss to create sympathy for M.
Place. Chambrun told him he did not believe
Place was guilty. Cbambruu said to him recently that if he and witness had met a long
time ago in New York and talked over this
matter this investigation would not have happened. The Marquis said:—“There is no reason for your being on one side and I on the
other; we should not be inimical.” To which
Beck replied that he w*uld be as easy with
him as he could, but he must tell the truth
-under oath. The Marquis, referring to business
in France, said he was sick of the thing. Senator Ames, having asked what iuterest Chambrun had in the investigation, witness replied,
in behalf of Victor Place, whose case has been
appealed. Witness stated that he went to the
Ordnance Bureau recently and saw Col. Benet
and several other officers to inquire about Mrs.
Mason and learned from Benet that he saw her
once, when she enquired if they did not sell
arms to ladies as well as to
gentlemen.
Bonded Warehouses.
The Ways and Means Committee to-day discussed the subject of bonded warehouses, and
it is understood the feeling of the committee
manifested was in favor of abolishing all bonded warehouses except those for export.
The Nary Investigation.
The Naval Investigating Committee was in
session this evening. 1). Nobbitt, a cabinet
maker of Philadelphia, testified to supplying
the navy with goods but the Cattells had no interest, directly or indirectly, with the business,
neither did any naval officers.
Kx-Senator Cattell testified that he was not
interested with Nobbitt or any of his family.
Never bought bricks to send to California, nor
for any other purpose for the navy. Hail no
interest in the iron for torpedo boats. Had no
interest in John Archer’s business, and have
known him only two months. None of the
Cattells had any interest in Roach’s business.
Never entered into any scheme for building
iron ships. The first he knew of it he saw in
the New York Sun. Was happy to say he had
been twelve years a friend of Secretary Robeson.
Had no connection, directly or indirectly,
with the Navy Department or any of its branches.
Never bought for the navy.
A. Boyd, plate iron manufacturer testified
that be was connected with the linn of Bennock, Boyd & Co. Bargained with Hauscom
for iron for torpedo boats at ten cents per
pound, all round, for the best charcoal iron,
would not now duplicate the order. Neither of
the Cattail's or any naval officer were interested in these contracts; never gave money nor
valuable things to anybody connected with the
navy.
Deciaiun of the Nnprrnar Court.
In the Supreme Court to-day the following
decision was rendered: The 1st National Bank
of Bethel vs. National Poliquisque Bank error
to Supreme Court of Connecticut. The defendant ill error sued to recover $!X),000 which it
had presented to the receiver in possession of
the plaintiff in error’s bank, and which had
been allowed by him. The action was at common law, and the process was served
upon the
receiver as a representative of the bank, and
the (piestion was whether the concurring act
controlled the case and the decision of the
Comptroller of the Currency through the rebeiver appointed by him, was a final determination of the case in such a sense that this action could not he maintained. It was held below that it was not, and that that decision is
here affirmed, the plaintiff below being allowed
tx> recover
notwithstanding the exemption clause
in the currency act. Justice Clifford delivered
his opinion.
Nominations.
The President to-day sent to the Senate the
following nominations: C. \V. Legendre, Minister Resident at the Argentine Republic; Alvah Smith, Pension Agent at Concord, N. H.;
James H. Ingraham, Surveyor of Customs at
New Orleans; Commodore
Joseph N. Green, to
be Rear Admiral; Capt. John C. Howell, to bo
Commodore; John T. Broadhead, to be Third
Lieutenant in the revenue marine service.

a

The bill prohibiting Railway Companies from
discriminating among shippers in the shipping
facilities and freightage, wras introduced and
referred to the Committee on Commerce.
On motion of Mr. Dawes of Mass., the Speaker was authorized to appoint a committee of
three to co-operate with the committee of arrangements, for the memorial services in houor
of the late Professor Morse, Tuesday evening

Away.

HEAVY LANDSLIDE.

Louisville, Ky., April 8.—At four o’clock
last evening four sections of the temporary
trestle over Ten Mile Creek, oil the Louisville
short line, were carried away by a sudden and
unusual flood.

layed only one

The

or

regular'trains
days.

will

be

de-

two

Cincinnati, Ohio, April 8.—the reports from
the surrounding country say that the storm yesterday was very severe and that heavy landtl.n
_1
T\_
slides hail occurred. The town of Wilmington,
tee at Ins residence in
Washington May 8tli, to Ohio, is reported flooded. The bridge near
appoint a day and date of the National Demo- Morrow, Ohio, on the Little Miami railroad,has
and two bridges on the Cincinnati and
cratic Convention.
ianesville road between Morrow and ClarkesThe water supply for Boston is to be increasville are swept away. Four bridges are reported forthwith by connecting
Sudbury river with ed
gone on the Marietta & Cincinnati road.
Cochituate lake.
Reports from below Louisville say that the
Krastns Corning died
Monday
evening in Al- country is all flooded, but as communication is
bany ; after a long illness.
1 interrupted no reliable intelligence has been reA branch of the Bone
Phosphate works in I ccived. Nearly two inches of rain has fallen
was
burned
Philadelphia
Monday. Loss iSlOO,- here since this morning. The heaviest portion
000.
of the storm appears to be southward.
Lord DufBin, the newly elected Govenfcr
Memphis, Tenu., April 8.—A drenching rain
General of Canada, sails for Quebec in Junei
fell here yesterday and heavy rains have fallen
throughout tho Southwest, washing away railMrs. Grant held her first reception since Lent
All
roads, bridges, and doing much damage.
Tuesday afternoon.
the southern rivers are expected to be flooded.
The Welland canal is expected to be open by
Oreat
Rise in Riven.
the 20th inst.
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 8.—The Ohio river
The first steamer sailed from Toronto for
has risen about twenty feet since last evening,
Charlotte, yesterday.
and is still rising. The rise in
Licking river
was
unparalled and swept away 125 coal boats
imWICIPAL ELECTIONS.
over
a
million bushels of coal which
containing
Trenton, N. J„ April 9.—The city and town- had been placed in the mouth of the Licking
ship returns of the election yesterday are all in. river for safety. It is not certain how many
are lost.
The Democratic city ticket was elected by 300
majority. The wards elected three Kepublicans
and four Democrats to the Council and two
lIKT£OROIiOGI€AL.
Kepublicans and five Democrats to the Board
The lowest barometer now central over the
of Free Holders.
Georgian Bay will move north-eastwardly
Princeton elected a Democrat and Lawrence
down the St. Lawrence valley with a diminisha Republican to the Board of
Free Holders.
ing pressure over the New England States. A
The Kepublicans have a majority of two in the
rising barometer, westerly to northerly winds
Common Council, and the Democrats a majorwill prevail on Wednesday from Lakes to the
ity of one in the Board of Free Holders.
Gulf and the South and Middle Atlantic coasts,
New York, April, 9.—O’Neil, Democrat, is
and extend over New England by and on Wedconceded to be elected Mayor of Jersey City,
nesday morning. Brisk westerly to northN. J. ,t«.day.
westerly winds will extend during the night
Lockport, N. Y., April 9.—The entire Re- from the upper to the lower lake regioa and to
ticket
was elected to-day.
the Middle Atlantic coast.
publican city
■.

gone

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Rumor tbut the Genera Board will not
meet on the 13th.
London, April 9.—A dispatch to the Manchester Guardian says that Hon. R. C. Sehenck,
the American Minister, while in Paris, from
which city he returned
yesterday, had an interview with the American Consul before the Geneva Tribunal of
Arbitration, and upon his arrival here called
mam Earl Granville, Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs. The result of
these interviews, says the
dispatch, is that
neither counsel nor arbitrators will meet at Geneva on the 15th inst., the day
appointed for
the assembling of the Board, but that the
English and American agents will meet and exchange counter cases. The dispatch further
states that the Board of Arbitration will not
again assemble until the 15th of June.
John Bright on Republicanism.
John Bright, in
reply to an address from
some Republicans
declaring that he was destined to be the first President of the Republic
of Great Britain, writes that he
hopes it will
be a long time before the
English people are
called upon to decide between a republic and a
monarchy. Their ancestors settled the matter
for them, at least for the
present, and posterity
mustdecide it in the future.
Infernal machines.
Paris, April 9.—Octrio officers discovered
and seized yesterday sixty shells and
grenades
concealed in two market wagons which entered
the gate of Montreuil.
Change in Ihe Mpaniafa ministry.

Madrid, April 9.—Gen. Zabalic was appointed to succeed Gen. Del Rey as Minister of War
to-day and tiiok the oaths of office. Gen. Baldrich has resigned, but his resignation has not
been been accepted by the King.
The Captain General of Catalonia informs
Government that large forces of armed Carlists appeared near Barcelona and Gcrona.
Flving columns were sent in pursuit of them.
Disorders are reported iu Galicia. An attempt
was made to shoot the Governor of Oreuse.
His brother, by his side; was wounded but the
Governor escaped.
The bandits who pillaged a train on the Madrid & Andalusia Railroad week before last have
been captured. The chief of the gang
belongs
to a distinguished family.
iltuuucii tu mazzina.
9'—9 P.M.—The committee to
for
the erection of a monument to the
provide
memory of Joseph Mazzina, has been organized with Garibaldi as President.
mt. Vesuvius Active.
Mt. Vesuvius is agaiu in a state of violent
eruption. Columns of fiame shoot several hundred feet above the crater, and
stones, ashes
and cinders fall iu dense showers around the
summits. Tourists are hastening to Naples to
witness the spectacle.

Mystery, Wonder
Mr. H. F.

&

AUCTION SALES.

Mirth. STOCK

of a FURNITURE DEALER CLOSING BUSINESS

AT

EMERSON

TWO

a.

we

No 109 Fore St., to close up his business.
r,.*“e stock consists of Hard-Wood and Painted
Sets, Patent Folding Beds. Soto*. Chairs,
Room Chairs, Lounges, Tables, Teaoovh
^xten>*i<)n Table,
Glass and
Tin VVur
a larRe a**orluu'ut uf good*
not nanimi
Sal** POSltlVC.
O
A,LKV * CO., Auctioneers.

chamber

u!«f)lnlnK

April®*

hall,

Several private bills were reported from the
last Appropriation Committee and acted on.
Bill authorizing issuance by the Postmaster
General of stamped postal cards, was reported
from the Post Office Committee. An amendment was offered that the contract for furuisliin^ cards be given to the lowest bidder.
After debate the amendment was adopted;
also an amendment requiring a card to be furnished with a flap or cover. The bill was then

3

F. O. BAILEV A CO., Auctioneers.
HFThe sale of above property wan |»08tponed to
Saturday uext, April 13th, on account of the storm.
April 10-dtd.
Argus and Advertiser copy.

AUCTIONEERS,
Ne. 76 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON.
Will

I

Fsrfifs
■ery,

passed.
were

Roberts,

appointed

Palmer and Shceber
Committee on the Morse

a

Memorial.
The bill revising and amending the laws relative to mint assay offices and coinage of the
United States was taken up, and Mr.
Hooper
of Mass., addressed the House in explanation
of it.
After discussion the bill was taken up bisections.
Mr. Brooks moved to strike out the first section, he declaring that such a bill when no coin
was in circulation was a
farce, and would expose the House to caricatures in the comic
papers.
Mr. Randall of Penn., replied saying the reason specie payment was not
resumed, was because the great national bank
system opposed
it
Mr. Brooks motion was referred.
Seven
sections were acted on out of (St, and the House

!

BAND !

HALL,

Arrest

of

YORK
it

New York, April !).—Henry C. Coles, a notorious forger and eonterfeiter,'has been arrested for complicity in the fraud whereby several
thousand dollars worth of forged Pennsylvania
school bonds were sold to a broker in this city.
A Blackmailer.

The

trial of

Emma Couch, charged

with

blackmailing Rev. Dr. Carter, was called in
Court to-day but neither she or her counsel for

her were present Her bail was forfeited and a
warrant issued for her arrest.
Tbe Lack-up Cane.
The case of the 10th National Bank was examined before U. S. Commissioner Davenport
this morning. It was proved that the bank has
not withheld money'from circulation for a consideration and the case was dismissed.
Severe Storm.
A severe thunder storm with heavy rain prevailed on the Hudson river so-night. All trains
on the Rondout and Oswego Railroad are much
delayed by damage to the road by the heavy
rains, the earth being washed away on the
What tkc Tribune will do.
Horace Greeley will print the following in
the Tribune to-morrow, as to the course of that
paper in the forthcoming Presidential campaign:

first, It there shall be Democratic candidates for President and Vice President in the
field, we propose to support that Republican
ticket which seems most likely to succeed.
Second—If the main issue in the canvass shall
be protection against free trade, we shall (no
matter as to candidates) be found on the side of

protection.

Third—But if (as we
hope and expect) there
shall be two Republican tickets and n. ne other
presented with any hope of success, we shall favor that one whose election will
be, in our judgment, be most like to promote economy in
public expenditure, purity in legislation
and administration, substantial unanimity in
upholding for all citizens a complete cqnality
of rights under the laws and hastens the return of fraternal concord and mutual good will
between those who were arrayed against each
other in sanguinary strife throughout our great
civil war.
Such is our position, and it will not be affected by theSnonuuation of an orb or cord at Cincinnati, Philadelphia or elsewhere. Greeley
further says that the Tribune will not be an
“organ,” and-will print no campaign editions,
whoever may be the candidates.
El Cetera.
Charles Conway of Brooklyn, an obscene literature dealer, was arrested to-day and the
Mayor ordered him to be prosecuted in the New
York Courts.
Private watchman Hayes had a struggle with
a burglar on East
54th street this mor ing,
when the latter was badly injured that his reis
covery
impossible.
The two burglars who were arrested to-day
for robbing a store in Philadelphia, were the
notorious Jack Sheppard and John Hathaway.
They were caught while demanding goods at
the Adams Express Company.
John Mahoney was placed on trial to day
charged with an assault with a sword cane on
Capt. Charles Swift, of the 71st Regiment,
when returning from the funeral of
Sergeant
the !>th Regiment, who was killed
Paige, of
the 12th of July riot. The jury found
during
the prisoner guilty. Sentence was suspended.
There is a heavy fog on the bay aud rivers tonight, and the lightuiug is very sharp.
Thirty thousand immigrants have arrived
here since the olst of January.
The Efccta of Ice.
Albany, April 9.—A Troy ferry boat with
some fifty
passengers was carrien down the river last night by ice, which choked the wheels
her
rendering
powerless. She finally brought
up with a crash against the old Hudson river
railroad bridge, at this city, losing her bulwarks,
smoke stacks, pilot house and received considerable damage, but no passengers were hurt,
they all landing on the bridge safely.
Municipal Election.
The Republicans concede the re-election of
Thatcher, the regular Democratic candidate for

Mayor.

The Freshet.
The freshet continues but probably will not
increase, as the ice passes down the river unobstructed. The spau of the bridge to wliich the
Troy ferry boat was fastened, gave way to-day,
carrying the boat to the bottom.
Fnnerni of Erastus Corning.
The funeral of the late Erastus Coming on
Friday, will be attended by the Board of Trade
and other associations of this city and vicinity.
Flags will be half-masted aud other tokens of
respect and sorrow will be manifested at the
loss of one who has done so much good in this
Freshet

on

the Hudson.

thickness and weight.
Break in a Canal.
Kingston, April 9.—A break has occurred in
the Delaw are & Hudson Canal 2k miles above
lock No. 51, on the Neversiuk river. The break
is fifty feet long and sixteen below the canal
level.
BnOala Board af Trade—Shooting Affray.
Buffalo, April 9.—The following were today elected officers of the Board of Trade: Alfred C. Wright, President; Alonzo Richmond,
Vice President; Edward W. Hayes, Treasurer.
J. L. Hunter, a lawyer, and another man,
while attaching the
property of F. H. Simpson,
hardware dealer, in Willimantie, yesterday,
weere shot by Simpson, but neither fatally.
Weather Beport, April 9, 1!) P. HI.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of

MATANZAS. Brig Castillian—1626 box shooks,
heads, 353 pairs heading, 6000 hoops.
WOLFVILLE, NS. Brig Dundee—200 bbls flour.
ST JOHN NB. Sch E. B. Beard—900 bbls flour
100 do oatmeal.
Schr Ida J—1200 bbls flour.
146 shcoks and

Receipt by Railroad* and BteanaboalM.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 1 car
apples, 1 do corn, 1 do bran, 1 do potatoes, 3 do live
stoek, 1 do 8{K>ol wood, 1 do timber, 1 do bark, 2 do
laths, 2 do hay, 1 do straw, 3 do seed, 4 do barley, 3 do
straw boards, 1 do flax, 1 do
peas, 1 do boards, 1 do
wheat, 1 do oats, 2 do barley, 1 do bacon, 3 do sundries; tor Lower Provinces—1000 bbls flour, 1 car
sundries; for Allan steamers—6 cars grain,18 do provisions, 3 do potash.
Steamer Forest City from Boston—5 hhds
molasses, 14 kegs lead, 26 cases shoes, 60 casks nails,
30 boxes spices, 15 firkins
putty, 2 casks oil, 40 bbls
sugar, 35 bdls castings, 2 crates crockery, 20 boxes tin,
14 bdls leather, 40 boxes
oranges,2 hhds hams, 3 boxes
fresh tisli, 75 pkgsto order; For Canada and
up country—6 bags i>otatoes, 14 bdls pipe, 25 bags dyewood, 6
bags guano, 32 car wheels, 163 bdls flues, 64 bdls paper, 5 do gambla, 75 pkgs to order.
New l«rk Block and Money Market.

Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
\] O 318 Congre*. St., will sell every evening a largo
INI assortment of Staple anti Fancy Good*.
Goods will be sold during the (fay In lots to tult
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 18*18.
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Boston.29.6* 52
Charleston.S.C..29.99 68
34
Cheyenne.W.
Chicago.29.82 37
ClevoUuid. 29.75 46
Corinne. Utah..29.80 50
Indianapolis_29.89 44
Montreal.29.51 45
Key West.30.15 77
New London. ..29.68, 51
Now Orleans ..30.22 67
New York _29.63 50
Norfolk.29.77 72
Omaha.29.91 40
Pittsburg.29.07 60
Portland.29.67 36
San Francisco 29.82 48
Savannah.30.04 70
Washington_29.68 66
Wilmington.. 29.94 70
Barometer corrected for
T.29.88

=>

j.

?

2

3

:

l

o

W
S
S
SW
W
NW

SW
SW
K
W
N

E
S

Calm
W

Calm
W

D. W.

Dollie

Missouri6’s. g5j
North

Carolina 6’s, new. 20*
South Carolina 6’s, new.
37J
New York. April
9.—Evening—Money was firm
all day at $ @ 3-16 per cent, per day. At 4.30 o’clock

p. m. large lots were offered at 5 per cent, with no
takers. Gold closed dull at 7 ]»er cent. Gold to 1-16
for carrying. The clearings at the Gold Bank
$35,996,000. Sterling Exchange dull at 109 @ 109$. State
bonds quiet. Governments closed firmer.
Stocks
closed dull with heavy market.

The following were the closing quotations #f Government securities:
United States 5’s, new.110
Uniteil States coujkhj 6’s, 1881.
115*
United States 5-20’s 1864. 112}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 113
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.111}
United States 5-20’s 1867.
112$

Cloudy

Fair
Clear
Clear

Cloudy
Lt

1868.113*

United States 10-40’s., coupon.108|
Currency 6’s..'115J
The following
Stocks:

were

the

closing quotations

Raiu

Clear
Fair
Clear
Lt Rain
Clear

Thret’ng
Thret’ng
Clear

Cloudy

H’yRaln
Clear
Clear

Calm
NW
Clr’g Up
SW
Thret’ng
temperature and elevation

The local option law of Pennsylvaia, which
had been adopted by the town of Shippeusburg,
has been declared unconstitutional,aiul licenses
are granted as if no snch law ever existed.

of

Western Union Telegraph Co. 743
Pacific Mail. 64
N. Y. Central ami Hudson River consolidated.... 98*
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
sep 92 >
Erie. gu
Erie preferred.

Bidwell!

OPENING NIGHT

W<Hln(‘Mdny, A.pi-11

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

1 O.

AND

DOLLIE

No. 32

BIDWELL

PORTLAND,

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
101*
Union Pacific do.
gi
Union Pacific stock.... 38
Union Pacific land
Union Pacific income bonds..
84

grants.'80

Bidwell & Wilkinson?s

i

9.]
Boston and Maine Railroad. 146*
Eastern Railroad. 1004
Pepperell Manufacturing Co. 740*
I'inrueiH.

Watertown, April 9—Cattle Market.—Receipts

beef Cattle 391 head; sales of choice at 10 00
10 50;
extra 9 00 @ 9 50; first quality 7 50 @ 8 50
quality 6 50 @ 7 00; third quality 6 50 a) 600. Sheep
and lambs—Receipts 1298 head;
advanced
ic p lb; sales in lots at 4 50 @ 6 05 each; extra 7 00 @

^second

prices'Bave

New York, April 9—Evening.—Cotton 1c lower;
sales 1468 bales; Middling uplands 234c.
Flour is
firmer; sales 7100 bbls; State 6 60 @ 7 60; round
hoop Ohio 7 10 @ 8 50; Western 6 60 @ 8 80; Southern
7 70 @11 00. Wheat dull; sales 41,000 bush; No 1
Spring 1 57 @ 1 60; No 2 do 1 49 @ 1 51; Winter Red
W estem 1 60 @ 1 70; White
Michigan 1 78 ffl 1 95.—
Corn }clower; sales 67.000 bush; Mixed Western 714
@ Vic. Oats active and lower; sales 64,000 bush; Ohio
53 @ 54c; Western 51 @ 53c.
Beef steady. Pork
firmer; new mess 13 12 @ 13 25; prime 10 75. Lard
unchanged; steam at 8}@ 8Jc; kettle 9c. Butter dull.
Whiskey firmer; Western 87 @ 88c Rice firm; Carolina 9 @ Me.
Sugar active; Muscovado 8} @ 91c.—
Cottee in fair request; Rio 17} @ 20c in Gold. Molasses in fair request; Muscovado 35 @ 40c. Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentine at 68} @ 69c; Rosin quiet
at 3 05 @ 3 12} for strained.
Petroleum dull; crude
12c; refined 21}c. Tallow firm at 8} @ 9}c.
Freights to Liverpool unchanged; Grain per steam
4d.

Chicago, April 9.—Flour in improved demand at
5 50 @ 6 50. Wheat dull; No 2 Spring at 1 22 @ 1 224.
Corn dull; No 2 Mixed at 38} @ 38}c. Oats—No 2 at
31c. Rye very quiet; No 2 at 68 @ 69jc.
BarleyNo 2 Spring at 49} @ 50c.
Pork opened strong and
closed quiet at 11 85 @ 11 90.
Lard lower at 8 30 @
Bulk Meats—loose quotable at 3} @
8 35.
3} for
shoulders; cldar rib sides 5} @ 5}c; clear sides 6}e.—
Hams in pickle 7 @ 9c. High Wines quiet at 82c.—
Live Hogs active and a shade firmer at 4 124 ffi
4 50.
Receipts—6,000 bbls Hour, 6,000 bush wheat, 47,000
16,000 bush oats, 100 bush rye, 4000 bush

bush corn,
barley, 5000

hogs.
Shipments—2.000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 62,-

oats, 0,000 bush rye, 3,000

Cincinnati, April 9.—Pork advanced to 12 60 @
12 75 onthe spot and 4000 bbls seller June at 13 25
were sold. Lard quiet at 8} @ 8}c asked. Bulk Meats
in light demand; shoulders at 4}c; sideBo} @ 6} asked ; sales delivered at interior |h>Mb—shoulders at 4c;
rough sides 5} @ 5}. Bacon firm; shoulders 4} @
5c; sides 6j @ 7}c askec. Live Hogs firm at 4 10 @
4 30. Whiskey steady at 83c.
Toledo, April 9.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
Whit lower and in fair demand; No 1
Michigan 1 70;
Amber Michigan 1 59}; No 1 Red 1 61 @ 1 62.
Corn
dull and lower at 48}c for high Mixed; no grades
46}c. Oats lower at 38Jc for No 2.

Charleston, April 9.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 22c.
Mobile, April 9.—Cotton quiet; no price.
uklkasb, April

y.—uouon

uplands 22ftc.

Municipal Bonds.
|
j

—AT—

CITY HALL,

I

Ten to Twelve Percent, interest.
Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as

Thomas

and Hudson.

A Chorus of 200 Masters and Misses under the direction of Mr. Fitch will also render some fine pieces.
jyTickets 35 cents or four for $1; to be had at the
usual places and at the door.
Dsors opeu at 6.45; concert 7.45
ap4dtd

1862, 92ft;

do

1865,

M.—Russian Tallow

GAS

ftd;

p

by

primage.

FIXTURES!

that

KEROSENE

OIL,
FIXTURES.

OIL

Also Steam, Water and Gas Piping done to order.

LEVI

S. BROWN,
No. 98 Market Square.

apr8dlw

allanlineT”

the citizens of Portland

to

announce

they will give a

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

Grand Gymnastic Exhibition

CARRYING

THE

ON

CaamliaN and Uaited Mtales

FRIDAY EVENING,

APRIL

19,

-Unili.

Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.

The object of this exhibition is to defray the expenses of sending a crew to
representfBowdoin at the National Regatta of American Colleges.
Doors open at 7. Performance to commence at 8.
Tickets 50 cts, for sale at the usual places. Reserved Seats 75 cts. These can be obtained on and after
Monday, April 8, at Ollkey & Co’s.
ap6dtd

The

Steamship

PRUSSIAN, Capt. Duitou,
Will

leave this port for Liverpool

on

13th*
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).970 ta 990
fiatarday,

April

in Gold or its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on Englaud for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Dec. 5-tf

Payable

MUSIC

For Freight

HAUL,

Saturday Evening, April 13,
Mr.

Lester Wallaok’a grand military Drama,

THE VETERAN
Comprising

a

variety

ICE!
ICE!
SEASON 1872.

of

Interesting Plots,
THRILLING Dramatic Effects,
—AND—

Extensive Picturesque

Tableaux.

Scenery gorgeous and characteristic, painted
from authentic sources. Costumes of the different

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,

nations

Varied and
All

new

Having

Magnificent!

and

Are

Company!

Under Special arrangement with the distinguished
author and manager, MU. LESTEli WALLACE,
with

The

Strongest

Caste ever produced
New England,

In

:

Mr. J. J. Prior,
Mr. J. O’Neil,
Mr. II. Broughton,
Mr. W. W. Stevens,
Mrs. J. J. Prior,
Miss May Montello,

Mr. Chan. Creswick,
Mr. J. P. Sutton,
Mr. F. Beresforu,
Mr. .lames Wilson,
Miss Alice Brooks,
Mrs. H. T. Stuart.
Musical Conductor—Mr. Bernard Mollenhauer.
£3>Prtte* us usual. Reserved scats for sale at
thebox office, Friday morning, April 12th.

c.

FANCY

ICE !

prepared

to

DRILL,

Promenade Concert,

DAILY OB

FOR THE SKASOX.
SOLICITED.

Office, No. 14 Cross Street,
PORTLAND, iVAINE.
mrl2<listf

STONE_

MONDAY, APRIL 15,

PROPOSALS

Rubber
We have

on

Clothing.

hand

a

HALL!

CITY

The Cadets will appear in their NEW UNIFOR TIM, and give thcJSkirmish and Bayonet
Drills, and the Drill by the

COLOR

ALL FRESH GOODS.

tomrd te pay

NEAL 0. WINiLOW.
Band Concert before the Drill by

CHANDIiEB'8 Fall BILITAB1’ BAKB
^
Twenty-one pieces.
Music for the Dance, by Chandler's Band, 15 pieces.

Doors open at 7, Band Concert at 7 1-2, Exhibition

at 8.

Tickets 50 cts, (to be had at the usual places.) Reserved Seats (front row in gallery.) 75 cts, for sale on
an»l after Wednesday, at Hawes «& Cragin s.
Members of uniformed organizations are requested
to appear in full uniform. Clothiug checked free.
ap9dtd
Refreshments by Recti.

173

OFFICE

DRUMMER
CITY

HALL,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Satur-

day Evenings,
April 17, IS, IS, and SO.

April 9-eodted

To Let.
of Rooms to Let, with board, at 26 Ere
apHdlw*
street.

SUITE

WOOL

COATS.

Blue, and Fast Colors,
AT $2.00 EACH.
GEO.

W.

RICH

&

CO.,

173 Fore Street.
March

27-eodis

4w

GRASS SEED.
3200
2500
12

BOY.

FORE ST.

ALL

000

THEJ

arcua-

27-dlalm__

Exhibition will conclude with the

BY

been

heretefere.

GEO. W. RICH & CO,
March

The

Nmnller Prefit than the

a

Peaple ef thin City hare

GUARD,

UNRIVALLED FANCY DRILL!

large stock of

Fine RUBBER CLOTHING
We shall sell at

-AT-

DAM.

will be received by Westbrook Man
ufacturing Co., for building a stone dam on the
lower falls at Saccarappa, Me.
Plans and s(>eciflcbtions may be seen at tha office o
the Compony In Saccarrapfta
JAMES HASKELL, Agent
fell la ti
Saccarappa, Fob 15. 1872.

-BY THE--

PORTLAND CADETS.

furnish

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted
ty ORDERS

FORMING A

Perfect Replica of Wallack‘8
By the following well-known and popular artists
Mr. Edgar Bruce,
Mr. Charles LeClercq,

secured their stock of

PURE

played by

The New York

readily

per cent,

j

BO WDOIN COLLEGE

Liverjjool by

Savannah, April 5—Freights—Coastwise vessels
for Lumber and Timber are scarce and in demand,
and are
placed on arrival at full rates.—
We quote as followsCotton to Liverpool, direct by
steam ftd,via New York,7-18d for Upland,and ftd on Sea
Island, and via Boston ftd for Upland; Id for Sea lsland;sail to Liverpool,dull at U-32d;aud sail to Havre
at ftc, Gold: Bremen do 3-8d; Amsterdam ftd; ConBaltic and Genoa 7-16 @
tinent
Antwerp ftd;
Rotterdam 15-32d. Cotton to New York per steam,
Upland ftc; Sea Island ftc ftp lb; Rice $1 50 cask. To
Philadelphia, steam ftc; by sail ftc on Upland; Rice$2
cask; Domestics $1 25. To Baltimore, steam ftc on
Upland Cotton; Rice $150 ftp cask. Cotton to Bossteam to
ton, steam |c. sail ftc; Rice $2 50. Cotton
Boston via New York 75c-ft* 100; to Providence via
.Lumber
100.
New York 62ftc ftp 100; via Boston 96c ftp
to Philadelphia $8 50 @ 9; New York, Lumber $9 @
to BosLumber
10 00; Sound ports, $9 50@ 10 50.
ton $10 00. To Baltimore, Lumber $7 50 @ 8. The
50
higher than
rates for Timber are from $1 @ $1
Lumber rates. To River PJatte, Lumber $21, and 5

ftd;

HALL.

JOHN J. LYNCH, and

steam via New York ftd on uplands and ftd on Sea
Islands; by sail direct, ftd on uplands. Coastwise to
New York, by steam, ftc ftp lb On uplands and ftc on
Sea Islands; $150 ftp tierce on Rice; by sail, ftc lp
lb on uplands; $8 on Lumber ; $10 on Timber. To
Boston, by sail, ftc on upland Cotton; 65c on Resin;
resawed stuff $9 50 @ 10 50; Phosphate $5 @ 5 50.—
To Providence $9 ftp M on Boards; ftc ftp lb on uplands; by steam, $1 ftp bale In addition to New York
rates. Vessels are iu demand to take Lumber freights
from Georgetown, S. C., Darien and Satilla River,
Ga., and Jacksonville, Fla., to Northern ports, and
$10 @ $12 ftp M are rates on Lumber and Boards.

at

of these

98 Exchange »t., Portland.

mch22 dtf

THE STUDENTS OF

9—4.30

Freight*.

sjiecialty

a

KEROSENE

CITY

60c.
P. M.—Cotton closed
Liverpool, April
lift @ lift;
dull; middling uplands llftd; do Orleans
were for speculation
3000
which
of
sales 10,000 bales,
and export.
Yarns and Fabrics at Manchester are steady. Lard
4s 3d. Cheese 69s.

making

am

Pendants & Brackets.

P.

exLondon, April
cited at 64 @ 66s.
Paris, April C—4.30 H. M.—Routes closed at 55f

9—4.30 P.

I

CHANDELIERS,

London, April 9—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 92ft for
money and 93ft for account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 92ft; do 1865
old, ‘J3ft: do 1867 93ft; U. S. 10-40’s, 89.

for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20
93}; do 1867, 93J; U. S. 10-40’s, 89.

acquaintance of twenty years

Portland,

sale only those that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are issued in $100, $500
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors.
They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
(HARLEM ML HAWKED,

some

Mm. Merrill, Mias Ada Cary, Mia Mtmnt,
Mrs. Brawn, Miss Ayers, Messrs.

Hurtpcnn iVIarkets.

London, April 9—1.30 P. M.—Consols 92ft for monand account.
Paris, April 9.—Rentes opened at 55170c.
Liverpool, April 9—11.00 A. M.—Cotton is steady;
Middling uplands lift; do Orleans llftd.
Receipts of Wheat for the jMist three days 21,000
quarters, of which 19,000 quarters are American.
Liverpool, April 9—1.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
dull; Middling uplands lift; do Orleans llg @llftd;
sales 10,000 bales, including 3,000 bales for speculation
and export. Breadstuffs quiet; California Wheat 11s
3d @ 11s 7d; Red Winter lls 6d. Corn 27s 9d @ 28s.
London April 9—1.30 P. M.—Consols closed at 92ft

business

as a

securities, visiting the localities where they are issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying ami

offering for

of the best
Ye Old Folks” Anthems and Clionises, also choice
solos and duets by the following talented vocalists:—

Watts, Ntackbridge,

BONDS

home in
i

The Ancient Harmony Society,
With full orchestra, will render
**

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

well

11th.

wean; Aiiuuung

ey

RATES !

mcb27tf

ENTERTAINMENT

April

of

Pure Ice

LOWEST

Evening,

quality

—AT THE—

8-d5t

Thursday

Street,

ME.

with the best

Crystal

STAR TROUPE OF THE EAST.

Respectfully

BmUu Bt«ck List.
at the Broker’s Board, Apiil

000 bush corn, 41,000 bush
bush bailey, 4,000 hogs.

supplied

Customers

80I

wwucriic

Exchange

—AND—

Harlem.HI
Michigan Central.115
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 96*
Illinois Central.133
Chicago & North Western. 82§
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 94*
Chicago & Rock Island.Ill}
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 26
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

[Sales

IX

DEALER

Farewell Engagement of Portland’s Favorite,

P. Y. M. C. A.

United States 5-20’s

CLARK,

4&*Scc future announcements.

The following are the forenoon quotations of Southsecurities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 67
Virginia 6’s, new. 58

Charleston, April 5.—Freights to

~

3

WILKlksbi."

FOR THREE NIEHTS ONLY.

April

Commerce.

X
%

year.

HITKT,

li. K.

ern

Forger.

the

The attention of dealers is called to the above
sales, which will be i>ereniptory for cash.
inv><Hllm
Boston, Until IB, HU.

the orchesorchestra of 25 per-

BIDWELL A

■

Tuesday and Friday during

D_:_n_

adjourned.

JiliW

and Domestic Dry Cioada, .TfilliFancy Gsodi, Hosiery, (stoves.

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and Bhoes,
adapted to the New England Trade, including a large
assortment of .Vcw York City Bade Good*.

Dancing to commence at 9 o’clock.
Music by the Full Band, assisted by all

Managers,

Regular Sales of

Huts and C aps,

WEDNESDAY EVENING, April lOlb.
Choice concert .election, from 8 to 9 o’clock.
Ticket. 50 cents; 3 for $1.00.

MUSIC

Boston, and

the Auction business in

commence

hold

AT

formers.

& BRADLEY

HOYT, WHEELER

every

city, making an
ajdtd

room*

1J

—BY THE—

tral talent of the

7

in black walnut'
bathing room. Parlor
marble mantel; hall and parlor frescoed, house heated by furnace, good cellar, brick cistern 17 hhds. caTerms cash, or cue-half cash,
pacity. Lot 50x«3.
balance mortgage oil term of years at
per cent.
A deposit of $100 required at time of sale.
For further particulars apply on the premises, or to

MULLALY,

CITY

nf

containing
finished

the benefit of

PORTLAND

„

clock P. M., if not

o

we

champion

Mr. J. M.

for Suit- at

tlNimaAtl
16 Bramhaffst
AT shall sell the House No.previously
th«
residencl of F. G. Patterson,

Mr. Emerson lays no claim to Spiritualism, nor
does he belong to any
Spiritual laxly, but claims to be
assisted by
an^unseen influence Ahat be cannot account for, and^preseuts
his wonderful i*>rfonnance to
his audience aud leaves them to draw their own conclusions and judge for themselves.
He will also by request Intitule the t'arnrl in
a,so
the character song
THE OLD MILLER OF 8iug
DERBYSHIRE.” Mr.
Emerson is also the
Drum Soloist in New
England, aud will favor the audience at these performances.
TICKET'S 35 cts. For sale at Stockbridges’ Music
Store and at the door.
63F~ Come early and avoi 1 the Rush. A1
Nothing will be presented at these iierformanees
that will displease the taste of the most fastidious
either lady or gentleman, but only excite the wonder
and amazcincut.
:ipr6td

Promenade Concert !

Residence

Auction.
Txr.d«r, Ap.i,

Ox

When he will perform the feats given by the Davenport Brothers, and many other feats that have never
before been presented to an audience either as tricks,
maaicah^rtormances, or spiritual manifestations.

Rome, April

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

td

A Desirable

and Wednesday Evenings,
April 9 and flO,

For

Crockery,

7‘fh

performances

fluent"
Tuesday

AUCTION !

April loth, at 9 1-2 o’clock
m,
ON Wednesday,
shall sell the entire stock of N. Tar box, In

Would announce to the citizens of Portland that by
request of a large number of persons wbo have attended his private Seapcca «r Eiatrrtuauiu«>uta
during the past week, and others who have not seen
him in hLs marvelous performances or manifestations,
that be will give

next.

Sauatoga, April!».—A portion of the Sciiuylcrville bridge over the Hudson river, was carried away last night by the break up of ice in
the Battepkill and Hudson. The ice was of

port

<

.HOUSE.

enormous

Brig H. C. Smibley of Belfast, lost her bulwarks, sails, &c., during her voyage from New-

s

The following bills were passed:—Providing
that minors are not to be enlisted in the military service without the written consent of their
parents or guardians; to provide superintendents of national
cemeteries; declaring the lands
of Fort Collins a
military reservation in Colorado, subject t« pre-emption and homestead entry ; authorizing the Secretary of War to pay
certain certificates issued for fortification purposes at Lawrence, Kansas: granting condemned cannon for the erection of a soldiers’
monument at Mound City, 111.; to authorize
the sale of the old arsenal near Augusta, Ga.;
to reduce the limits of the
military reservation
at Fort
Stanton, New Mexico; to extend the
time for filing claims for additional bounty till
Jan. 30, 1873, and providing that all claims
hied after Jan. 13, 1871, shall be deemed to
have been filed in time; to provide for the payment of woman nurses during the war; directing the Secretary of War to audit and pay the
claims of certain citizens of Glasgow, Missouri,
for losses by the burning of Government stores
at Glasgow in 18f>4 to
prevent them from falling into the hands of the enemy; for the relief
of James
Murphy; providing that all soldiers
who enlisted prior to
July 22. 1861, and were
mustered into any regiment, company or battery which was accepted by the War Department shall be
paid a full bounty of #100; to
prevent the desertion and elevate the condition
ot the army.
A bill was passed
establishing a system of
deposits, which provides that paymasters receiving deposits shall give bonds and account
tor the same if public
money.
The bill to pay certain Nevada and California volunteers was
passed.
The bill from the
House, directing the pay- !
ment of #190,000 to the officers and sailors of
the Kearsarge, was
passed.
After an executive session the Senate ad-

city.

ure.

to Wales.
The I’opo has refused to receive the sum voted
him by the Italian government.
A severe stonn prevailed the last 24 hours on
the Union Pacific, extending from Percy to
Sydney. The trains are delayed, but the snow
trains are effectually and promptly clearing the
track. Fifteen inches of snow have fallen on
a level at Laramie.
Mr. Belmont, the chairman, has called a

City.

Messrs. S. H.

The Senate Arms Committee resumed their
session this forenoon. Dr. B. Trimble testified
that he knew but little about the branch of
business attended to by his partner, Poulleuay.
Gen. Frederick Dent testified that he has
stock in the Remington Arms Company. Knew
only one other officer of the army who owns
similar stock, and he is in Texas. Never said
he wanted to dispose of Remington stock, and
knows nobody who holds that stock. The Remington Company do not manufacture arms, not
having means enough to build a factory. Never
realized a cent from the stpek, and it was worth

Bridge* Carried

!

lumbia.
Mr. Cragin presented a remonstrance of the
citizens of New Hampshire against the renewal
of the patent for the Wilson sewing machine.
A resolution w'as adopted directing the Secretary of War to communicate information of
the canal and
at Duluth, Minn., and their
effect upon thedyke
harbor of Superior

mi

Hr.

Ruilro«<l

FOREIGN.

SKNATK.
Washington, April 9.—The House, bill locating the depot ot the Baltimore & Potomac
Railroad in Washington was taken up. A debate ensued on its reference. The bill was referred to the Committee on the District of Co-

journed.

Mr. Dana’s Abandoned Inquiry.

The Arm*

XLIID (’ONURESS--SECOND SESSION.

175
261

bushels Western Timothy.
bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,
sacks Red Top,
tons New York and Western Clover,
bags Alsike Clover,
bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.

130 bushels Millet,
350 bushels Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,
For Bale at lowest market
figures.

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Portland, April, 1872.

ap3dt

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.
Plain Language to Untruthful Bull
BY PELEU WALES.
Which I rise to reply,
And my language is cool,
That for ways that are sly
In shenanigan, Bull.
You beat all creation, 1 swan; you are
an obstinate mule.

SAYINGS BANK

the Drug Business.
r|10 learn
Apply between 5 and 6

sot

as au

HOUSE, at a moderate rent, suitable for a family of four i>ersons, in the central part of the
city, is wanted; preference given to Wards 2 or 3.
Would like to lease for five years.
Address for
three days, “LEASE,” Press Office.
ap6d3t

NEW

METHOD

ft

X ROOMS,
(2.00D

LIFE INSURANCE

Boarders Wanted.

Presented to the Public
—BY THE—

me

And more,
I will pay direct claims
For the loss you have bore;
correct all tho damage I’ve done—here’s
for breaking your door!”

mar26tlidtf

GOOD febBtf_No 11 MYRTLE ST,

Life Insurance

THE
27

dollar

Company,

a reliable man, a situation in a wholesale or
retail store; good references given. Address N.,
Press Office.
mchlS
»lm

BY

Portland. Church, Stores and
Schools convenient. The Greely Iu1
_‘stitutc situated here, where all
“children anu youth” in town are admitted free, and
from

ment in that paper to the effect that the Irish
in Connecticut went over to the Republicans
last Monday because they thought it was to

No. 257

Broadway,

New York.

winning side. He says:
The truth of the matter is, the day has
gone by when the Democratic party could
conut on the united support of the Irish at
the ballot-box. In the recent election, the

B. F. BEEKMAN, President.
JAS. A. TABER, Secretary.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Darius R. Mungam,
William H. Lyon,
Tlios. Christy,
Wm. A. Wheeloek,
B. F. Beekman,
Geo. S. Moulton,
Peter Gllsey,
Lewis J. Phillips,
Barnet L. Solomon,
Dan’l S. Appleton.
A. A. Valentine,
Jesse Seligman,

that

they do not now shape their political
opinions in the bar-rooms and groceries so

much as in former times. Nine-tenths of the
Irish who voted the Republican ticket on
Monday last did so without any benefit, either present or
prospective, other than for the
prospect of good government. The Republican caucuses were so
managed, and their candidates for city officers were such as to be
unobjectionable, while the Democratic caucuses in some of the wards were run
by a
parcel of rowdies and a few saloon-keeping
who
bullies,
invariably pushed asi<h; the better class of citizens,
treating old and respectable men who grew up with Hartford as if
they were foreigners from Japan or China.

nal of Agriculture!
Three or four years ago I transplanted

cranberry vines from my meadow, to one of
my gardens, which is pine land. They have
grown well, and they are now loaded with
fruit. I had compromised with them, that
if they would come and live with me on
my
laud, I would bring them their native soil, so
that they could not suffer by
emigration. I
dug channels two feet wide, twenty inches
deep and three feet apart. I removed the
gravel and filled the channels with muck
from the place whence thev were to be taken.
I took up the plants in small
clusters, and set
them deep in their natural element.
They
to
be
appeared
perfectly contented with their
new locality.
now
They
occupy one square
rod of ground, and are
beginning to enlarge
their borders.
I keep this patch clear of
weeds. The expense of this
cranberry square
rod was about two days labor of one
man,
and one day’s labor of one horse. The
prospect now is that the cranberries will ytarly
the

lXlkAln

NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE
OF

Thus iu the

Dyspepsia.”
BY

CO.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

w3m

wlO

Assessors’ Notice.
,bc T°w“ •><■ cap*
TJi,iu;„;".,rbi'a.ntr.of
prrHO,‘Hliab,r“h««■

N°beCin Xhslm^fg?.VtI.Vthi,t

the subscribers will

feet lists of tlie Polls and aU the
estates, real m,d
sonal, not by law exempted from taiation
such pereons were possessed of In said
town if cw

wiki,

thSS
nreDarS

Elizabethon the 1st dayof
Aprilinst;which lists
are required to make and
bring in, and be 1 16u
to make oath to the truth of the Bamo.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
riotioe will he doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the
right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes unless he shows that he was
unable
to oner such lists within the time
hereby appointed.
C. A. TILTON,
THOS. B. HASKELL,
M. J. PEABBLES,

cape Elizabeth,

March^M0"1* EU“^SELLING^

WE ARE

Tnn

OK

and OTHER

GENT’S

FURNISHING GOODS,
WITHOUT
REGARD TO COST!

('lists. ('nstis &

Co.,

893 CONGRESS STREET.

feblOtf

Gr ound Land Plaster
Portland Plaster Mills!

w

Ship!
d..

ease

above

dKOHT

*

us-Aaiigiuiuiij

"'HII>I>EN

uicui

eu,

wiui Tine

Have arrived, and you

ap3tf

Desirable Country

JOHNSON
April 9-eodlw

Residence,

T

-n

I

THE
to the

raising

of market

Vegetables,

or

for

Valuable

1872._mch2deod&w4w

Property

for Sale

late firm and
with a call.

water, and containing about four acres of choice land
w th about 80 choice
grafted and bearing apple trees
Also Pear. Cherty and small
such as

«

Saccarappa,

Me.

made to the
and will be
based upon
1 lie amount paid for
such
,

The above is believed to be the
most favorable
lan to the insured ever introduced—for in the
event
f death within the fifteen-year
period, the
j»ercent-

ge of

profit must be entirely satisfactory, while in
of long life, the annuity will soon repay
every
ollar of premiums paid by the insured to the Comany, and prove in every way equal to an invest
lent in a
Savings Bank, for the protection and supj ort of old age, while the amount of the
policy paid
1 t death
may relieve a destitute family, or add to
* cunforts
already possessed.
The Company is ai80
prepared to issue policies
ase

1

nd a11

Portland, Me., March

MRS.

which

!

O

P1,f*

A11
Ail

who

Let Me

FORD,
MAINE,

OS Exchange St., Portland.
ap3-d-eod&w

M

W & F

Speak Once
'he

dc23d&w

!

ttc’nm

Unu

nr

Seed

r

3m

More !

wlm w7

Forest

Opportunity.

te

the business
& CO.. 20 State st,,

a man

Sale.
1VTow full of gooil paying boarders and lodgers
house and furniture is all in perfect order ami
ery centrally located, and worthy of investigation
lias a lease and very low rent; sold on account
^ sickness
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston Mas**

parties a new Bowling Alley

•

ap8d3t

I
]
,

in want of Plain
Fancy Job
rHOSE
will find Unto their advantage to call
or

on

Printing

Wm.M&

Jarks, at the Daily Press Job Printing Office
bange Street, Portland.

Ex

at

pc,23-dtf

0,0

FOR

B

«°Ki>onr.

_8ALE.

AT

BARGAIN, one of the
V best stands in the city for the
Grocery and Meat
msiness, situated on the corner of Congress ami
ireen streets.
The proprietor being in ill
health, he wishes to reire from business.
a

WINTER

_incli4t4w

A«;i:\TN!!•

Railway
,

For further particulars enquire
April 8dlw

on

the

is

;
Me.

!

«•

Uiu

ni 4„„.
*

eoinmclinu

intended

soctl

LIvery-StaMe

:__

Goal

feh26

by the Gar^o T
WK

MTEAMEK,
BROKEN,
NTOVE and CI1K»TNCT

KW.SEV,

price
a

B

^

xtcrbivaat,
ELIAS HOWE

I Sew ing

Machines

AND ECTTERICK ’S

PL'MM
jehU*

R~4 WILDEBi

J73 Middle St.. Up Stair..

A

CO.,

Agrnt

for Portland.

Dealer* and purchasers
Fruit and Ornan.cutal
Plants will find their interest in
evamiuing
our largely increased and
unequalled stock, which Is
sni*crlor in quality, with many Novelties, selected in
Europe, by personal lnispcctlon, last tall. Send for a

4w

Trees and

Catalogue.

W. C. ST r.ONG & CO.,
slid No 4 Beacon St., Boston
lanMWAF tiw

Brighton, Mass.,
nidi 11

hams

INew Turbine is in general
throughout the U. S. A
six inch. is*used by theOoveniinent in the Patent Office,
Washington. D. C. Its simplicity of construction ami the
power it transmits renders It
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.
use

PO'l.l Stt

Paper

!

Try It!

•

For Beauty cfPoM6h. Saving Labor, Clean*
linecs,Durability Ci Cheapness, Unequaled.
SEW ARE OF HDUTIII.I.ss
under other
IBITATIOXS,
our> in »h
and color
nahne*, but

apllt4w

The Best
|

,1.

ill",,,.'

tronjpo.uPerame ,|J de.iilV

aplf4w

[Op1K>sitorheCCourAt^.f C4I

Pommerrial Mirert,
Portland, Me.

IIOAL^'

By the cargo at the y-ry lo.eyf marke*
loered on toir.l at pla"e ol
►li.pmenl, and
core .caaela t.
R
A
ivcvut

FISHERMEN !

The most itormlar medicine f
nervous troubles
source or all other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and luvigorater.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

at

f„r

,U7SKLL

W

..CMP,

in

(the

Chime Christina*,
N°W Ytar’ 'U the Uar* of your
<,e,i8hted

building ,1'
uminr

la connected wUh
the
mrK.it*

Pallerns of Garments

HE A L T H

^

Ship Stuff, filled at short notice, by
It VAN &

ANOBBWs,

Hotel,the Maine Hotel at Dam.
Columbian House, Bath.

!I8 India Street, Boston,
tJen’l Ag’ta for Near England.
J.J. CHRItEKi,

•Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Muse
boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sounds as
|»owerful as those
ot a lianoforte, and till a house with
melodv (’all
soon at 31 COURT STREET
and select one from the
■ari'e s^oek, so that it may

Pine Lumber.

use

BARTLETT

m

pand INSTRU\li'\'TiIN.?'|GLf1nAIlS’ FLLn'ES.
of other insl
ts.
urfaw?’
?,,,H1),as"or,menf
MUSICAL .MERCHANDISE, also for
“FSIC/uil
»aiu
the store ot

tor

HOUSED

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls.
by

M
w

April 2-illw

n,

NETTING,

r "X

cargo

•*»* rate
K

p

ordinary kerosene lumps. |
wherever good light and j>erfect security from acciiwmtb
AWL)
deut are required. It is prepared carefully at the
MAW AAC TH E U A
If H. A. uoortR J?
sows
HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS, Se"<1
BalUaurr, H4
lo-^nce-h.t.
And cannot be equalled for
Purity, Brilliancy, and Economy.

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES

premises.

and

The Phy.iral Life 9U~

OIL!

Portiand^^j

■ 61

arijcott:],

ECLECTI C

'lii fSv ;kS', Managing Director.

the

'*»"

;i

pb"^

KENDALL'S MILLS.

WIP.KFQ’

TRAINS.

bv

Wb l”-

AT

BY KA.MDALL
Late ol the Gardiner

MftYPV

person-

for

—

Made Rapidly with Stencil and Key
^’A”Ax XJ A Check OuMUs.
Catalogues, sample*
aud full particulars free. S. M.
Saucer, Brattlehoro, Vt.
mchiottw

Thu Company are not
resiionsibie for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 In value
that
al) unless notice Is given, and paid (and
for at the rate ot
one passenger tor
every *500 additlohal value.

uid

side of

York,” Library of Ini
formation i^rtainlng to Its institutions and
Objects of
Interest. See that the hook you get is hy Rev. J. F.
Richmond, 5 years a City Missi uiery. A work worth
having and not a Sensation book, 200 Engravings
Agents sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 805 Broadway, N. Y.

followi:

Southern Pine,
ORDERS
Bridges, Factories, Car and

°"e

FAlaeiELD

16 page paper the

Still outsells any book in tho market. It Is thoroughly established as the only reputable work on the delicate subjects of which its treats.
Readv! A new book from the i>cn of DIO
LEW IS, America's most impular lecturer and writer
on health.
The world-wide reputation of the author, and the
large wale of all his previous works, cannot fail to secure an Immense demand for his latest and best.
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher.
mch4t4w
3 School St., Bnst. ,n.

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P
M
Un sleeping Lars on all night trains.

Southern

'nfur‘*,,c«

deitartments. religious

Muss._mclil6t4w
A f4-F,'\'rPQwante,lforthc“Bri*h‘
l lONew
a

~

H

Wharf. Honor,, «t

Freight (Of the »m by the Penn K
by connecting line* lo. Bar.ini iree o'

Drugglittit

our new

ARRANGEMENT.

TjjgjMgMSMTndna

I.MVdwaoii port every W dn
adiri^amH*?

secular. Rev. A. B. Earle writes for It.
81.00 a
year; a $2.00 premium to each subscriber. For
Agents terms, address James H. Earle Boston

On and after Monday, Oct. 30. 1871.
will run <«
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail tram .stopping at all
stations) for Islaud I
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
^Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
a From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A M
wEromMontreai, Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
---

Line.

P.USSAUK, 1 PN DOLLARS.
or Paarege
«oply to
WMTNn * IUPWN,
A*„„.,
ings-ir
r<> l,.n<t
Whar<, Bt.„,

WOMAN

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
OF

Steamship

PEUFCMEK

for
WANTED.—Agents
Contributor. Thirteen

the

rumen

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.
1

ha* the delicate and refrctUif
ranee of rennlae Farina
Water, and U

>wT^^Colo«Be

amt

novll-<ltf

WM. FLOWERsfEastern Agent,
Kzzzzzl_uBngor,

ALTERATION

-ANO-

PHI LA D E LPHIA

m?;..,reet

tlemaa. Sold by
»ad Dealer* la

1871.

,illl??nJSaFlLll22?!ed

City Bowling Alley.
ramUy*the

The subscriber lias just opened To public and
pri-

louse
••

BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Middle and Exchange Sts.

good
Also a lot of Hens
and Ducks, ami some Farming Tools for sale rhonn
CHAS. R. TAYLOR, Cape Efizaheth, near Minerai
ap8*lw
Spring.

af'8-3t_TAYLOR
Boston.
Boarding and Lodging House for

“

JT How either sex
gain the love
ad affections of any person they choose, instantly
J his simple mental acquirement all can possess, free
V mail, for 25 cents, together with a
marriage guide,
j gyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to
LaiLies, Ac. A
aeer exciting book.
100,0011 sold. Address T. Wilam & Co.,
Pub’s, Phila.
ap2ttw

j]

dlw

ilways (lone a
Ion t object to learn

Fore st'.,
Foot of Plum st.

^CHARMING
may fascinate and

call.

For Sale.

or whole of a
Photograph Businessestablished; nicely fitted np ami
good business; location of great value-

McDonald, 200
SO PL

cold water is allowed

del8_Cor.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Sale half

8ea'

or

any

water

W. T.

Catalogue!

EjXOR
thoroughly

if™wdf n"t*Tv^th*nlr,h^"f^'t,*K,*Hl1tito
worft havea°»

ap9dlm

no

until

Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a

Excellent Business

are

‘T)SYCHOMANCV,

gi ciuer

before realized.

on

aii^and oVwhoK'‘ tI,e,ln8t
to have any
wd.Jv»--ho

K.

surface in the

intensely heated surfaces,
being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
the feed

Colds.

our

ortlan

*half™11
renairo/l

heating

have Just published
Annual Seed f epiGOOD little Horse, 10 years old, weight about
WElogue
of FLOWER and VEGETABLE
SEEDS
A
w®* for 25.00; Buggy wagon $ 15.00; Sleigh $ 10;
lIU* will furnlsli it FREE
application.
Harness $5.00; all in
order.

""

price style and promptness of
hand a lot ot excellent
Hose, which I
jasonable rate; old ones also neativ

*7
A
other tor tlie reason is that
to come in contact with the

IT!

w52

same

ernment Bonds.

ANNUAL

800,1 psople of Portland,

I would invite

on,

than any boiler of the

offered to the

and

13,

wfarr.

^ r o i\

^

Kot Freight

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
best routes’’advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtaiu prices, and see the saving hi
time and distance. Baggage checked
through ami
1
Portland to
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, op]>o. Preble Chicago.
House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland. Me

compartment.

market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

Me‘iiCal lMUlty 10 l'roa’>™
any-

T R Y

!V
21 9 to

AGENTS WANTKli
lo honestly
represent the
in all parts of the
State.

the best Medicine yet
Pllhlit*. fnr Din nnrn «#*

con-

While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal

DINSMOKE’S

th<!

KtagfcSltor*

J. J. GILBERT.
have demands against me will pre-

'leaseduamlSe"*’"”11 ^"“’rnchmP

dal

business of the
flrm

27,1872.N0^ldl™KINS

Cough, Croup, Asthma

] !,

ompany

AOENT Eon

in

DN

again

COUGH AM) CROUP BALSAM !
truly

Steam Boiler

rangement-tliere is maintained three temperature* of
water.
The smoke and lieated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then
descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence
descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually
decreasing temperatures of
water.

under the
is this

engraving of a

....

time
65

To

Information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent
Central
Boehm.

Jnno2tf_93

& P. U. K.

GREAT WEST.
ol heating surface, built upon a
principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means or two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this ar-

Norfolk 4«
l or further

•J"’*1 )(nuK

^(xA

Or any other point In the

JOSSELYN.

The

consent.

Boston.

rJALIFOUNIA

mar21d3w

For Sale or To Lease.

n

II.

one

mutual

Bar
Wm /

*1° 50
W

#15.
65honrs*
NorfolkTal1,1
Bal,'‘a"jc
hours.
Baltimore, hours

feb26t-4w

MERItITT, Superintendent, Boston.

-FOR-

THE

^SSQ^REWARD^so^rc^b^iB

the proprietor of Dr. j-age’s
§9
nv utarrh Remedy for a case of
"Lolti in Head," Catarrh or H
|fl flw'\
*3 Ozena, which he cannot cure. ■
^old by Druggists at 5o cts.
gjJpaaKi,
M

Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
freight station, Causeway street.

Trunk

Washington
piares HVSLThrough rates given to South and West,
cine Passenger ai
commoeations.
a™‘"eluding Berth and Meals to Norfolk
►i

Cure

^Freight

Grand

I
I

[

-®*=*7.30,

via

points in l£S&, Tenure Alt
Ocoryio; and over the Seaboard ami RonSoulh Carolina
bv^the* Ba t *£•d 01,10 * X0r,h
“■ *° ,and
and
A„- Line to all
feline and

300 Agents Wanted Slow

Tra^*s
L-riiffrrrffffl.

fy purchasing llcktt-

3h2Ml&e!f0rt'lktoW“M^“ *

f|10

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, DyrpepUD) &c. Sold everywhere at 20 cents.
mr-ttiiin

tf

fVilliaiii Kenned».*
“McClellan” Capt.

„_F»r

mchl6|4w

Agent

Stcamshipa of thia Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Beaton
aud Saturdays at 4r. m.
*i 11 'HyaY\
NORFOLK and BAt.TIMOKl^RUggijtaA^forSteamships:—
Wxlllnm lAiwrence.”
George Appold.”

Laotian.

sell our Mewing Milk. Linen
Thread. A
C1Mrr"’ F'rery fa,lll‘J' w111
buy them. 875
jte,
tti 8150
iter mouth cleared with certainty. Send for
terms at once to I). I.
Guernsey, Concord, N H

A. It. STUBBS,
then o«

25th

®“d

-OriW. ll

Don’t bo deceived by worthless Imitations,
(let
only W ells s CABDouo Tablets. Price 25 cts tier
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. Y..
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular
Solti by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
feb36-3m
Portland, Me.

&

ist

Xorfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. t'. Steamship Line.

SK*
constantly

$5.00 SAVED

now

TABLETS,

A Aouiiio
present tne Aeia in coiubinnlion with other efficient
remedies, in a popular
of all THROAT and LUNG DJsHOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
lHlCOAT are immediately relieved and statements
are
being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases ot Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.

CHASE,

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

above is an
taining 12U0 foot

mch13

A

F. S. <St P. It. It. StaI- ....irnniimrSi.
n’ Portland, lor Boston, *6.15. *9.10
A■ M., 3.30+, 3.45*. P. M. ltnt.iimfno
{8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
cor Rochester, Alton
Bay, *6.15, A. M
Manchester and Concord, N. H„ via C & P R It
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence. 9 10* A M
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30{, 3.45* PM
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301. 3.45* P M
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10
for New
T ork, the South and the West 9.10* A. M.
train connects with the 3.00 P. M.
Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3 30t P M
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York
via Shore
or Springfield line.
trains oetween Portland and Boston

W.

way

form, for the Cure

P*
P9

Nor.

simcdavs'*
Connecting at Eastimrt
St.

I

♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.

rach28d2w

™l,!SKrrtk

* I...

account of poor health, my house and
<
store,
heated throughout bv steam with
very little expense
Also, the stock which was bought before the
ripe. It is one of the best and most desirable
( nances for safe
investment in trade in Portland.
For further
particulars call on the premises, No 32
<
•t. Lawrence
street, of

TONTINE SAVINGS

aPProved plans of Insurance.

27tli. 1872.

name

sale on state street.

l>ou

THE

v

March

involved by

Enquire

P

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.

the

OF

Arrangement,

AHBANGEMENT

On and after MONDAY. March
25th, the Steamer New England
Capt. E. Field, and the Steamer
Brunswick. Cant S. H. Pike,
;New Icnve
Kailroail Wharf, foot ot
o. TTT;-,, wi!1
State
St., every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 n ni
p' n'-’
fer Eastimrt and St .John.
WUI le“Ve St' John and
Eaatport on the

F.r Coughs, Colds and Hoarmam.

,

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30,3.46 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to
New
York by one or other of the routes from

as

heretofore existing
THE copartnership
of PERK] NS, LIBBY & CO

they stand.
of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 14G and 148
commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mli2-dtt
m

OFFICE

will favor them
S. B. A. LUFKIN,
GEORGE C. FOBES.

new ones

T. A.

This is

Company,

many

Portland, March 20th, 1872.

iinrs,

No. 99 State street, and
Houses,
r#»nr nn Vnmmi Cnnnt
tomitl.o..

Dr. Joui'daiu’s Consulting Office,
01 Hancock Street, Bouton, Hnsa.
junMdlyr

RALPH BUTLER
W. H. JOSSELYN

tlic

rwo

onuses, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
tlie various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a
chapter on venereal infection, and the means of
cure, he:
mg the most comprehensive vtork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Commercial st.

Mouse., Lull null • arm. for Sub,
He would reter parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen ol tbiscirv: H n. Geo'. F.
.simpler, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Beninmir Kin°ejury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
M. C.
°orr.lanil. Nov 1 1870.
nolft

,

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
.containing most valuable information on the

CO.

John, Dlgb,

TWO TRIPSPEK WEEK !

Publishers, 104 Broadway. |
parties having business

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

Mail train.

Winter

yPKIN Cr

mch25t4w

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

OF THE

Mi.

mar23tiw

{Express.
ityThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.

F-

L-BILLINGS

PORTEOUS, Agent.

•jjjQ'T

train,

Passengers ticketed through by either route

nnd

evv

in

with steamer
for
Andrews and Calais, and with N. B QUEEN
& c Railfor Woodatock and Houlton.
chances,
wanting agents, please semi ns your cir*•
W'H> the Steamer EM
culars or address.
PULSS for Digbv anil
mch2.VHwt
thence by rail to
Annapolis,
W Imlsor and Halifax and
A MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
with the E. & N A RailP* Combination
and intermediate stations.
Tunnel, Button Hole CutJP*-*
f
reccived «® lla>» of saiUng until* 4
ter. and other articles. Saco
Novelty Co., Saco, Me 1
or

for

1t09tf_Supt. P. S.

THE

Real Estate and Loan Agent,

For

PROPRIETOR

cents.
H. M. WHITE & CO.,
New York City. Also,

*7

Windsor and Halifax.

ceipt of 25

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.. ±10 40 A
M.. t2.38 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M

§

Cincinnati.

80

Halifax

ixterxation.llsteawnhip

monthly, containing the address ot business
throughout tho country, wanting agents, with
description of their business. Sent by mail on re-

a

iVov’r 13lh, 1871.

sleeping car express

JOHN

■ailp«rt, Cabala

firms

5.20 P. M.

•‘Pullman

FISK.

Wanted.

trains

tAccommodation train.

shpRJtf

parties wanting to get into business, send for
the CANVASSING AGENTS’ MANUAL. PubALL
lished

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., {8.30 A
M., {12.15 P. M., {3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M
Biddeford fcr Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at

Dr. It. J. JOUKDAIN,

BROS.

Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of
RIJTLER, JOSSELYN & SON,
Successors to Ralph Butler, and will continue the
General Commission Business, at the old stand 2<)A
1

water; good location.
Address BOX 1873.

wm. u. Ji

M

Copartnership

House lor Sale.
down, will buy a
ilOO* Five,1Iun,lred
imarly new, large House, cemented
W*
hard
and soft

JUfi
cellar,
_apl-iiw__

as

™

Portland,

grapes’

curreuts, goosberries, &c.
Also another house ami lot on said
street; lot 125x105
feet, with some bearing apples trees, small fruits. &c.
Both of which will bo sold cheap if applied for
soon.
Terms easy. For lurtber information inquire
0f
JOHN CLOUDMAN,

mch26dlw&w4w-wl3_•

find them at

i-rnw-

or

app1^

AStrcw"”™"10"

magnates. All about JOSIE MANSFIELD the siren
l EDWAKD H.
HTOKEi, the assassin, octavo of over 500 pages,
profusely Illustrated. Agen 1 s
Wanted. Send $1 for outfit, and secure
territory at
once.
Circulars free. UNION PUBLISHING CO.,

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger

Glasgow

an

Philadelphia, Chicago

Sootin

Returning will leave Dominion Wharf,
ery Tueaday, at 4 1*. M.
Cabin passage with State Room.

TAMMANY FRAUDS.

leave Portland dalPortsmouth and BoBton. (Sun-onlays excepted) at *1.11) A. M. t6.15 A.
M., 59.10 A. M., {3.30 P.M., {3.15 P.

..mmmb.

I

Bali'at,__Nova
WEEKLY

)r

„Th« favorite Steam shin CAR
LOTTA will leave Gall’s Whaxl
SATURDAY
®* Halifax direct
•at 1,1 P'i
""“‘"•g close connections with the
v
a
.1
Nova Scotia Hallway, for
Windsor, Truro New
and Pictou.

Biographies of Vanderbilt. Drew, Gould and other It R.

PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Commencing Hominy,

Co

every

Brilliant Pen Pictures of the
SIGHTS AND SENSATIONS of NEW YORK.

PORTLAND, SACO,

Steamship

LINK

OF

JAMES

ILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
deelfi-tc

INTER

t

all wbstrv ctioas of the

LIFE

daily.

by
The business will be continued
by Mr. Lufkin, senior partner, under the firm name of LUFKIN &
CO.,
who will be happy to see all the old
patrons of the

formerly
pied by C. L. Patridge, consisting
of a good
tiouse, Barn, Wood-house and Out-buildings, all in
good repair, with a good supply of soft and hard wa-

Bridgton, daily.

Standish,

EASTERN AND

remove

It is strengthening and nourishing. Like nutritions food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
aud health.
It regulates the bowols, quiets the nerves, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic ami restoring effects, produces
healthy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
mch25
4w
t

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonuy Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, NewHeld. Parsrmsfleld and Osaipee, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro'for
Limerick, Parsoustleld

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under tile
firm name of LUFKIN &
THE
FOBES, expired by
limitation March 1st, 1872, and is this
day dissolved
mutual consent.

WITHIN six minutes walk of the Portlauil
& Rochester H.R. Depot, and
occu-

fruit,

Practical and Analytical
Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round tbo world,
uec 18-d& wcvery3uw 1 y

10 ®200 ^R MONTH. Success sure.
100 Agents now Wanted.
1st. New and Beautiful Map of U. S. &
World, two
maps iu one, size of each 40x60 inches. Best ever published for agents. What people have
needed.
long
2d. New Map of New England, colored iu
townships
states and counties, for 1872. Large scale.
No good
agent can fiiil of clearing $5 to $ 15 per day on these two
and
our Rapid Selling Pictures.
Maps
Apply for
terms at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY, Pub. Concord
N. H. or Box 3827, Boston.
aplt4w

IS

M

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,

4*100

Baccnrappn Village, Haro Street.

I

in its virtues, never equalled by
any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Couqhs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed,.the Cherry Pectoral has reallv
robbed these dangerous diseases of their
terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
m their closet for the
ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
hv this timely protection, The
prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden
attacks, ami by ts

"Wharf and Dock, first, corner of K etieet.
Office. 10 State S'.,Boston.
_iw29eodIy

wlO

;

T"

2S, 1872.

May O-dY

SPLEEN, INTES TINES, UTERINE &
URINARY ORGANS.

On

Lnnington, daily.

will

LI VEIL

Lovell, daily.

Stages

virtues. Per-

no one ever secured so
a reputation or main-

_

STETSON & POPE,

JOSEPH HOBSON.

c

and

tained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
lias been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contained series'ol
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence

HARD PINE FLOORING AND /STEPBOARDS, for sale by

The buddings consist of a large two
story modern
built Brick house; a bain 38x72,
clapboarded and
painted; and a stable 24x36. all in good repaii.
Phe house is weil located for summer boarder.
Will be sold at a great bargain before the first of
April,
Also for sale the Capt. Sylvanus
Higgins farm in
Cape Elizrbeth; contains about one hundred and
thirty acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber^ comfortable
buildings and cuts
alH)ut thirty tons of hay; three miles from
Portland,
and one and a half from
Elizalieth Depot. Will
Cape
be sold low it applied for soon, otherwise will be
leased for the coming year.

Siico, Me., March lgt,

wide

Ot band and sawed to dimensions.
HARD PINE PLANK,

mHk

a

mankind*

extraordinary

Beef,”

CLOVES

of

Hard and WhitePine Timber HAS

Oliver Dyer farm in Saco, on the Portland
road, three miles from the Post Office and two
irom old Orchard Beach: contains one hundred
and
fortv acres, well wooded and
watered; well adapted
farm.

&

can

Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,

1 haps

“Boneless Breakfast Bacon,”

T>EEMISES No. 94 Green St., recently occupied by

SCESSES, and

R. R.

Falls and Conway Railroad tor
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winuipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
connect as follows:
At, Gorham for West
and No.
Gorham,

[become household words
among not only one hut
many nations, must have

“Smoked Tongues,”

Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Par-

A

Cured

Throat and Lung*,

rdence

“Spiced Rounds,”
“Sugar

as

Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.
THE FEW Compositions
which have won the eonli-

To Lei.

or

C?

&NUch

“Duffield Hams,”

Real Estate Agent.

ker, Portland.

For Diftcitftcs of the

2m

THE CELEBRATED

Or exchange for a house in the
city,
a small pleasant Farm of 26
acres,
in West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
city. Good buildings, good orchard
of grafted fruit, 70 trees; wood
—■
enough tor tamily use. If not sold will he let.
WM. H. JEBRIS,
Apply to

Sale

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

Proprietors.

w8

eow w

The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians aud Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
projierties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, anti
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rlieulffatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
tlie Back, Chest or Stomach. Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Diseases of an inflammatorv nature.
W. W. WHIPPE,
ap2f4w
Portland, Me.

_febl3dtf
Farm For Sale,

For

eoil&eow d

MAIL.
N. H.

KENNEDY’S HEMLOCK OINTMtNT.

THE

*,,c 1

e”f
tfter the
first payment

FREE BY

snaue tree

Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner,
Deering,
2£ miles from Portland, near E. E. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse B. E; one
of the best locations in the place. The lot contains
IJ acres; the buildings are a two storv house 23 by 21
feet, With L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Inquire by mail on the
premises, or of E P. BEIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.

insured as yearly payments
been made, an
arrangement
perfectly equitable and just. On

;

prevent the Hair from falling out.

SENT

For Sale.

April 8-e«i2w*

COLOR.

Loudon and Pat is, it possesses
Toxic properties known to

a perfect remedy for all diseases of the
BLOOD,
ORGANIC WEAKNESS. G LAN DU LOUS TUDROPS Y, SCROFULA, INTERNAL AB-

and after Monday, December, 18,
leave Portland
-•rf
'i j-lior
intermediate stations
7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester w ith Dover and
Winuipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth, Great

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

jalOeodtf_Conductor

lav e

*

YOUTHFUL

permit.

—

MORS.

1-assenger trains
VRochester
and

It is a sure, quick: remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or iemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder. Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Iucontinuenceof Urine, Chron1* Catarrh of gladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicin
everywhere.
no28
eodly

the ice will

Steamers Dirigo ami Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
•
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland
.-'every MONDAY si.d TliVlts.
at
4
P.
ami
M„
DAY,
leave Pier 3S K. R. New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P >|
The Dirigo and Franconia a.-e litted
up with lino
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for traveler, be
tween Now Y'ork and Maine.
PusBage in State Room #3. Meals extra
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal
Quels e
Halifax, St. Joint, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
arc requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
1 or I rtdght or Pahnagt; apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf. Portland
AMES
*’ E- *- **

is

Winter Arrangement.

HAIR

aa

BEMI-WKKKI.Y LINE

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurnbeba

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Makes the Hair smooth and glossy, and does not
stain the skm as others.

attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
Inquire of, or address,
A. TUCKEE.
on B. & M. E. E.

mention-

t'mi'l-up policies, however,
annuity payment commences
!h*
or
sixteenth year

ORIGINAL

or
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OENEKAI.
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It will

GRAY

M.vteuia Meuica.

n
J; HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
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known to

ever

Nashua,
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sale by &„CP
all druggists.

any time after the full fifteen payments have been made.
Should the insured through misfortune be compelled to stop pay1 ment before the fifteenth
year, a
[taid-up policy will be given, after
three annual payments have been
made, for as many fifteenths of the

AUCr.

sired.

accomm-

febl8

C

GLOVES, hosiery,

also be

can

Hotel Property for Sale.

policy-holder's right to this annuity the Company will purchase at

STOCK, i

WINTER

buildiug

ITS

TO

^1*24 tt

policies.

BALANCE OF OUR

RESTORE

DAVK Jk CO..
ItcaI Estate He mortgage Brokers.

would receive at the end of the sixteenth year, and at the end of
every
year thereafter during life, a sum
in cash amounting to $201 45. The

AND

PHILLIPS & CO..

first

on

CJEO. It.

ed, estimating the annuity at five
per cent only, a person 25
years ot
age, having iu fifteen years paid to
the Company the sum of
$4,023 90,

DRUGGISTS,

deaircd,

the best article

Is

sum*

_

25 years of age would
pay to the
Company in the aggregate $4,851—
a saving at once in lavor of
the
new method of $822 10.
The new plan has, however, other and greater
advantages. At the
close of the sixteenth
policy year,
and every year thereafter
during
life, the Company will pay to the
policy-holder such an annuity as
the entire surplus accumulated
at
compound interest will warrant.
Conservative estimates in regard
to future rates of
interest, mortality , lapses, and expenses, show that
this annuity will
average about
five per cent, on the
aggregate
amount of the fifteen
premiums
paid by the insured to the Com-

IF

)n

scientific periodicals of
tlie Most Powerful

by

RENEWER.

odated with loans.

On the ordinary
plan, to secure a
paid-up policy for $10,000 by fifteen annual
payments, a person

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE

t MW AS

of

hand-

appear at once. Fifteen annual
payments are ^required on this
plan to purchase a paid-up life
policy. Each yearly payment is
less than the preceding one, the decrease being at the rate of four
per
cent, compound interest. As an
example: at the age of 25 the
first payment on a
policy for
$10,000 would be $373; the second,
$358 10; the third, $343 20; the
fourth, $328 30; the fifth, $313 40,
the sixth, $298 40; each subsequent
payment decreasing in the same
ratio until the fifteenth year, when
the last payment would be but
$16410, a sum much below the ordinary whole-life rates. The total
of the payments made amount to
$4,028 90, and at the end of the fifteenth year the insured would receive a paid-np policy for $10,000.

SYMPTOMS OF DYSPEPSIA
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY, CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD,
SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.
CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

_mrli2

ff

f

Child Again !

a

Leiijj and successfully used in its native country, as a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier ot the
Blood, it
is found even to exceed tho anticipation* founded on
its great reputation. According to the medical anil

The 8.45 A. AI. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next momiug.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

I Were

JURUBEBA!

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.

________

Mar.

Maine

American Toxic

daily.

eod&wtf

Portland,

sighs the weary aud exhausted one, as the languor
and lassitude of spring comrs uj>on him. Come and
receive vigor and strength from the wonderful South

VIA 3.15 P.M.
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Raymond and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and
Porter,
for

Muchiagport,

Returning will leave Machiaaport every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings.
For further particular# inquire of Rons & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial street, or
CYBUS NTIKHIVANT,

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Oh, Would

STAGES.

Fryeburg

and

JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.

P. M.
3.15
8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with
passenger car
attached.

At
At

RICHMOND,

jn2dly

Portlaud,
Leave N. Conway,

VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and

OP

CAPT. C. KILBY,
will leave (until further notice) Railroad
Wharf, Portan.
every Friday evening, at ten o’clock, for Rockland ( am.lcr. Belfast, Castlne. Deer
Isle,
Sedgwick,
So-West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) MUlbrldge, Jonesm.rt

iff;

Passengers

and to Halifax for

OGDENSBURG

CITY

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

a™^M.
Leave
7.40

HUGHES,

Cumberland St.. Portland.
Circular.

HALL’S

mortgages in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Dceriug. Parties de-

sirous

172
Stamp for

need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in eflieaey and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will findi t invaluable in all cases of ol>sttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect salety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
ill 18God&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Porthird.

Pianos,s

s

&

to

From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York,
! A CTJRREINCj'V.
booked to all part s of the United Slates.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland fur Cl
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 9» State Street, Boston.

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

«!“**

The plan is simple, easily understood, and the advantages it offers

DYSPEPSIA.

PERKINS &

a

to any nmonul

a

$8.00;

for

Spring Arrangement.

City.

On an<l after

HAIR

Loan ! 1

prepared lo loan money

$iOO

from

PORTLAND

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who

Install-

"•47_-tu__(lc20

John,

TRIP PER WEEK.

;

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
E&" Passengers enbark at Cunard YVharf, .Jersey
1

J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.
Ibtf

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Inatrunaents War-

BULLETIN.

anuuity for the relief and
support of old age, combining, at
a low rate of
premium, the benefits of the Savings
Bank and
the high-priced Endowment and

Specialty

WHOLESALE

Westbrook, six miles from Portland, near tbe
Station on tbe P. & R. It., and but ten
minutes walk from the Ogdensburg E. B„ a Double
Dwelling House, 13 finished rooms, sunny and airy,
with Sebago Water, a good Stable and yard
room, as
seen In the above cut,
Address the owner.
Rev, EDWARD P. THW1NG,
6 Smith St., Portland.
ap7tf__

are

Calais and St.

The leading instrument manufactured in the United
States.

At

Saccarappa

some

since the fire: 1. Do you
keep a cow ? 2.
Is it a female cow ? 3. Is it a farrow cow ?
4. Is it a kicking cow? 5. Is kerosene used
in milking?

AND

provides

ST.

Ialso have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

We

men

DIt. J. B.

Send

ments.

tc

are

Address:

Price lists sent by mail.

$20,000

cure war-

wc are

ONE

:

Passage Money,Including fare from Boston toN York,
Cabin, #80, #100, $130 gold—according to accommodation
Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, #15

lUilway,

Trains Due at Portland.
No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Batli 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. in.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterviile 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Readheld 11:40, Lewiston
12 :.\>0. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
No. ®. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath
5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via
Danville) 5. Arrives at
Portland 6:45 n. m.
*©• 1- Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
Bangor < p. in.. Water-vile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswh k 11:45, Bath 6
p. m., (remaining at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portlaud for Dover and Poxcroft
arc; ticketed
through. Pare $5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. in. train,
arrlving at Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Poxcroft at or about 0. 30 a. in
Connecting at Dexter w ith the 8.15 a. in. train for
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland $5.00; to
Boston $8.50.
Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting w ith
the Night
Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold In Portland for Houlton,

returned if desired.

EXCHANGE

Geo. It. /yiiyis & do

perfect

Lewiston

!>• m.,

BII.MYUN. tgrai

Penobscot Bay and Maehias.

sail
■ icon NEW YORK.
JAVA, Wed. April 10.
CALABRIA. Sat. Apl. 20
CHINA, Wed. April 17. 'RUSSIA, Wed. April 24

No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05
p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
traiu connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

bad habit in

I,.

FM THE

The lavorlte Steamer

appointed

Steamers

Kendall’sMills5:to,

forwarded immediately.
All corresjioiidence strictly confidential and will be

SALES-

ROOM,

Will sell to be paid for in

a

a

Cork Har.

Currency

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15
p. in. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7*45 Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:15 p. m.

by

ranted.

have prepared, and now offer to
the public, a new method of insurance, which limits the amount ot
the payments to a small and cer-

—The following questions have been added to the list of a Chicago insurance
company

FOR SALE HIT ALL

MELODEONS

All

Life Insurance Co.

prove successful.

for

—AND—

SALE.

day passes but

a

of

Lfa™
J>or!'aV'? at 1:00
2:50, Readt-.eld 3:59,

Danville

p.
connecting with train on E. & K. A.
for Oldtown and
Mattaxvamkeag.

of the ago of thirty who are
many
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often l»e
lound, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milkisli hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot
consult the Dr. can
personally
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description oi
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

ORGANS

&

tesult
scientifically and

Queenstown,

leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken at

low rates.
mch30tf

Cabin, $80 & $1 00 Cold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Brunswick 2:30, Bath
(there connecting with
tlie Knox and Lincoln2:50;,
railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, Ac-); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s
MUIb 5:10,
Skowhegano:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
in

Middle-Aged Men,

There

HASTINGS,

MANUFACTORY

the

Returning
days at 5 P.

Boston.

N°. IO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
Vla Danville
8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
o°.
J:00 (there
connecting with Knox & Lincoln Rail™
Dainariscotta, Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.

consulted by oue or
more young men with the above
disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper aud on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
186i>.

MERCHANTS

pay
expenses of their new settlement.
Luck and experiments well directed will

Specialty

FOR,

Lewis May,
Samuel Schiffer,
R. W. Adams,
Wash’ll A. Roebling,
Wm. H. Wallace,
Solomon Loeb,
John T. Conover,
Daniel D. Badger,
Wm. M. Wilson,
R. S. Middleton,
P. Frankenheimer,
Chas. B. Wade.

misrepresentation by agents, the

tain sum, and

Hardly

144 1-2

The greatest drawback in soliciting Life Insurance has been the
uncertainty of promised dividends
or profits.
In view of this uncertainty, and with a desire to avoid

Pine Land.—A growthe following experience in the Jour-

“White’s

a

McPhail’s

on

ranted.

jn30tf

throughout;

Democratic resolutions reminded one forcibly of some of the old abolition platforms of
by-gone days, and the only difference we
could %ee was in the candidates, and the odds
here were largely in favor of the Republican.
In Hartford and New Haven, and in most of
the large towns in the state, temperance is
making rapid progress among the Irish, so

ALARMING SYMPTOMS

W. P.

clasical education. Said farm contains
55 acres clay loam land, well adapted for grass and
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage; cuts
25 tons hay. Never-failing brook in pasture. Has
an orchard of 80 fruit trees, half young.
Two story
House and ell, finished
Barn40x56, nearly new, well finished with cellar full size, cistern in
same.
Never failiug well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. G acres ot wood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected it applied for soon. For terms apply on the Ipremises to
OLIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
wl5
April 8th, 1872.
ap9deodlw& wtf
can

be the

ALL

obtain

Portland, January 28tli, 1871

generajly

youth—treated

NOTICE.

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centre. 10J miles

to a state-

complaint

PERRY, Sheriff.
np5dtf

1872.

trains leave Portiaml for
Bangor, No.
6, might express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a. in. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4 :U0, Waterviile 5:00. Arrives
at Bangor 7:30 a. in.
Connecting with E. & N. A.
Kaliway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John aud Halifax.

Many Tlioimnnd* Can Testify to TIiIm
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a

«mHK Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
A have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,

REAL ESTATE.

head I’ll

Patbick O’ Farrell of Ilartord writes to

FOR

E. N.

Portland, April 4,

I’usosnger

danger-

A.T 7 O’CLOCK T». NT.

FOB UVEBPOOL.

DIRECT BROffl BOSTON
PAHTHIA, Sat., Aprils, TRIPOLI, Thurs. May 2.
PALMYRA, Sat., Apl 13. SAMARIA, Toes. May 7.
OLYMPUS, Tues. Apl 23. HECLA, Tnes., May IL
SIBEBIA, Tuts., April30 PALM Y1LY, Tuts. May 21
ET*Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

_

Train. From Portlnud.

via

at

WHARF, Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCKPTKD)

IaIISTE

S AILING

RAILROAD.

ATLANTIC

NTKAiUKRS

HAIL

CITY,

Haring commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

apl

OTIISTARD

is4t

FOREST

Steamers api»oiiited tc sail

LW-gr3'872-

How

Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.

Portland, April 1, 1872.

Calling

Have Confidence.

that the “Nuisance

Pocket Book Found!
owner can have it by calling on W.
KIRSCH,
Market Square, up stairs.
ap8d3t *
Wanted.

antiquated

ami

MAINE CENTRAL

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
seek for some antidote in season.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole svstem.
Do uot wait for the consummation that ‘is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

AN
__dcliO dtf

of that

Mercury.

personally notified by
our inability to find

account of

on

Notice is also given

Wanted.
experienced Cook at No. 71 State Street.

for

an indiscriminate use
ous weapon, the

violation of the law, without further notice.

of any

Boarders Wanted.
Rooms; board reaBonable.

MERCHANTS’

Intoxicating

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

Commercial st.

179

i.vnr.,-.

myself deputies,
their places, are hereby notified that

from New York and
Portland and other

we

sorry.

a

Iu Port land who have not been

STURDIVANT,

ROSS &

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must Kuow
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested exi>erienco in
the hands ot a regularly-educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; >et the country is flooded with isior nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but
always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertithat
ble fact,
many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point geuerally conceded by the best
sypliilograpliers, that the study and management of these
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
The inexperienced general
an I ours.
practitioner,
Having neither opportunity nor time to make liimsrit acquainted with their pathology,
commonly
purone
sues
system of treatment, in most cases making

LIQUORS.
or

calmly spoke James,

White’s

The Unlawful Sale of

Wanted.

To freight Coal
Philadelphia to

lie

ipfdlfcv

MOISTTKEAL

OLIVER,

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Peaks’ Islam* at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.,
an<i 3.45 P. M.
BS> ^"Private parties can be accommodated by applying to the Cantain on board.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.

Street.

wl3

«ir--^THK SUPERIOR SEA-OOINt)
STEAMERS

E X P R E S S,
CAPTAIN A. S.

C tP*Reliable information cheerfully furnished at

all limes.

PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

ALL

or transient boarders accommodarooms and .board.
Two connected
with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of FranklinfeblTtf

Vessels

nnckuecs received

to

C'auapauf.
NTI'A.IER

Office, 49 1-9 Exchange

cess.

Sheriffs Notice.

PERMANENT
ted with good

said I, “prehaps
You have did as you chose,
But you’ve burned up my traps,
And I’m free to suppose
If you are the person I think, you will pay
these and those.”

gives

Snecial attention
cod3m
jan30

Peak’s Island Steamboat

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

FOR

answered.

rooms

“James,”

er

13

board at
Myrtle street.

Immediatel y,
CONVENIENT rent for a small family, Apat
No. 25 Winter st.
ply
ap2dtf

TknintR

a

good

Wanted

the

him!

FURNISHED FRONT

Ap 3dtf
Wanted.
SITUATION as Book-keeper. Address W. L.
A., Post Office, Portland.
mch29tf

A

and the

To the winder he come,
And remarked with a grin,
“Don’t be mad, for we’re cousins,” says he, “and
ought to be cronies agin!”

Cranberries

and

_fro.

—OF—

wallered in

Springfield Republican in reply

NICELY

AND

FOR BOSTON.

Travelers for
CALIFORNIA
the Went, South and Northmay obtain through Ticket*
by the bent aud moot reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rale*, at the old
am! reliable Union Ticket Agency of

perfect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted
to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned
reputation!
furnishing sufficient assurance of liis skill and suc-

MALE
American First Mort-

For Peaks’ Island.

THE

F?t*f$fgfgf?ffgland

long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs ot disease from the svstem, and making a

European and Nor h
gage It. it. Bonds, 6 per cent ill Gold, at 90 and interest.
Man Francisco,
We draw Exchange an
Montreal, Si. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and
Stocks
au-l Sell on Commission
Bjnas in Boston and New Yoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly

Boarders Wanted.

as

A

Which, you see, I must wait
Like an owl on a limb;
But I’ll catch, soon or late,
That ere jocular Jim,
An \ by jingo! I’ll wallop him blind and

ALMO,

PROCURE TICKETS

Passenger Ticket Agency!

arising from
or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devotin'* ins entire time to that
particular brand) of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of

Bonds.

STEAMERS.

OLD

{input e connection

AGENTS FOB THE MALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage tt. It Bonds, 7 per cent in Gold.
Northern Facific K. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

A

A

Jim—he’d scooted home,
And had locked himself iu;

the

City, State. County

STEAMERS.

Rooms,

Cumberland Street,
he consulted
privately, and with
confidence by the afflicted, at all
from 8 A. M. to 0 P. M.

daily,

RAILROADS.

AT

a<^ref8e8 those who are euftering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether

—

and United States

1118

AT

can

Foreign Specie and Coupons.
BUY AMD NLI.L

House Wanted.
distant

IN

FOUND

he
the utmost
WHERE
and

Hours

American and

Apr 8-dtf
was a

DEALERS

BE

Medical

No. 172

(Street, Boston.

—

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, 3d April. The finder will be generously rewarded
by returning it to No*
42 Park st.

I arrove and
of a smoke.

on

Stat^

on

ceiling above,
And—ah, Johnny, no joke!
them ruins was takin’ the
quietest kind

erect

SiS

Scarlet Canton Crai>e Shawl, embroidA SMALL
ered heavily with White Silk,
the stage at

for In-

They capsized the hot stove;
The flames darted and broke

I’ll

CAN

BANKERS,

and correct

TYLER & COX.

ere

am

ap9*15

Apply by letter only.

Ids name,

horned critters et
The corn, lettis, and peas,
And a drove of hogs met
In the butter and cheese,
through basement and pantry they
cooked vittles up to their knees.

“I

im. j. it. iiuciies

Private

INSURANCE.

Give a couple of whacks,
Which he stove in my fence and my door,
ileasts follered in in his tracks,

Then

MEDICAL,

MOJVE & IH(\VM;k,

WHIPPLE.

Man
Entry Clerk; quick
at figures, fast writer.
AYounjg

I went off for a w eek,
When he grabbed up the ax,
And the cowardly sneak

Through

W. W.

as

as

My house was bran new;
And my garden the best;
And my Shannons they grew
Like potatoes possessed,
And Jim, gittin’ jealous, threw stones at my hen
she sot on her nest.

And

Boy Wanted

Lost.

And his cattle and swine
l*i ettv frekently came
And broke over the line;
For we lived close together,
thougli he
relation of mine.

Those

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wanted.

tell—videlicit,

was

A

o'clock.

It’s no good to call names;
But concernin’ this fuss
About indireck claims,
And the Alb’amy muss,
Tbere’» a story I’ve laid out to
stance, as thus:

Ah, Jim

WANTS, LOST, FOUNb.

!

The Scientific American 1b the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every nunilier contains from 10 to »5 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges
ami
works, Architecture, improved Farm
A year’s num•very new discovery In
bers contains 832 pages and several hundred eugravfor bindIngs, Thousands of volumes are
ing and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times tin* subscriptions price. Terms, $3
year by mail. Specimens sent free. May be had oi

Engineering
Implements,

Chemistry.
preserved

of wrapper
resembling
ip«
to deceive.
RIKIXO SI X POI.ISII IX BI LK, for stove dealer*’
twelve cent* per pound—twenty-five and fifty
pound boxes. "Cheaper than any other Hulk l’ullsh for
intended
TIIK
u<<*. at

nothing."
THE

RTSIXfi

SIX ITinKIt

WSflL-Ni Sharpening

and IbtraMo—mipvret-de* other articles for i>urp«i**
Cheap
THE IIISINU HI'X III. t. K LEAD l.l liitli A rou.
K„raxles*
and
La*t* nix

hearing*

nr.:tcblnory.
time* a* long a* oil1
done. 2*» lb. and M lb. boxo«, IX ct nts per lb.
Try It.
MORSE BROS., Prop'rs.,
_.

jan27tL&w-12w

Canton,

Mass

w3

PATENTS obtained on tlie best terms. Models of
inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published In the Scientific
\ meric an the week they issue. Semi for Pamphlet. 110
,iew

•ages,

containing

laws ami full of directions for ch-

aining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
fc Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F.ami
th Sts. Washington, D. C.
apr5t4w
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